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Abstract
In this Licentiate Thesis, human-centric evaluation of innovations are 
investigated with focus on examining and gaining understanding of important 
issues that needs to be considered in the evaluation process. The intention of my 
research is to contribute to IT-design processes so that future products and 
services, that are in various stages of development, become more responsive to 
users’ actual needs and wants.

IT has traditionally been used within the boundaries for either work-practices or 
private use. Nowadays, however, these boundaries have become increasingly 
blurred. Today’s technology should not only support work, but also leisure. This 
means that the use of IT additionally includes areas such as entertainment, 
education, news, and marketing. Furthermore, IT-products and services should 
also be supportive for people in their different, although concurrent, everyday 
roles, such as parent, colleague, friend, consumer, and partner. These changed 
use contexts and use patterns have made it even more significant to understand 
the importance of designing technology to support different use situations. To 
get knowledge about how technology can support use patterns and use contexts 
a means is user involvement and through continuous evaluations. 

The evaluations reported in this thesis are evaluations of innovations. Evaluation 
of use of technology has often focused on usability aspects. Now, the area has 
developed to include additional use aspects, such as interaction and use 
experiences. Hence, the area of user evaluation has altered to include a broader 
question, how technology fits within a broad range of human needs.  

In this thesis, the reported evaluations mainly have been carried out in a Living 
Lab context. Living Labs aim to support innovation processes among businesses 
and local and central authorities by offering human-centric evaluation of 
innovations in a real-world use environment. The Living Lab concept is rather 
new. Thus, the evaluation processes, performed within this context, need to be 
examined.

The investigation in this thesis has been carried out following an action research 
approach within a Living Lab. In this course, four human-centric evaluations 
were performed: a piece of furniture displaying video-art, a mobile marketing 
service, a civic-service office, and a mobile-phone bus timetable.  

The investigation has illuminated that the context in which the evaluations occur 
is critical. Hence, it needs to be considered and intentionally studied. My study 
has also shown that the development context for innovations is complex; there 
are many stakeholders involved with different knowledge interests and 
therefore, to reach a common purpose of the evaluation is complicated. In 



addition, it is difficult for stakeholders to express their evaluation needs clearly. 
Hence, a focus on needs facilitates planning and designing the evaluation 
process.

In this research, an aspect that have been identified as important to consider in
evaluations of innovations is that users are reluctant to change their behaviour;
hence, it is not possible to evaluate the actual impact of an innovation on 
people’s lives. Instead, the focus of the evaluation should be on valuing users’ 
attitudes and thoughts related to the innovation.

In addition, evaluations of innovations are often formative in character, aiming
to form the innovations in some way. In these evaluations, it is important to 
include users who are innovative and open to new technologies. It is also 
important to include active non-users in evaluations, since their attitudes could
reveal necessary changes that would make them want to use the innovation.

Finally, when evaluating how an evaluand fits into a range of user needs, it has 
been found that user needs can be met at different levels. This means that a 
product, or a service, can meet the need of a user concerning one aspect, but 
still, the user might not be aware of the need of the product or service, as such. 
So, a need of an innovation might exist, but the users do not use it anyway; the 
users fulfil their needs by a different means. Therefore, if an innovation does 
what the users need it to do, a change in user behaviour needs to be encouraged
to help the users change their actions.

Keywords:
Evaluation, Innovation, Human-centric, Living Lab, User Involvement,
Information Technology, Interaction Design, Needs, Stakeholders, Context, 
Action Research, Need finding, Soft Systems Methodology 
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Introduction

1 Introduction

Traditionally, information technology (IT) has been used either within the
boundaries of work-practices or within the boundaries for private use. Today, 
these boundaries have been blurred as new technology appears in a diversity of
application areas, thereby offering new opportunities for supporting activities in 
people’s everyday lives. This means that usage of technology not only concerns 
work practices, but has also come to include areas such as entertainment, 
education, news, and marketing. Hence, technology has become ubiquitous, and 
have to be supportive of usage both indoors and outdoors, for work, home,
school, and leisure (Fitzgerald, Russo, and Stolterman 2002; Karat and Karat 
2003; Preece, Rogers, and Sharp 2002). In addition, technology have to be 
supportive in all the different roles people have everyday, such as, a parent, a 
colleague, a friend, a consumer, or a partner.

Consequently, these changed use contexts together with users’ voluntarily usage 
of technology have made it increasingly important to be aware of the need to 
develop technology that are satisfying, entertaining, helpful, aesthetically 
pleasing, support creativity, and emotionally fulfilling (Preece et al. 2002). 
Hence, the endeavour in IT design-processes nowadays is to view the users in a
complete manner, as human beings in a social system in which IT plays an 
increasingly important role (Karat and Karat 2003). However, all these 
circumstances put high demands on the IT-products or services that are 
developed and aimed for users today. A product or service that does not give a
user an added value is not likely to succeed (Andersen 1983; Benyon, Turner, 
and Turner 2005; Newman and Lamming 1995; von Hippel 2001).

“New products and services must be accurately responsive to 
users needs if they are to succeed. However, it is often a very 
costly matter for firms to understand users’ needs deeply and 
well” (von Hippel 2001p.247).

A common approach to attain knowledge about users and their needs is to
involve them in the IT development process. This approach has become so 
deeply ingrained in development practices that it is difficult to imagine
otherwise (Magnusson 2003; Scaife, Rogers, Aldrich, and Davies 1997). The 
involvement of users can be achieved in many different ways and at different
stages during the process of development and design of information technology.
There are many different approaches and denominations for user involvement 
such as; design for, with or by users (Kaulio 1998), customer as co-producer
(Wikström 1995), participatory-design (Namioka and Schuler 1993), user-
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centred approaches (Newman and Lamming 1995; Preece et al. 2002), to give a 
sample. However, involving users do not mean that the users should control the
design; instead it means that they should be equal participants in a
communicative process (Karat, Atwood, Dray, Rantzer, and Wixon 1996; Karat
and Karat 2003). One way to accomplish communication between users and 
developers is through continuous evaluations throughout the process of IT
design.

Evaluations used to be seen as a quantitative process where the costs and 
benefits of a certain system was evaluated with help of calculations based on 
clearly defined criteria (Walsham 1993). However, today it has become
increasingly recognised that when taking such an approach the risk of missing
softer advantages with new technology can be missed, since softer issues such as 
feelings related to the systems, can be more difficult to quantify (Khalifa, Zahir, 
and Jones 2001; Walsham 1993). Hence, more interactive approaches of 
evaluations have started to emerge to increase the relevance of the evaluations 
(Karlsson 1999). These interactive approaches stress the importance of 
interaction among those involved.

Traditionally, evaluations of IT-products and services have focused on 
collecting data in a systematic manner to get information about how it is for 
users to use an IT-product or service when carrying out a certain task, in a 
special context (Chin 2001; Newman and Lamming 1995; Preece et al. 2002). 
Thereby, the evaluations have a focus on evaluating how self-explanatory and 
easy the design of the system is to understand, and use, for the users (Wiberg 
2003). However, the designs of user interfaces have grown to become a rather
mature area, where interface styles that seems to function in many different
circumstances have been established. Thus, the focus for usability evaluations 
have started to move from a concern with only the interface, to include aspects 
such as interaction and user experiences (Karat and Karat 2003). One common
argument for this approach is that it does not matter if a system has a high 
degree of usability if it does not do what the user need or want it to do.
Additionally, it is no good if a system, theoretically, does what the users want, 
but they do not understand how to use it, in practice (Löwgren and Stolterman 
1998; Nielsen 2003).

Hence, the area of user evaluation has altered to include a broader question, how 
technology fits within a broad range of human needs (Karat and Karat 2003). 
This shift in focus implies that a re-design of existing evaluation methods might
be needed (Wiberg 2003). It has also become recognised that even though issues 
such as usability, usefulness, and user friendliness are considered in IT-systems
design processes, many IT-systems fail to meet users’ needs and requirements
(Fitzgerald et al. 2002; Köhler 2006; Löwgren and Stolterman 1998). Preece et 
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al (2002), also state that new methods and theories covering expectations and 
needs of new products and services are required in the field of IT-evaluation. 
They say that the role of evaluations is to make sure that an understanding of 
user needs occurs throughout the whole process, but that it can be difficult to
know what to focus on during the different stages of the design process (Preece
et al. 2002).

In addition, it is important to start tests, and evaluations, of IT-systems early on. 
According to Gupta (2000), the cost for correcting errors escalates by a factor 
ten for each phase during the development process. In other words, an error that 
costs one dollar to correct in the analysis phase, costs ten in the design phase,
one hundred in the programming phase, and one thousand in the implementation
phase (Gupta 2000). However, gaining user feedback early on in the design 
phase is not an easy task. This is especially true in cases focusing on gaining a 
deeper understanding of how new technology will actually be used in its real 
context (Smith, Fitzpatrick, and Rogers 2004).

The situation were technology emerge in a variety of application areas and that
the target user can be anyone who wishes to use the IT-system, anywhere, has 
brought about a wide set of concerns for researcher and practitioners within the
IT product and service development area. These changes also indicate that 
current evaluation processes might not be enough to cover the increasing
complexity of current design situations with users and their needs, different and 
vocational usage, expectations, attitudes and contexts.

One approach, acknowledging these difficulties is a concept called Living Labs 
that has started to appear around Europe. Living Labs offers open and human-
centric real-life experimental contexts, supporting both research and innovation 
processes. The focus with the Living Labs is to improve and accelerate the
transfer of research and development results into new products, services,
markets, and even industries. Hence, these Living Labs offer possibilities for 
innovators to test and discuss their innovations with real users, thus, aiming to 
stimulate societal innovations by mobilising collective creativity. 

1.1 Research Purpose

The situation today with changing contexts, vocational usage, unknown users,
and changing needs, together with new evaluation and innovation contexts such
as, Living Labs, indicates that the processes of designing and performing
evaluation of innovations need to be studied further.
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Therefore, the focus of my research is to, through an action
research approach; examine and gain understanding of the 
practices of human-centric evaluations, performed in relation to 
a Living Lab, with the aim to identify and explain issues that 
need to be addressed in these evaluation processes.

Based on the understanding of these issues I will give suggestions that facilitate
the evaluation process. In addition, the intention with my research is to 
contribute to the process of designing products or services, through improving
the evaluation process so future products become relevant to users’ actual wants 
and needs.

1.2 Delimitations

As in all studies there are some delimitations having influence on the study. I 
have conducted my research in relation to a context called Living Labs. This
means that the evaluation processes referred to are evaluations performed on 
innovations implemented in their natural context. Being connected to Living 
Labs also influenced what was evaluated. Therefore, I have participated in 
evaluation processes of a heterogeneous set of innovations. Adding to that, the 
evaluations have mainly been focused on innovations aimed for private usage in
public settings. 

1.3 Thesis Structure 

In this thesis, I start by giving a short background of my research area through a
description of what I have chosen to call, my area of concern. In this chapter, the 
background to the problem area is described together with a description of
Living Labs, the interaction design area, and evaluations. In this chapter, main 
concepts, such as innovations, services and stakeholders, are also described. 
After that, follows a chapter describing my research process. In this chapter, my
framework of ideas is presented and my action research approach is described.
In the subsequent chapter, that is the case chapter, a description of the 
evaluations I have been part of is given. In the end of the thesis, the issues I have
identified in evaluation processes are discussed followed by a presentation of 
my lessons learned and finally, suggestions for further studies. 
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2 Area of Concern 

The theories and methods presented in this chapter form the basis of my 
research. In this chapter, a presentation of my area of concern is given and 
starts with a short outline of my perspective on systems development, Living 
Labs, and innovations on an overarching level. Then follows a description of the
area of interactive design, together with theories and methods for evaluation, in
general, followed by a more focused presentation of methods and approaches 
for evaluation of innovative IT-products and services. Finally, a presentation of 
aspects to use as guidance in evaluation planning is given.

2.1 A Discipline in Constant Change 

Research has been performed within the information systems discipline, focused 
on systems development, since the 1960’s: hence, it can be considered a well-
established research area. Over the years, many methods, approaches, and 
techniques have been developed to support the processes of information systems
development, but the support these methods provided has gradually lessened.
Earlier, the process of systems development was a rather structured process, 
while today’s processes are challenged by fluctuating circumstances. (Fitzgerald 
et al. 2002). Fluctuating circumstances can be, for example, changed use 
situations, extended use contexts, new users, and continuously changing
opportunities for the technology. These changes need to be recognised and 
handled in IT-product and service designs and development processes.

Traditionally, IT has been used to support calculations, transactions, storage of 
data etc, but that kin of usage of IT has changed and matured (Dahlbom 2003b; 
Dahlbom 2003a; Dahlbom and Ljungberg 1999). The use of IT today is more
focused on relation-building between individuals, on interaction, and on support
for actions, services, and mobility (Dahlbom 2002; Dahlbom 2003a; Wiberg 
2005). Hence, while yesterday’s IT focused on processing numbers, today’s IT 
supports social contacts and interactions (Dahlbom 2002; Dahlbom 2003a;
Wiberg 2005).

The role of technology has also changed, from being in the front-end of people’s 
attention, to becoming a natural part of people’s everyday lives: you might say 
that technology has become ubiquitous (Fitzgerald et al. 2002; Wiberg 2005).
Due to the changes in use of IT in different situations, the discipline has to
change too. Nowadays, it has become important to consider new aspects in the 
design processes, one such aspect is to move from upgrading of existing IT-
systems, to become more focused on innovation, and this requires changes in 
perspective within the discipline. Now, it becomes necessary to study the use of 
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IT with the objective of coming up with new ideas about how IT could be used 
and designed to support usage in different contexts and situations (Dahlbom 
1997; Dahlbom and Ljungberg 1999).

Another consequence of the changes, mentioned above, is that traditional 
systems design methods have started to become insufficient to cover and handle
all aspects in systems development. In addition, the circumstances for IT-design 
projects have changed too, Today, the time for development has been shortened 
dramatically, the importance of supportive graphical user interfaces has
increased, and it is has become more important to be customer-oriented (Vidgen, 
Avison, Wood, and Wood-Harper 2004).

Alongside these changes, new usage contexts have arisen. IT today, perhaps a 
web-system or a mobile-phone system, must be developed to support many 
different contexts, such as, outdoors, at home, at work, or in the car. This has 
effects on the user perspective; the users of today’s IT are no longer merely 
employees using IT to support their work. Instead, a user is rather a customer or 
consumer (Dahlbom 2003a; Magnusson 2003), and in order to get to know these 
new users, approaches influenced by market research need to be included in 
processes for IT-design and development (Vidgen et al. 2004). These changes 
influences the information systems discipline; it has now become important to 
modify the focus on improving work processes to include IT-innovations,
supportive of other use situations. Hence, the discipline needs to become more
application-oriented, developing innovations that support society in general 
(Dahlbom 2003a; Dahlbom 2005).

Users are another aspect having influence on methods and user involvement in 
development projects. Today, and in a nearby future, user involvement
approaches might need to be revised, since users oftentimes use an IT-system 
voluntarily, in their spare time, without being attached to the system in any way. 
Earlier, when IT-systems mainly supported work practices, users did not have
much choice whether to use the IT-system, or not. Today, when IT-systems aim
to reach a public market, an IT-system unable to meet users’ needs and 
requirements might remain unused, since users merely choose another program 
or service that supports their tasks in a more efficient or pleasing manner
(Nielsen 2003).

In this thesis, the focus is not to investigate how to approach and solve these 
factors concerning user involvement, but it is, nevertheless, an important factor 
to consider. All around Europe, these user involvement factors, alongside the 
need for innovations, have started to become recognised. Hence, one approach 
that is underway to emerge in Europe, as a means to support this, is Living Labs 
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(Eriksson, Niitamo, and Kulkki 2005). In the following section, the concept of 
Living Labs is elaborated on further. 

2.2 The Living Lab Concept 

It has become increasingly noticeable that it is important that a variety of users 
get the opportunity to experiment with a diverse set of technologies, in order to
stimulate innovation. Therefore, a trend, consisting of institutions offering an
experimental setting, has begun to develop in Europe. These experimental 
settings could be called test and experimentation platforms and are of different 
types, such as: prototyping platforms, testbeds, field trials, Living Labs, market 
pilots and societal pilots. These types of platforms are immature in their nature,
and, a lot of confusion is related to them, such as, what each platform-type
stands for and contains (Ballon, Pierson, and Delaere 2005). During my
research, I have focused on, and grappled withn the terms testbeds and Living 
Labs.

The definition of the concept testbed is, according to Ballon et al., (2005), “a
standardized laboratory environment used for testing new technologies, 
products and services and protected from the hazards of testing in a live or 
production environment” (p2). This definition implies that the environment, in
which the tests are performed, is a closed and controlled environment. Ballon et
al. (2005), continue by giving a definition of Living Labs as follows: “An
experimentation environment in which technology is given shape in real life 
contexts and in which (end) users are considered ‘co-producers’.” (p3). These 
definitions show that Living Labs are somewhat different from testbeds. In a 
Living Lab, the technology is tested in a real life context and end-users are 
important informants in the tests. In testbeds, users are not necessarily involved
and the laboratory setting is controlled. Hence, the Living Labs aim at reaching 
a broader market than testbeds do.

When I started my research, the concepts Living Labs and testbeds were very 
new and constituted an undeveloped research area. For that reason, the concepts 
Living Lab and testbed have changed during this time. What today is called
Living Labs was sometimes called testbeds a few years ago. In this thesis, I will 
use the term Living Lab, as this description is most relevant for the context I 
have been part of. 

Living Labs can be used as instruments to make the innovation process efficient 
and dynamic. The aim is to involve a broad test market in the development 
stages of products and prototypes, before they are launched on the real market. 
Therefore, the Living Labs provide an environment where companies can test
their prototypes. In addition, it is an environment allowing potential users to 
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influence the final design of products through close cooperation with the 
company (CoreLabs 2006a; CoreLabs 2006b). In the development of Living 
Labs, a lot of effort has been focused on developing human-centric
methodologies for identifying, prototyping, evaluating and redesigning IT 
innovations in diverse and continuously changing real-life contexts (Eriksson et
al. 2005).

The Living Lab concept refers to methodologies where innovations, such as, 
services, products, or application enhancements are created and evaluated in 
real-world environments. In these environments, humans are in focus and the 
aim is to understand and develop innovations that are supportive in the different 
roles humans might have during a day. These roles can be as a citizen, as a user, 
as a consumer, as a patient or as an employee, and all the different roles might
require different technological solutions, in order to get support for their acts.

Additionally, the Living Lab activities go on around the clock: this means that 
users get the opportunity to gain an understanding of a new product or service in 
its usage context. The focus is on how users experience the technology, such as 
user interface design and ergonomics, as well as user acceptance. It can also 
extend to a user co-design process that finally leads to service or product
creation (CoreLabs 2006a; Eriksson et al. 2005). The foundation of Living Labs 
is the involvement of users in innovation processes; thereby, the innovation 
system becomes human-centric, in contrast to technology-centric. Hence, the 
purpose of a Living Lab is to enhance innovation, usefulness, and usability of
IT-applications in society. 

The thought of Living Labs is to access the ideas, experiences, and knowledge 
of the user in relation to the daily needs of products, services, or applications. 
The human-centric approach in Living Labs consist of human beings, citizens 
and the civic society as a source of innovation (CoreLabs 2006a). Since Living 
Lab is built on co-operation with users to support creativity, this calls for an 
efficient interaction with a larger population of people. There are two aspects
important to consider when interacting with a larger population, the ability to 
capture the ideas and input from a larger population and the ability to evaluate 
and understand technology-use in a specific context. These areas require more
focused research, in order to create methods capable of generating the necessary
knowledge. Thus, the concept of Living Labs requires substantial research to 
optimize its operations and methods (Eriksson et al. 2005). My thesis is one
contribution to these issues. 

In Sweden, the purpose of the development of testbeds, or Living Labs, was to 
regain growth within the IT-sector by facilitating the communication and 
interaction between customers and service-developers. Hence, the role of the 
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testbeds was to facilitate the process of creating innovations, based on users’ 
needs, and to make sure that the services were user-friendly and designed in a 
pleasant and experience-based way.  One such Living Lab is Testbed Botnia. 

2.2.1 Testbed Botnia – my Real-World Situation 

The focus for the Living Lab, Testbed Botnia, which I have been involved in, is 
to test innovative IT-services or products, with real users in a real-world context,
before the artefacts are introduced on the market. This Living Lab is open for all 
kinds of IT-actors and aims to facilitate the collaboration process between 
different actors in the value-chain, and to help these actors to get in contact with
end-users. The Living Lab operates within three main areas; technical platform, 
consultation/evaluation, and test-pilots or end-users.

The end-users, or test-pilots, are the largest resource for the Living Lab being 
studied, because the test-pilots are at the centre of the organisation. There are 
5800 test-pilots accessible through the Living Lab community and the test-pilots
are represented as private persons who have, on a voluntary basis, chosen to be 
part of the Living Lab community. What unites the test-pilots is their curiosity to 
try new technical artefacts and to get the opportunity to influence them. What 
separates them are demographical and psychosocial factors (Ståhlbröst 2004).
Each test is customized, in accordance with the test-initiators’ unique 
requirements, and the blend of test-pilots makes it possible to tailor a test target-
group to meet these requirements.

Because of my action research approach, described in more detail in the 
following chapter, my role in this context has been twofold firstly, to manage 
and operationalise the evaluations, and secondly, to study the processes as a 
researcher. One of the evaluations I was involved in, the Civic-Service office,
was not directly related to the Living Lab (Ståhlbröst 2005c). This evaluation 
did not use the test-pilots related to Testbed Botnia, but because of the approach 
and the underlying thoughts with the evaluation, such as real-world tests, a 
human-centric approach and a focus on innovative ideas, the evaluation process 
became similar to evaluations performed within the Living Lab organisation. 
However, this evaluation has contributed to my research and is, therefore,
included in my study.

The possibilities the Living Lab offers to the test-initiators are that they get an
opportunity to gain a notion about users’ interest and level of understanding of 
their products or services, before they are fully developed and implemented in 
the market. Hence, the value of using the Living Lab’s services it to get in 
contact with a specific group of users and to get an evaluation of their service or 
product from a person outside their organisation. One crucial factor for the
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Living Lab is to do the evaluations in a fast and interactive manner. In addition,
it is important that the test-pilots are e diverse group which makes it possible to
select a representative user target group. Because of the short development cycle 
innovations face today, evaluation results do not necessarily influence the 
product or service in an explicit manner. Instead, the results may have an 
influence on an upgraded version of the innovation.

Those who have used Living Lab’s services state that they see no risks attached
to tests, instead, the importance of testing as early as possible in the 
development cycle has been emphasised, hence, the development process needs 
to be interactive so that the evaluand can be tested throughout the whole process 
- from idea to finished product. It is better to know, early on, if the developed 
product or service is on the wrong track, thus, avoiding putting a lot of time and 
effort on innovations nobody wants or needs.

2.3 What is innovation?

An innovation can be a new product or a product extension, and most
innovations come from gaps between an existing product and customers’ 
expectations (Dahlbom 2005; Ulrich 2002). In addition, an innovation is 
composed of at least two parts: creativity, and then implementation of the idea, 
meaning inventions that have been realised in some way. It can also be ideas
that are transformed into artefacts or processes that has practical use in society 
(Newman and Lamming 1995). Innovation is sometimes used synonymously
with use or development of new technology, but the technological factor is only
one element of the innovation. Other elements: can be better working conditions
or methods of service delivery that may, or may not, have a technological 
component (Perrin 2002). To be innovative means to focus on shaping the 
future, rather than relying on past successes, and innovations are important, 
because they foster growth and long-term prosperity for companies (Schumpeter
1994; Ulrich 2002). 

To innovate means to create something new and different, and to be creative 
(Dahlbom 2005). In order to become innovative, it is important to let go of old
behaviour and to become accustomed to new ways of doing things, but learning
how to forget the old behaviour is almost as difficult as learning to adapt new 
ways of seeing things, hence, it requires an openness to learn (Perrin 2002; 
Ulrich 2002). However, one of the aims, when dealing with innovations, is to be
smart enough not to repeat old mistakes, just make new ones. This means to 
learn from old mistakes so that these can be avoided in future innovation 
processes. In addition, when dealing with innovations, to learn means to seek, 
use and share information about what went wrong with what was hoped to go 
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right. Besides, innovation involves encouraging idea generation and to put 
promising concepts into the test (Perrin, 2002).

When following an innovative approach, change is viewed as a creative way to 
form a new context. In this approach, there is no need to focus on problems,
instead, opportunities and possibilities are in focus (Fitzgerald et al. 2002). If the 
approach to change is seen in the perspective of problem solving, it means that 
the design is seen as a way of getting away from an unwanted situation
(Fitzgerald et al. 2002), while seeking for opportunities is aimed at creating a 
more positive future situation. 

Working with innovation includes three certain facts: it is expensive, risky and 
time consuming (Jobber 1998). Additionally, the work with innovation is 
unpredictable, in terms of finding out what activities or interventions that will 
work or prove useful, who the beneficiaries will be, when the benefit will 
actually occur, under what circumstances an innovative approach would be 
applicable, and whether the discovery and application will be as intended, or of
a completely different nature (Perrin 2002). Hence, it is important to decrease 
these factors and to create opportunities for success for the innovations. One
way to accomplish this is to have good market contact, meaning to know what
the user actually wants and needs (Jobber 1998; Perrin 2002).

An innovation can also emerge in different ways: it can be an “outside-in” 
innovation that happens when customers’ unmet needs are analysed in a new
manner, or the innovation can be a “customer-pulled” innovation that might crop 
up when customers are gathered in a focus-group, in which the aim is to
determine unmet needs (Ulrich 2002). New innovations are often based on 
technical opportunities and visions, however, many of these technically superior 
innovations have failed, since not enough attention has been paid to the need and 
wishes of the actual user (Nieminen, Mannonen, and Turkki 2004). 

In this thesis, the focus is on “technology-push” innovations, meaning that
customers’ unmet needs have not been the driving force behind the development
and design of the innovation. In my perspective, an innovation is a new way of 
doing something; it can be an idea, a product, a service, or a process. This means 
that an improvement of an already existing IT-product, such as a new model of a 
mobile phone or an upgrading of a word-processing program, is not considered 
as an innovation in this context.

2.4 What is a Service? 

A service is a special kind of product. Pure services can not be owned by 
anyone, but they can still be linked to physical goods. Soft-ware design is often 
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positioned as a service, because the value of the product is more dependent on 
the designer’s knowledge, than the actual cost of the product (Jobber 1998).
Services cannot be seen, tasted, touched, or smelled, before they are purchased. 
A service can be an activity, a performance, or an object. A product may include
a service, and a service is produced and consumed at the same time (Dahlbom
2003b; Dahlbom 2003a; Dahlbom 2005). 

The difference between products and services is recognizable, but can be 
difficult to grasp. If we think of a service as a servant, the difference becomes
more obvious. A service is always available, it is on-line, intelligent and 
cooperative. When a service is used, it is interactive and offers possibilities to 
correct and influence the performance of it. In addition, a good service is 
mobile, always in the background and ready to be activated when it is needed 
(Dahlbom 2003b; Dahlbom 2005). In this thesis the services I have evaluated 
has been a mobile marketing service, a mobile-phone bus timetable, and a civic-
service office.

2.5 The Background of Interaction Design 

Two areas are relevant for the understanding of interaction design: human-
computer-interaction (HCI) and the Scandinavian approach. By tradition, these 
two areas have focused on the usefulness of digital artefacts, and the 
development within these two areas has similarities, such as, focusing on user 
participation and an aim to gain an understanding of the context in which the
system is supposed to be implemented (Löwgren and Stolterman 2004).

Within the area of human-computer-interaction, usability is a central concept 
and the main aim is to create usable systems. This area originates in what was
called software psychology in 1970. Within this area, the main study object was 
people’s interaction with computers, as a means to form theories about how 
people think and act in front of the computer screen (Preece et al. 2002).

However, the demands which the practical systems development had on cost 
efficiency and project management required a development of another approach,
usability engineering. Within this approach, focus was on defining what use-
qualities the finalised systems must have and to what extent the system must
have these use-qualities. The product was then built and it could be confirmed
that the final system actually had the planned use-qualities (Löwgren and 
Stolterman 2004).

Generally speaking, usability (Benyon et al. 2005; Löwgren and Stolterman
2004), or use-qualities can be measured in terms of: 

how well the user performs when solving different test assignments 
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how flexible the systems design is 
how easy it is to learn the system 
test-users’ opinions about the system, measured in terms of helpfulness 
and effectiveness.

Usability engineering has shown to be viable, both in practice and theoretically.
At the same time, it has started to be widely criticised, because of the demands
on measurability. Hence, there is a risk that the development processes will 
focus on the aspects that are easy to measure, while hard-to-measure, but more
important, considerations could be put aside. Related to that is the debate that, if 
the usability goals are not based upon something meaningful for a user, the 
product will be unusable for the user. This perspective on usability has turned 
into a new method, contextual design. The objective of this method is to secure 
that the developer has such an understanding of the contemporary use situation
that it will reflect users’ attitudes (Löwgren and Stolterman, 2004). 

During the 1970’s, a new systems development philosophy emerged in 
Scandinavia – the Scandinavian tradition, i.e., participatory design, and this
philosophy has many resemblances to the human-computer-interaction approach 
(Löwgren and Stolterman 2004). Until now, the discussion within the systems 
development area had mostly been engaged in economic and technical issues, 
but this new philosophy, focused on human, social and political contexts, and is 
in which an IS was developed and used (Bratteteig 2003). Hence, this new 
philosophy appeared as a reaction to earlier methods that assumed that users 
could give a complete and explicit description of their needs and wishes 
reagrding a new information system (Bansler 1989; Bansler 1990).

The first participatory design project was a political project: engendered by the
unions, aiming to support workplace democracy. In participatory design, an 
ongoing and mutual learning occurs, where users and designers learn from and 
by each other (Bansler 1990; Bratteteig 2003; Löwgren and Stolterman 2004).
This tradition represents a meaningful area, having a great influence on the 
development of interaction design. 

2.5.1 The Interaction Design Process 

In this section, I will give an overview of the processes for IT-design from an 
interaction design perspective. The interaction design approach aims to design 
interactive products, supportive for people in their everyday and working lives 
(Löwgren and Stolterman 2004; Preece et al. 2002). Hence, the design of IT is 
design work, and the design always happens in a context. An easy case of design 
is when an organisation decides that it needs new systems for information
support. A more difficult case is a situation where it is hard to delimit the design 
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situation, for example, when the design is aimed towards an anonymous mass 
audience, or when the development of a new product aims to be used by people 
in their homes, in their cars or being carried around in people’s pockets 
(Löwgren and Stolterman 2004). 

In addition, the design of IT can, in many ways, determine the design of work 
places, organisations, and education, as well as how cultural and social
structures change (Löwgren and Stolterman 1998, 2004). Thus, it is important to 
have knowledge about, and to consider all the things that are influenced by the
design. Consequently, when the intention is to make usable products, it is 
important to understand when the products are going to be used, by whom and 
what kind of activities the users are performing when interacting with the 
product (Dahlbom 2003a; Newman and Lamming 1995; Preece et al. 2002). 

When aiming to design, it is important to consider that design means to create 
something new, and that is not the same thing as problem-solving. Problem-
solving assumes that the problem is known in advance and that the solution will 
be recognizable. In these situations, there is a right and wrong, while in design 
there is no right and wrong, hence, it is not possible to judge a design idea in 
those terms. The purpose of a design is to change a reality into a more desirable 
state, which is the reason why it is not possible to really value a design before it 
is implemented (Löwgren and Stolterman 2004).

In interaction design, a project can aim to update an existing product or service,
but it can also aim to develop a totally innovative product. In these projects, the 
development can either be driven by user needs or by technological
opportunities, trying to create a user need (Löwgren and Stolterman 2004;
Preece et al. 2002). In the latter case, the aim is towards a broad and undefined 
market (Löwgren and Stolterman 2004). In this thesis, the focus is on projects 
developing new products for a broad market, and whatever the purpose of the
design is, it is important to consider intended users’ needs, requirements,
aspirations and expectations (Preece et al. 2002). Yetton, Sharma and Southon 
(1999), state that users’ adoption of an IT-product is influenced by two sets of 
characteristics – the extent to which the user perceives the product as relevant to 
her task and role, and the extent to which the user believes it enhances his or 
hers task performance. This indicates the importance of involving users in the
process, and even if it has shown to be an expensive procedure, it has also 
shown to be worthwhile (Benyon et al. 2005). 

There is no single “methodology”, or sequence of steps that can guarantee a 
successful outcome when designing IT, since it is not certain that one successful 
method will be appropriate in another design situation (Newman and Lamming 
1995). Every situation is unique, because designers, resources and the situation 
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are different each time (Löwgren and Stolterman 2004). In this section, I want to 
give an overarching perspective on the process of interaction design. First, there 
are three characteristics in the interaction design process; namely, a focus on 
users, specific usability and user experience goals, as well as iterations in the
process. In addition, the interaction design process involved four basic activities 
(Benyon et al. 2005; Preece et al. 2002), see Figure 1. below:

(1) Identifying needs and establishing requirements; to be able to design 
something that supports people, it is important to know who the users are 
and what kind of support an interactive product could, and should, provide.
The identified needs then underpin the product requirements, and the design 
and development of the IT-system.
(2) Developing alternative designs; this is the core activity of designing,
where different ideas, aiming to meet the established system requirements,
are suggested. This activity might consist of two sub-activities; conceptual 
design and physical design.
(3) Building interactive versions of the design; interactive design involves 
designing interactive products. The most rational way for users to evaluate 
such designs is to interact with them. This activity requires an interactive
version of the system to be designed.
(4) Evaluating designs; this is a process of determining the usability and 
acceptability of the product, or design, that can be measured in relation to a 
variety of criteria including the number of errors users make using it, how
appealing it is, how well it matches the requirements and so on. 

1. Identifying
needs/establish
requirements

4. Evaluate
2. (Re)Design

Figure 1. The Interaction Design Process (Preece et al. 2002) 

These activities are intended to inform one another and to be repeated. The main 
reason for this process of gaining an understanding of the users is that different
users have different needs and the design needs to be designed accordingly
(Newman and Lamming 1995; Preece et al. 2002). In addition, an evaluative 
approach is inherent in the process of interaction design focusing on ensuring

3. Build an
interactive
version

Final
product
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that the product is usable for the users. Hence, the findings from the evaluations 
are interpreted in relation to the ongoing design activities.

In this thesis, interaction design has not been the method used in the design of 
the innovations I have evaluated; instead, I have used the interaction design
approach in an implicit manner when designing my evaluations. This means that 
the interaction design approach has encouraged me to include users, in this case, 
the stakeholders and test-initiators, and to interact with those involved in the
process with the aim to get knowledge about their needs and requirements
related to the evaluation, to iterate in the process of designing the evaluations 
and to “evaluate” the design, together with the stakeholders. This “evaluation” 
has also led to redesign of the evaluation in some cases. 

2.6 Evaluation in General

Evaluation is a process aiming to investigate the significance, value, or quality 
of something, based on a careful study of both its good and bad features. In
many everyday situations, we all make judgments about different things, 
actions, and events happening around us, without reflecting over whether it 
should be called evaluation. Usually, evaluations are related to something being 
valued in a systematic and well-considered manner. Hence, evaluations become
a rational process, where methods are followed as a means of gaining control
over the different steps in the evaluation process. The main aim of an evaluation
is to express a value judgement about the evaluand and the evaluation should
critically scrutinize the particular object. Thus, the mission is not to only 
describe, map out, or measure an attitude. Instead, the endeavour should be to 
gain deeper insights and to question what is taken for granted (Lundahl and 
Öquist 2002).

Evaluations are performed in a number of areas, such as, evaluations of 
educational programs, organisational changes, project performance or evaluation 
of technology, and, according to Karlsson (1999), there are three different 
evaluation approaches; (1) objective and result evaluation, (2) process 
evaluation, and (3) interactive evaluation. 

The first approach, objective and result evaluation, dominated in the 1950’s and 
the 1960’s. In these evaluations, the evaluator measured and described the 
results in quantitative terms and it was not the evaluator’s job to value 
differences (Guba and Lincoln 1989; Karlsson 1999).

The second approach, process evaluation, was common between the 1970´s and 
the 1980’s. Within this approach, the interest was aimed at issues about how the 
results have been reached. The evaluations were not only focused on describing 
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something, the expectation was to do a qualitative judgment about the thing 
being evaluated.

The third approach, interactive evaluations, developed during the 1980’s and the
1990’s and had its focus on participation among those influenced by the
evaluation. The basic thinking within this approach was that participation by 
different stakeholders increased the relevance of the evaluation questions and 
results; therefore, the stakeholders’ influence was strengthened. Within this
approach, the discussion follows two streams, one stream emphasizes
participation as a means to enhance the relevance of the evaluation for the 
stakeholders through discussions about what the focus of the evaluation is, the
other stream emphasize participation as a means of improving stakeholders’ 
situations, especially for groups that might have difficulties making their voice
heard (Karlsson, 1999).

These trends, within the evaluation area, can be related to the systems
development area, starting with methods that were fairly structured in their 
character, assuming that users could assess their requirements in a structured and 
complete manner, using quantitative measures. These approaches have evolved 
into today’s methods, acknowledging the fact that users should be involved in 
the systems development process in an interactive manner, using qualitative 
methods to elicit user requirements. 

Evaluations can be used in many different ways: as instrumental, where the 
evaluation results are use to influence people’s mind-sets or actions, as long-
term or short-term effects from the evaluation, as guidance for choices, and so 
forth (Karlsson 1999). Either way, the evaluation should elucidate wholeness 
and relations, and not focus on isolated issues, and it is the evaluator’s duty to
make sure that different interests are represented in a reasonable and balanced 
manner (Lundahl and Öquist 2002).

Generally, in any evaluation, it is important to determine when the evaluation 
will be carried out and why, meaning, to understand if it is a formative or a 
summative evaluation. A formative evaluation is performed with the intention to 
change, or improve, something, such as the design of a product (Benyon et al. 
2005; Karlsson 1999; Lewis 2001). A formative approach to evaluation requires 
communication between stakeholders and the evaluator, because of its goal to 
change something and with an aim to identify learning possibilities from the
situation. In contrast, a summative evaluation is carried out in order to determine
the impact of the evaluand (Benyon et al. 2005; Karlsson 1999; Newman and 
Lamming 1995). For example, a summative evaluation could be to study the
effect mobile-phones have in people’s lives. Anyhow, when deciding the when 
and why of the evaluation, communication between stakeholders and the
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evaluator is vital. Furthermore, those working with evaluations should
understand how things are related, and realize the fact that how things are 
related to each other are influenced by circumstances occurring in the 
evaluations context (Córdoba and Robson 2003). Thus, one step in evaluations 
is to gain an understanding of the context in which the evaluation is carried out 
(Farbey, Targett, and Land 1994). 

In order to carry out an evaluation, it is important to know the purpose of the 
evaluation. This might seem obvious, but is not always apparent when an 
evaluation is being planned. When evaluation researchers discuss the question 
why an evaluation is performed, they usually distinguish between aim, purpose, 
and function of the evaluation. The aim of an evaluation is to produce a 
judgment that establishes the value of the object being evaluated, i.e., the 
evaluand. These judgements arise from the basis of interpretations, descriptions,
and valuation of the evaluand. The purpose of an evaluation is the intended
usage of the evaluation. A purpose can be to get the opportunity to control and 
judge the effectiveness and quality of an organisation. Another purpose of an
evaluation could be to gain support for decision-making, and a third example of 
a purpose could be to sustain decision-makers with arguments for prioritizing.
The purpose of an evaluation might be separated from the actual usage or 
function the evaluation has in practice. The function does not have to be the 
same as the declared purpose (Karlsson 1999). In this thesis, the focus is on 
evaluation of innovations, especially IT innovations. 

2.7 Evaluation of IT and Innovations 

Evaluation of an innovative design is a process of systematically collecting data, 
with the goal to assess how well a design fulfils users’ needs, and whether users 
like it or not. This data gives information about how it feels for a user, or a 
group of users, to use an innovation for a specific task in a specific context. 
Hence, evaluations are needed in order to make judgments about whether a user 
is helped or hindered by the innovation, and if they like it (Chin 2001; Newman 
and Lamming 1995; Preece et al. 2002). Furthermore, the role of evaluations is 
to make sure that the understanding of user needs occurs throughout the whole 
development process, however, it can be difficult to know what to focus on 
during the different stages (Preece et al. 2002). Evaluation performed in the 
early stages of the design will bring the best pay-off since problems could be 
easily solved. Ironically, most resources are often invested late in evaluations
(Dix, Finlay, Abowd, and Beale 1998). 

Moreover, most innovation attempts fail if they are truly innovative or exploring
the unknown. Therefore, when evaluating innovations, it becomes important to 
learn from failures, as well as from successes, and to identify implications for 
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the future. It is also important to define the time the innovation needs to have an 
actual and real impact in its context. For some innovations, the time-span can be 
months, in other cases years (Perrin 2002).

Many traditional approaches to evaluations have failed to recognize the reactive 
nature of evaluation. Just as performance factors reward safe, short-term
activities, evaluations based on mean scores, instead of on the recognition of a
few, but extraordinary accomplishments, work against innovation, and those
aiming to explore the unknown. Instead, these approaches reward mediocrity. 
Failures are usually viewed and treated negatively, with negative consequences 
for those who have failed, even if the attempt of the innovation was very 
ambitious. A project claiming to be innovative and have a high level of 
“success” should be viewed with scepticism, because this probably means that
what is being attempted is not very ambitious (Perrin 2002).

Hence, a methodological approach to evaluation of innovations should be able 
to:

get at the exceptions, including unintended consequences, given that a 
quantitative research approach is not relevant and will hide true
achievements;
provide an understanding of the complex processes involved, as well as to 
help identify learning and implications from successes and failures;
be flexible enough to be open to chances and unexpected findings, which,
especially regarding innovations, can represent the key outcomes (Perrin 
2002). For that kind of questions, qualitative methods are usually most
suitable, possibly in combination with other approaches (Patton 1987, 
1990).

2.7.1 Evaluation Styles 

Preece et al. (2002), classify evaluations, aiming to support interaction design 
processes, into different styles. These are; “quick and dirty” evaluation, usability 
testing, field studies and predictive evaluation. A short description of these
styles is given below, based on Preece et al. (2002), definition of evaluations. 

“Quick and dirty” evaluation has the emphasis on fast input about, for example,
ideas for new product or design ideas, such as, an icon and this evaluation can
be performed at any stage during the design process. This evaluation is called 
“quick and dirty”, because it is meant to be carried out during a short period.

The usability testing style has its focus on measuring how users perform tasks 
that have been prepared in advanced, covering the use aspects the system has
been designed to support. As the user performs the tasks, the activities can be
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logged, observed, and recorded. Questionnaires and interviews are used as 
methods to elicit the users’ perception of the product. These evaluations are 
controlled by the evaluator and are typically performed in a laboratory.

Field study is the third evaluation style. These evaluations are performed in a 
natural setting with the emphasis on increasing the understanding of what users 
actually do, and how the technology influences them. Field studies can be used
to identify possibilities for new technology, to find out design requirements, to 
support the introduction of new technology and to evaluate technology.
Qualitative methods, such as, interviews, observations, participant observations, 
and ethnography are used in this paradigm (Newman and Lamming 1995;
Preece et al. 2002).

Predictive evaluation means that experts apply their knowledge of the typical 
user, in order to predict usability problems. The key feature is that users do not 
take part in the evaluation and this makes the process relatively quick and 
inexpensive. Heuristic evaluation, in which an expert, or experts, tests the
product with the help of defined heuristics, is a popular method within this style
(Preece et al, 2002).

Each of these styles of evaluation, described above, is connected to techniques,
or methods, and these techniques can be used in different ways within the 
different styles. The techniques are: observing users, asking users for their
opinion, asking experts for their opinion, testing users’ performance and 
modelling users’ task performance to predict the efficiency of a user interface.
In the evaluations, I have worked with the techniques, observing users,
collecting user data and asking users their opinion was used; this is described in 
more detail in Chapter 4, the case chapter.

However, performing an empirical evaluation demands thorough planning, users 
need to be contacted and the evaluation needs to be performed at times when
users are available. It can take days to set up even the simplest evaluation, but 
the results may make it all worthwhile. Independent of the evaluation techniques 
being used in the evaluation, it is always necessary to plan, execute, analyse and 
document the results from the evaluation since they will be fed back into the
design, hence, they have to be trustworthy (Newman & Lamming, 1995; Preece 
et al, 2002). 

The evaluation styles described above focus on evaluating the evaluand based 
on some universal usability criteria. The individual user-situation and context is 
of subordinate significance as long as the product can be used by the target user.
However, focusing on usability could lead to an ignorance of the benefits and 
effects of the product or service on an overarching level (Löwgren and 
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Stolterman 1998, 2004). The evaluations in focus for my research have not been 
focused on evaluating how the users experience the design of the product, or 
service, as such, i.e. its usability. Instead, the evaluations have been focused on 
the users’ experiences and attitudes towards the idea of the innovation as a 
whole.

As a result, existing methods for evaluation within the interactive design 
approach could not be fully employed in my evaluations. In the evaluations I
have been involved in, the design of the evaluand has not been the focus for the
evaluation. Hence, usability testing and “quick and dirty” evaluation were not 
supportive approaches for my evaluations. Field studies, being performed in a 
natural setting, were a method that could have been suitable for the evaluations I 
did. However, observations are a prerequisite in that specific evaluation style, 
and that particular data-collection method has not been possible to use in all the 
evaluations I have been part of. Finally, predictive evaluations, in my
evaluations user involvement have been a defined approach, and within the 
predictive style, those involved are not usually ordinary users. Thus, this 
evaluation style was not an option. Consequently, the lack of supportive
methods for the evaluations, when the focus was not on the usability of a certain 
design, made it even more important to understand the stakeholders’ approach, 
purpose, and so forth, in the process of planning and operationalising the
evaluations. As a way to obtain guidance in this process, I have used a 
combination of methods from the interactive design field and evaluation 
strategies from evaluations in general.

2.8 Guidance to Evaluation Planning 

When planning evaluations, it is important to determine which evaluation style
or technique that is most suitable for the purpose of the evaluation, and to keep 
in mind that there is no such thing as a perfect evaluation design (Patton 1987,
1990; Preece et al. 2002). Hence, there is no simple, immediate, and universal 
answer to questions, such as, which evaluation design is the best, or which 
strategy will provide the most useful answers. The answer to these questions 
will depend on what the stakeholders want to know, the purpose of the 
evaluation, the funds available and the interest of the evaluator involved.
However, what is certain is that different methods support findings of quite 
different information. Thus, the challenge is to find out which information that is 
most needed and most useful in a given situation, and then employ the best-
suited method to support the process of finding the information being sought.

There are no hard rules in deciding which evaluation style that is most
appropriate for a specific evaluation purpose. However, there are a number of 
factors that should be taken into account when selecting evaluation style (Dix et 
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al. 1998). Dix et al (1998), have identified eight factors that are important to 
discuss and reflect on in the design of an evaluation method. These are; design 
vs. implementation, laboratory vs. field studies, subjective vs. objective,
qualitative vs. quantitative measures, information provided, time of response,
level of intervention and required resources. These factors are described in more
detail in the following.

In order to get support, while planning and operationalising in the evaluations I 
have done during my research, Dix et al (1998), list of factors needed to be 
complemented with three other factors, namely, type of evaluand, type of target
user group and level of user involvement. These added factors have shown to be
important in the processes of designing the evaluations, in order to cover and 
discuss imperative aspects, influencing necessary choices in the evaluation 
design.

2.8.1 Design vs. Implementation 

There is a broad distinction between evaluation of the design of an interactive 
system and the evaluation of an implementation, whether it is an implementation
of a fully functioning system or a prototype. The former, evaluation of the
design, tends to focus on evaluation by the designer without direct involvement 
by users: the latter, evaluation of implementation, studies actual use of the 
system. These distinctions are not fixed and some evaluation styles can be 
applied at either stage (Dix et al. 1998). In this thesis, I will focus on evaluation 
performed with users, actually using the product, i.e. evaluations of 
implementations. The main difference between evaluation of a design and of an 
implementation is that when evaluating an implementation, a physical artefact 
exists. The artefact can be anything from a paper mock-up to a full
implementation, but it is something concrete that can be tested. In addition,
when the evaluation is focused on evaluating an implementation, users are 
usually involved. If the aim of the evaluation is to use the result, an early 
evaluation is obviously the most suitable. Evaluations are most effective if the 
innovation is tested on a prototype level (Dix et al. 1998).

2.8.2 Laboratory vs. Field Studies 

The second aspect having an influence on the selection of evaluation styles is if 
the evaluation is a laboratory study or a field study. Laboratory studies are 
controlled experimentation and field studies are performed in a natural context 
for the user. Laboratory studies have the advantage of being easy to observe and 
control, while field studies simulate a real use of the system. It does not matter
how well-designed a laboratory experiment is, it cannot simulate a real use 
situation. However, in a real context, conditions are more difficult to control 
(Dix et al. 1998).
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How well a product is responded to, is dependent on how well it fits the 
different contexts in which it is assumed to be used. Thus, the context is 
important to include and understand. Hence, technology, functionality,
usefulness, efficiency, and ease of use are all characteristics of an information 
system that needs to be evaluated in relation to a specific context (Fitzgerald et 
al. 2002). This is a known fact, however, in earlier use-studies this has been 
directed towards a specific, well-defined part of the context, while, nowadays 
work as well as home are becoming intertwined (Karat and Karat 2003). The 
evaluations that have been done during my research have been operationalised 
in the field, but I have not applied a field study approach, due to the difficulties 
and limitations of performing observations of the usage of the evaluands, which
is a prerequisite in field studies (Newman and Lamming 1995; Preece et al. 
2002; Rubin 1994). Hence, my studies have been a kind of semi-field studies, 
conducted in the field, but without the observation of how users act and use the 
evaluand when using it in a natural way in the field.

2.8.3 Subjective vs. Objective 

Evaluation styles also vary in their objectivity – some evaluation styles rely on 
the evaluator’s interpretations, while other evaluation styles aim to provide the 
same information, more or less independent of the evaluator (Dix et al. 1998).
This shows two general perspectives, where one strives to be objective and 
analytical, while the other aims to acknowledge its subjectivity and are critical. 
The objective stance can be related to the traditional role of an evaluator, while 
the other stance becomes a part of the values the evaluation rests upon. Hence, it 
becomes important for the evaluator to describe the values having an influence
on the judgements in the evaluation (Karlsson 1999).

One way to decrease the possibility of bias is to use more than one evaluator 
(Dix et al. 1998). Another way to decrease the risk of bias, and to enhance the
validity of the evaluation, is to use a mix of data-collection methods in the 
evaluation (Greene, Benjamin and Goodyear, 2001). During my evaluations, the
endeavour has been to reduce evaluator bias by acknowledging, discussing, and 
reflecting on my pre-knowledge and the values upon which judgements were 
built.

2.8.4 Qualitative vs. Quantitative Data 

The type of data provided by the evaluation style is also important to consider. 
There are two main types of data, quantitative and qualitative. The former is 
usually numeric and can be analysed with the help of statistical techniques. The 
latter is non-numeric, hence, it becomes more difficult and time-consuming to 
analyse. Anyhow, it can provide important details that cannot be discovered by 
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using numbers. When deciding on what kind of data which are most suitable in 
the evaluation, it is the purpose of the evaluation that is the main determinant of 
data-collection method (Dix et al. 1998). However, when using quantitative data 
to assess innovations, one should be cautious. These methods may be 
appropriate, for example, to find focus for a qualitative inquiry, but quantitative 
data should not be used in isolation when evaluating innovations, since a 
reflective approach is needed, in order to find opportunities to become more
innovative (Perrin, 2002). Quantitative data usually aims to collect data on how
it feels for a group of users to use a certain evaluand, while qualitative data 
strives to gain an understanding of why the users use, or experience, the 
evaluand in a certain manner. 

During my studies, I have used both methods supportive of collecting both
qualitative and quantitative data in the evaluations. Quantitative data-collection
methods have mainly been used to gain an understanding of how the users have 
used the evaluand and their attitudes towards it, in general. The aim of using
qualitative data-collection methods in the evaluations was, primarily, to gain a 
deeper knowledge and understanding of users’ attitudes, and to discuss 
requested improvements of the evaluands.

2.8.5 Information Provided 

The very first trade-off, in evaluation planning, comes in framing the evaluation 
issues or questions to be studied. In this situation, the problem is to determine
the extent to which it is desirable to study a few questions in great depth, or to 
study many questions in less depth (Patton 1990). Hence, the type of 
information needed from the evaluation could differ. The information required 
by an evaluator, at any stage of the design process, may range from low-level 
information, to enabling a design decision to be made, to high-level information, 
such as, “is the system usable?”. Some evaluation techniques are excellent in 
providing low-level information, and other methods are more suitable in 
providing high-level information, such as, questionnaires and interviews. These 
methods can provide a general impression of the users views of the system (Dix 
et al. 1998).

Today, innovations are often developed in projects and, as a result, many 
different people are involved: hence, many different perspectives about what the 
evaluation should focus on might exist. If this is the case, it is the evaluator’s 
role to help them clarify their expectations (Rolfsen and Torvatn 2005;
Ståhlbröst, Mirijamdotter, and Bergvall-Kåreborn 2005). Stakeholders often 
have a vague picture of what they want the evaluator to do, in what way they
want the work to be conducted, and how the results should be presented, so that 
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good communication between stakeholders and the evaluator can be established 
(Rolfsen and Torvatn 2005; Ståhlbröst et al. 2005).

Additionally, different stakeholders will hold different claims, concerns, and 
issues; hence, it is the task of the evaluator to ferret these out and to address
them in the evaluation (Guba and Lincoln, 1989). In these cases, the evaluator 
must be able to hear the real issues involved in stakeholders’ questions, and 
translate those issues into appropriate units, then verify the translation with the
stakeholders (Patton 1990). Consequently, it is a major challenge to match
evaluation methods to the nuances of particular evaluation questions and the 
peculiarity of specific stakeholder needs. To meet these challenges, evaluators 
need a large repertoire of research methods and techniques suitable for a variety 
of problems (Patton 1990).

When communicating with the stakeholders, it is the evaluator’s role to help the
stakeholders move from a rather extensive list of potential questions, to a
consistent list of realistic and possible questions, and finally, end up with a 
focused list of the most essential and necessary questions (Patton 1987). The 
evaluator may facilitate these negotiations, or be one of the stakeholders in the
negotiation process, but the evaluator should not dictate the questions. To do so, 
is to risk short-circuiting the process of building a solid ground for the 
evaluation, which is critical for the credibility and use of the evaluation (Patton, 
1987, 1990).

Guba and Lincoln (1989) identify three broad classes of stakeholders as follows:
1. The agents; those persons involved in producing, using, and implementing

the evaluand. In this thesis, represented by what I have chosen to call 
stakeholders.

2. The beneficiaries; those persons who profit in some way from the use of 
the evaluand. In this thesis, represented as users and test-initiators.

3. The victims; those persons who are negatively affected by the use of the 
evaluand. In this thesis, represented as users.

In this thesis, the term “stakeholders” refers to those Guba and Lincoln (1989) 
have identified as the agents. The “users” involved in the evaluation situation,
who, could also be classified as the agents, since they use the evaluand, are 
represented in the classes, the beneficiaries and the victims. The class
beneficiaries, are also represented as the test-initiators in this thesis, since they 
will profit in some way from the use of the evaluand. In the evaluations done 
during my research, all possible stakeholders have not been covered and 
involved. However, this has been a well-considered decision, necessary in 
accordance with the boundaries of the evaluations and their purposes being 
focused on input from the end-users. Consequently, stakeholders such as, staff in 
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the clothing store or staff in the Civic-Service office, or artists exposing their art
in ShowUnit have not been included in the evaluations. These stakeholders 
could have been agents, beneficiaries, and/or victims. In the following text, 
when using the term stakeholders, I refer to those involved in producing and 
implementing the evaluand.

2.8.6 Time of Response from the Subject 

Another aspect, important to consider, is when the users should be asked for 
information. Some evaluation styles record the users’ behaviour at the 
interaction-time itself, while others rely on the users’ recollection of events. In 
these cases, it is important to keep in mind that recall may be incomplete (Dix et 
al. 1998). When using methods that require users’ recollection of the test, some 
argue that these techniques are not valid, since is becomes impossible to ask 
users what happened and why they acted in a certain manner. This might result 
in excuses and artificial explanations, since the users will try to make sense of 
their behaviour. However, it is important to keep these issues in mind and to 
know how to handle the data and the information required, while at the same 
time, exercise care and self-reflection in every situation, as this seems to be the
only way to overcome these difficulties (Wiberg, 2003). 

2.8.7 Level of Intervention

Related to the time of response from the user is the level of intervention by the
evaluator herself. Some evaluation styles require different levels and approaches 
to intervene. In some methods, the evaluator interacts with the users, while in 
other methods, the evaluator is a “fly on the wall” (Dix et al. 1998). If the 
evaluator interacts with the users, there is a risk that the users get influenced, 
however, if the evaluator merely observes, the users might talk less and the 
resulting data might not be as rich as wanted. This, in turn, could end up in data 
being difficult to interpret.

2.8.8 Required Resources 

The final consideration, according to Dix et al. (1998), when selecting an 
evaluation technique, is the availability of resources and trade-offs that need to
be done. These aspects could be issues, such as, equipment, time, money,
subjects, and expertise of the evaluator, political considerations, and the limits in 
the human ability to grasp the complex nature of social reality (Dix et al., 1998; 
Patton, 1990, 1987). 
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2.8.9 Type of Evaluand 

One factor, which Dix et al. (1998), have not considered as important to discuss 
in their guidance for evaluation planning, is the type of evaluand that is to be 
evaluated. To identify the evaluand might seem obvious and simple, but there
are many questions and decisions related to this issue that need to be answered. 
For example, what part of the evaluand is to be evaluated, is there a part of the 
evaluand that influences other parts of it? Should the evaluand be taken out of its
contexts, or not? These questions need to be answered and handled in the 
evaluation (Wiberg 2003). Adding to that, products are usually developed for 
different purposes, aiming to contribute to different user needs; hence, they have 
different backgrounds. Therefore, it becomes important to understand the 
underlying reasons for why an IT-product is developed when designing the
evaluation, since this influences the focus of the evaluation.

Other factors influencing methodological choices, related to the type of 
evaluand, are: is the evaluand a service or a product, is it an innovation or an 
upgrading of a known product or service, or is it mobile or stationary. These 
factors are important to consider, since they influence the method choices. 
Evaluating services differs from evaluating products, as for one thing, services 
are produced and consumed at the same time (Dahlbom 2003b). This makes it 
difficult to observe users using the service in a natural setting. In addition, the 
evaluation style, when evaluating innovations, must be able to facilitate an 
understanding of the complex processes involved in the innovation processes, 
and support the identification of possibilities for learning from both successes 
and failures. Hence, it has to be flexible enough to be open to serendipity and 
unexpected finding, as they might represent the key outcomes (Perrin 2002).

I have also identified it as important to consider if the evaluand is mobile or 
stationary. These aspects are significant, since mobile usage of an evaluand
might be difficult to observe, and therefore influences the methodological 
choices that can be made. The established concepts and methodologies in HCI 
are being challenged by the increasing focus on systems for wearable, handheld 
and mobile computing devices (Kjeldskov and Stage 2004). These devices move
beyond office, home, and other stationary settings, hence, a need for new 
approaches to design and to evaluate useful systems need to be created. In 
addition, mobile systems are usually used in a highly dynamic context
(Kjeldskov and Stage 2004), and this needs to be considered when planning the 
evaluations.

In this thesis, the types of evaluand I have evaluated have been two mobile
services, PredicTool and the Mobile-phone Bus Timetable, which I considered
as innovative services. In addition, I have evaluated one innovative stationary 
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solution for video-art exhibition, ShowUnit, and one innovative stationary 
service, the Civic-Service office. 

2.8.10Type of Target User Group 

Another aspect, important to consider when planning evaluations, is the target 
user group for the evaluand. The user perspective has moved from being focused 
on humans as necessary to complete some tasks within a system, to view the 
user more complexly: as a human in a social system, in which technology plays 
an increasingly important role (Karat and Karat 2003). Hence, it is understood 
that one key aspect in an evaluation is to involve the appropriate user. According 
to Preece et al. (2002), there are three categories of users: primary, secondary
and tertiary. The primary users are represented as those expected to be frequent 
users of the technology. The secondary users are those who use the system by 
means of a representative, and those being influenced by the introduction of the 
system are the so-called tertiary users.

Another definition of users is presented by Magnusson (2003). He says that a 
user is the person who actually uses a product or a service, a customer is the 
person paying for the product, which does not necessarily mean that the product
will be used by that person, and a consumer is the person both paying for and 
using the product. In this thesis, the focus is on users actually using the system.
In Preece et al. (2002), this is termed as primary users, and in Magnusson 
(2003), this is termed user. However, users are seldom represented as a single
homogenous group, hence, it is important to identify the target users for a 
specific product or service even, if this sometimes is hard to accomplish.

In this thesis, the target user group refers to the users who have similar interests 
and conditions. To determine a target user group, a description of their 
expectations, relevant specialist knowledge, together with three to five
distinguishing features describing a typical representative for the target user
group, is needed (Molich 2002; Preece et al. 2002). 

Consequently, when defining how a system will be used, we need to make sure 
that this usage is consistent with the users’ physical and cognitive abilities and
also with the social environment they inhabit. In some situations, users will 
receive no prior training and must be able to use the evaluand in a “walk-up-
and-use” fashion (Newman and Lamming, 1995). Hence, these aspects need to 
be considered when designing human-centric evaluations.

2.8.11 Type of User Involvement 

The third aspect I have identified as important to consider in the planning of the 
evaluations is the type of user involvement that should be employed in the 
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evaluation. User involvement has focused on users evaluating a design to ensure
that users’ needs are met, posing a reactive approach of user involvement 
(Scaife et al. 1997). By putting the user in this reactive role, it becomes possible 
for designers to obtain feedback on what is good or bad with a certain design.
However, that kind of set-up means that the feedback from the users is 
exclusively based on reaction, rather than initiation. Hence, the result might not 
contribute to stimulate innovations (Perrin 2002). This could have the effect that 
the actual contribution made by users to the redesign of a system is “too little,
too late”, and this happens all too often (Scaife et al. 1997).

Users can be involved in evaluations and design in different ways. Kaulio 
(1998), has identified three different types of user involvement: design for users, 
design with users and design by users. The first type, design for users, means
that the object is being developed on behalf of the customer. Data about the
users, general theories, and models of users’ behaviour are used as a base for the 
design. This approach often includes specific studies of users, such as interviews
or focus groups. The second type, design with users, denotes a product 
development approach, focusing on the user, utilizing data on user preferences,
needs and requirements as in a design for approach, but, in addition, includes a 
demonstration of different solutions/concepts for the users, so they can react to
the differing design solutions (Kaulio 1998; Larsson 2004). In the third type of 
user involvement, design by users, a product development approach is applied, 
in which the users are actively involved and partake in the design of their own
product (Kaulio 1998; Larsson 2004).

Finally, users can participate in design, and evaluations, as hostages. This means
that early on in the design process, users are encouraged to inform about their
requirements on the system, and following that, the users are not contacted 
again. In these cases, if the final product is not acceptable to the users, the 
designer refers back to how the requirements have been satisfied and considered 
in the design (Larsson 2004). 

During my research, users have been involved in all of the evaluations, posing a
human-centric approach to evaluations. However, the type of user involvement 
in my evaluation process can be related to a design with user approach. In the 
evaluation context, this means to involve users in the evaluation, with the aim to 
gain evaluation results that have an impact on the final design of the innovation. 
The users were asked to react to the innovation and to give suggestions for 
changes in a formative evaluation approach.
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3 Research Approach 

In this chapter, a presentation of the overarching approach of my research is 
given. Within this presentation, an explanation of my frame of reference, based 
on an interpretative perspective, soft systems thinking and the importance of
considering needs is described. Following that, a detailed presentation of my 
action research approach and my research process is given, followed by a 
description of how I have analysed my material. 

According to Checkland and Holwell (1998),  research processes - in general - 
can be considered as a combination of three elements; framework of ideas (F), 
methodology (M), and area of concern (A), see figure 2. In other words, a 
certain set of linked ideas are used in a methodology as a way to investigate an 
area of concern, and the alert researcher can learn things about all three 
elements.

Figure 2. Elements relevant to any piece of research (after Checkland and Holwell 1998)

3.1 Framework of Ideas 

The framework of ideas is a declaration of what constitutes the researchers pre-
knowledge about the situation being researched. This is essential when doing 
research, since what is seen as knowledge in human situations is not always 
obvious (Checkland and Holwell 1998). The process of research can be handled
in many different ways, with different approaches and from different
perspectives. Moreover, what the researcher sees is dependent on the 
researcher’s approach or worldview, and what the observed phenomenon means
for the researcher depends on the context in which the phenomenon is observed.
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This is true for all research and it is, therefore, as a researcher, important to 
explain the approaches that are representative for the specific research (Patel and
Tebelius 1987). In action research, it is common that the framework of ideas, 
methodology, and area of concern change and evolve during the research as new 
knowledge and more experiences are gained. Therefore, the researcher must
identify and recognize these changes, as well as the lessons learned from them. 
This process is supported by a defined intellectual framework (Checkland and 
Holwell 1998).  In the following sections, a presentation of the ideas that are 
part of my framework of idea is given. These ideas are an interpretive approach, 
soft systems thinking and needs orientation.

3.1.1 An Interpretive Approach 

My research is based on an interpretive approach and within this approach, one 
basic idea is that the social reality surrounding us is: subjective, socially 
constructed, and interpreted by humans (Checkland and Holwell 1998;
Denscombe 2004; Jönsson 1991; Walsham 1995). Research, when studying a 
social reality, needs to apply an organised research effort in the search for an 
understanding of how people make sense of their perceived world. An organised 
research effort is also needed to be able to understand how these perceptions 
differ from one group to another. Within the interpretive approach, it is also 
recognized that perceptions might change over time as the environment changes 
and knowledge increases. This approach involves research where the researcher
immerse herself in a situation, following it along whatever path it takes as it 
develop through time (Checkland and Holwell 1998; Jönsson 1991). As a means
to understand the area of human-centric evaluations, I have applied an 
interactive and participative approach to the research process as a whole. During 
these inquiries, my endeavour has been to gain an understanding of the people
involved in the situations as well as the processes occurring in these situations.

Within the interpretive perspective, knowledge is produced in a situation, 
thereby being situated, and the knowledge produced is fed back to the situation 
(Denscombe 2004). Most researchers accept the idea that the basics within this
approach are: a collaborative process between researchers and people in the 
situation, a process of critical inquiry, a focus on social practice and a 
purposeful process of continuous learning (Checkland and Holwell 1998). 
During my research, I have studied evaluation processes aiming to perform
human-centric evaluations of innovations in a Living Lab context. In these 
processes, I critically reflected on, and gave feedback to the choices made. Thus, 
I notice that my research is strongly connected to, and influenced by, the 
interpretive approach and action research.
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As a researcher performing interpretive studies it is important to describe, in
some detail, what occurred during the research process as a way to make it 
possible for readers to see how the researcher has arrived at the results  (Patel 
and Davidson 2002; Walsham 1995). One way to accomplish this is through so-
called thick descriptions. My way of handling this is by giving a thorough 
presentation and argumentation of my research process and choices made during 
that process.

3.1.2 Soft Systems Thinking 

Another strong influence on my research approach is soft systems thinking 
which has its underpinning in the interpretive strand. This way of thinking is
founded upon the notion that the world is not organised as systems, but that we 
can organise it as systems to make sense of it and to understand it better 
(Checkland and Holwell 1998; Lundahl and Öquist 2002). This means that a soft 
systems thinker thinks of the world in models with common characters.
Everything clings together and moves together. It means to understand the world 
in the form of wholeness, relations, functions, contexts and patterns, and the 
whole is always more important than the parts (Checkland and Holwell 1998;
Lundahl and Öquist 2002).

Within the soft systems thinking approach, the ontological perspective is
subjective, people are central and the emphasis is on gaining understanding and 
empathy. Hence, it is strongly connected to the interpretive approach. In
addition, there is a rejection of the notion of people as processors equivalent to 
machines in some respects, instead systems exist to support people (Fitzgerald et 
al. 2002). In this tradition, the process of inquiry and research is based upon 
gaining insight and understanding through qualitative approaches (Checkland 
and Holwell 1998). 

Avison et al, (1992) p. 274, (cited in Fitzgerald et al. 2002, p. 73) clarify the 
difference between hard and soft systems thinking as follows:

“(The) difference between hard and soft systems thinking is that in 
hard systems thinking a goal is assumed. The analyst modifies the 
system in some way so that a goal is achieved in the most efficient
manner. The analyst identify a problem to be ‘solved’ and attempt to 
solve it. Hard systems thinking is concerned about the ‘how’ of the 
problem. In soft systems thinking, on the other hand, the objectives 
of the systems are assumed to be more complex that a simple goal
that can be achieved and measured. Understanding can be achieved 
through debate with all the ‘actors’ and emphasis is placed on the 
‘what’ of the system. The analyst is not concerned with ‘the’
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problem, but a situation in which problems exist – hence the term 
problem situation.”

This way of thinking has an influence on the approaches I applied during my
research. As a soft systems thinker, my endeavour is to understand relations 
between both entities under study as well as gaining an understanding of the 
whole. This means that in this thesis, I try to understand the relation between the 
process of managing an evaluation and how issues in that process can be related 
to the process of operationalising the evaluation and how these issues have an 
effect on the evaluation methods as such, in the context of a Living Lab. To be a 
soft systems thinker also means to accept that it is not possible to find an
optimal solution for all the partners in evaluation processes; the intent is more
about finding a solution that everybody accepts and understands.

The perspective of soft systems thinking also had an impact on the choices of 
methods I have made, both in management of the evaluations and in the 
operationalising of the evaluations where the methods chosen have mostly been 
of a qualitative nature. This perspective also encouraged me to aim for 
participation and to acknowledge the importance of iterations in the processes of 
evaluation design. One basic thought in soft systems thinking is that people - in 
general - want to improve situations they find problematic. However, what is 
seen as problematic by one observer is not necessarily interpreted the same way
by another observed and, therefore, some kind of accommodation between 
different points of view needs to be achieved. It is also assumed that a certain
situation may involve misunderstandings that are related to different needs, 
objectives and/or measures of performance (Bergvall-Kåreborn 2002).

3.1.3 A Focus on Needs 

Following both the interpretive and the soft systems thinking approach, placing 
focus on users and their needs in design situations becomes imperative. Needs 
are important to consider not only because they can be causes for 
misunderstanding, but also because the purpose of many evaluations of 
innovations is to see how well the particular product or service fulfils the users’ 
needs. Thus, user needs are important to consider in the processes of 
evaluations. During my study, I have grappled with the term needs in two 
different contexts; one, to consider it in the process of managing evaluations 
from the point of stakeholder needs (Ståhlbröst et al. 2005), and two,
considering user needs in the operational work in the evaluations (Ståhlbröst
2005a, 2005b, 2005c). These two processes are intertwined and similar,
therefore, I will not separate the following presentation of why needs are 
important to consider.
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There are many benefits of a focus on needs in design-processes. A focus on 
needs helps designers to avoid premature limitations of possibilities and,
therefore, more doors are kept open. Needs are also opportunities waiting to be
discovered, not guesses at the future (Patnaik and Becker 1999). Moreover, 
needs are long-lasting and can be met by different solutions, while expressed 
requirements are more unstable and can be influenced by trends that change over 
time and are strongly associated with a specific product (Patnaik and Becker
1999). For example, the need to store data is more stable than specific solutions, 
such as punch cards, magnetic tape or 5 ¼" floppy disks, memory-sticks, or a
requirement such as a certain amount of storage-capacity.

A need can be expressed as a perceived lack of something. Therefore, the 
process of finding needs can be described as a paradoxical activity, since what is 
sought for is actually a circumstance where something is missing (Faste 1987). 
Thus, the approach to ask someone, straight forward, what his or her needs are is 
insufficient, since most people find it difficult to articulate and explicate their
needs. It is not always possible for people to express precisely what they need, 
they might only have a feeling that something is missing, but cannot pinpoint 
exactly what it is. People are often not aware of potentials and possibilities they 
have or what kind of solutions that might be available and this, in turn,
complicates their ability to express a need even more (Faste 1987; Hyysalo 
2003; Salovaara 2004).

Many users might also have needs they are not aware of and this complicates 
their ability to express what they really need even more. This makes the process 
of identifying needs difficult. It is easier to collect data about needs and 
requirements when users have something to relate to (Vidgen et al. 2004). From
the perspective of evaluation, needs are important to understand because they 
influence why and for what purpose an evaluation is needed. It is also important
to consider and ask about user needs in the performance of the evaluations.

It is, however, not a straightforward process to identify needs, since needs is a 
complex concept. Needs can have many different forms and appear at different
levels (Preece et al. 2002). As a way to make sense of the concept needs and to 
relate it to other related concepts such as requirements, functions and solutions, 
a literature review was performed. This literature review is reported in Paper 3; 
In Search of Innovation – Grasping the concept of needs (Ericson & Ståhlbröst 
2005). In this paper, we found that the concept needs is oftentimes mixed up 
with requirements and functions. We also found that needs can have different 
forms; they can be both difficult to express (tacit) or easy to express (explicit).
In my research, the focus on needs in both management of evaluation and in the
operational work of the evaluations has been important.
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3.2 Methodology - Action Research 

The study of a phenomenon, in my case human-centric evaluation of 
innovations, can be accomplished in different ways such as theoretical studies, 
interviewing people involved in the phenomenon or by actively becoming part 
of the phenomenon in person, i.e., action research. In my research, I have chosen 
to be actively involved in the processes concerning the human-centric 
evaluations of innovations. Hence, my methodology was action research and the
context in which my studies occurred was in the context of a Living Lab. The 
Living Lab concept and the evaluation processes I have been part of is described 
in more detail in the following chapter.

Action research is an established research method that often is used in social
science, as well as within the IS-discipline. This method produces highly 
relevant results because it is grounded in practical action and aims to solve 
immediate problem situations while informing theory (Baskerville 1999; 
Baskerville and Pries-Heje 1999; Baskerville and Wood-Harper 1998; 
Rönnerman 2004; Starrin and Holmer 1993). Thus, it is a process of interaction 
between action and practice, and an emphasis within this approach is to help
participants discover new ways of seeing and designing their actions (Jönsson 
1991; Rönnerman 2004).

The researcher in an action research process does not deal with hypotheses, but
with research themes within which lessons can be learned. The researcher enters
a real-world situation, takes part in the considerations, which lead to practical 
outcomes – usually in the form of actions to improve the situation (Checkland 
and Holwell 1998). Initially, the researcher will enter a real-world situation that
is regarded as relevant from the point of the research interest. Then it is
important to negotiate carefully the respective roles of the researcher and the 
people in the real-world situation. Thereafter, a declaration of the framework of 
ideas and the methodology in which they are embodied need to be declared.
Following that, the work can begin. This work consists of a researcher becoming
involved in the actions in the situation, implementing changes aimed at 
contributing to the situation. Finally, the researcher leaves the situation and 
reflects on the situation in order to find a variety of lessons learned (Rönnerman 
2004; Checkland 1998) 

In other words, it is an act of developing and changing an organisation with the 
aim of gaining knowledge about the changes and activities occurring during 
these processes from a research perspective (Checkland and Holwell 1998). 
Thus, the aim of action research is to understand complex human processes, 
rather than prescribing a universal social law. Consequently, the ideal action 
research domain is a situation where a researcher is actively involved and the 
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knowledge obtained can be immediately applied (Baskerville 1999).
Accordingly, it encourages learning about one’s practices (Jönsson, 1991). In 
my cases, this has been accomplished through discussions of why we should
deal with a situation in a certain way and then interactively reflected on what 
could have been done differently

In my study, I have an action research approach, because I have actively taken 
part in the activities in the Living Lab, thus I have influenced decisions and 
approaches in the evaluation processes based on my theoretical framework. In 
Mattson (2004) some criticism against action research is raised: one being that 
action researchers often exaggerate their own, as well as their research, 
significance to the change work, another being that action research runs the risk 
of becoming more action than research. In addition, the researcher in action 
research becomes a part of the study and personal understanding will invade the
observations and deductions that follow (Baskerville and Pries-Heje 1999).

Action research is also criticised for being an act of consulting. According to 
Baskerville and Pries-Heje (1999), action research and consulting differ in five 
ways:

1. Motivation. Action research is motivated by its scientific prospects:
perhaps, categorized in scientific publications. Consulting is motivated by
commercial benefits, including profits and knowledge about the solution. 

2. Commitment. Action research makes a commitment to the research
community, as well as to the client. In consultation, commitment is to the 
client alone.

3. Approach. Collaboration is essential in action research, because of its 
underlying theories. Consulting typically values its “outsider” unbiased 
viewpoint, providing an objective perspective. 

4. Foundation for recommendations. In action research, this foundation is
the theoretical framework. Consultants are expected to suggest solutions
that have proven successful in comparable situations.

5. Essence of organisational understanding. In action research,
organisational understanding based on in practical success from iterative
experimental changes in the organisation. Typical consultation teams
develop an understanding through their independent critical analysis of 
the problem situation.

During my research, I have handled this through a reflective approach, meaning 
that the actions planned and taken during my study have been critically reflected 
upon, both in interaction with representatives of the Living Lab and 
individually.
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In Figure 3, inspired by Checkland & Holwell (1998), the process of my action 
research approach is illustrated from an overarching perspective. This process 
starts with me as a researcher having a research theme, in my case this theme 
was; issues to be considered when evaluating innovations with a human-centric 
approach. I entered the real world situation, the context of a Living Lab, after 
declaring my framework of ideas, described in Section 3.1 above. Following 
that, I took part in actions in the situation, the evaluation processes performed
during my research process. These actions are described in the following
Chapter 4. Thereafter, reflections enabled via these action are discussed Chapter 
6, that in turn led to findings presented as lessons learned in Chapter 7. These 
actions and reflections also led to new research themes, presented as suggestions 
for further studies in Chapter 7. 

Figure 3.  The cycle of action research (after Checkland and Holwell 1998)

3.2.1 Real-World Problem Situation

The first phase in action research processes is to find out about the situation with 
the aim of gaining knowledge about the situation and from that knowledge 
extract relevant research questions based on the desired research themes. This is
accomplished by identifying the primary problems which are the underlying 
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causes of the organisation’s desire for change (Baskerville and Pries-Heje 1999).
In my study, the process of inquiry started with initial discussions with 
representatives of the Living Lab about their situation and problems. The 
emphasis in this phase was to gain knowledge about their situation and from that 
knowledge, narrow down a relevant research purpose. As a part of this process, I 
carried out one interview, focusing on gaining as much information as possible
about the context. This interview lasted for about one hour and I took notes 
during the interview. The structure of the interview was low, but my intention 
was not to go too deep, due to the informative focus of the interview. I also 
studied documents about their organisation and earlier evaluations that had been 
performed within the Living Lab context as a way to get acquainted with the
context. From the interview, and from studying different documents, I found that
suggestions for how to approach the evaluation situations and methods for 
evaluation, suitable for a Living Lab context, were areas they needed more 
knowledge and experiences about. 

After studying the situation, I started a literature review with the aim to relate 
the concepts of Living Labs, or testbeds, to evaluation methods and interactive
design theories. A literature review is done in order to gain knowledge about the
subject area and to gain understanding of the problem. A literature review also 
contributes to justify the research topic, design and methodology (Hart 2003).
This work resulted in my first paper, Exploring the Testbed Field (Ståhlbröst 
2004). During that process, I studied articles, books, reports within the area of 
evaluations in general, evaluations of and within IS-project, usability 
evaluations, and design theories and methods. The theories I finally found to be 
helpful for my research of the situation were theories and methods mainly from
the area of interaction design (Löwgren and Stolterman 1998, 2004; Newman 
and Lamming 1995; Preece et al. 2002) and soft systems thinking (Checkland
1999; Checkland and Holwell 1998).

3.2.2 Action in the Situation 

In the next phase of my research, I started to plan the actions to be performed in 
the evaluations based on my literature review. This activity was related to the
Living Lab’s organisational activities, with the aim to contribute to solve their 
primary problems. This process was guided by my framework of ideas and the 
declared methodology with the aim to help and bring about changes experienced 
as improvements of their situation. While doing so, the researcher tries to make 
sense of her increasing experience and knowledge (Checkland and Holwell 
1998). When taking part in the actions in the situation, i.e., the evaluation 
processes in ShowUnit, PredicTool, Civic-Service office evaluation and in the 
evaluation of the Mobile-phone Bus Timetable, my framework of ideas, 
presented in Section 3.1, had a strong influence on my approach and 
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methodological choices. A thorough presentation of the cases I have been 
involved in will be presented in Chapter 4, which follows. In this chapter, a 
description of the processes occurring during the evaluations will be presented.

In my practice of designing the evaluation process to support interaction, the
soft systems thinking approach inspired me to involve the user, i.e., test-initiator 
or project stakeholders, in the management of the evaluation. My perspective on 
needs as important to consider encouraged me to have the evaluation
stakeholders’ goal and needs in focus, thus these needs should be clearly 
documented and agreed upon (Ståhlbröst et al. 2005). In addition, iterations in 
the process are vital when the boundaries for the evaluation were settled because 
interpretations and objectives might change as more knowledge is gained. 

3.2.3 Reflecting On the Situation 

Once the actions in the research process are completed, the collaborative 
researchers and practitioners evaluate and reflect upon the outcomes
(Baskerville and Pries-Heje 1999; Checkland and Holwell 1998). In this phase, I 
have analysed and reflected on what occurred in the evaluation processes during
my research. The analysis of qualitative data is often time consuming and 
complex because the data is unstructured and unorganised  (Holme and Solvang 
1995). Data in qualitative studies often is in the form of text from interviews, but
it can also be meeting-notes, diaries, audio recordings, or video recordings. In 
my research, the data is in the form of observation-notes, meeting-notes, e-mail 
communication, continuous reflections, and transcripts of interviews, project 
documents, evaluation reports, and research papers.

I have chosen to do both a horizontal, and a vertical analysis in which the 
collected data has been worked, and read through, while searching for issues that 
needs to be considered in evaluation processes. This process can be called 
holistic analysis (Holme and Solvang 1995). In this process, I have not decided 
in advance exactly what to look for; the material has generated the issues for me. 
In the following chapter, the vertical analysis is presented, meaning that the each
evaluation case is presented separately. In Chapter 6, the horizontal analysis is 
presented, meaning that the data from each evaluation case is combined and 
discussed in relation to methods and theories. It is usually an ongoing process to 
specify learning in the process of action research (Baskerville and Pries-Heje 
1999). In my case, learning has occurred in two different processes; (1), as an 
ongoing process in reflections and discussions of each evaluation in the projects, 
and (2), in retrospective, while reflecting on the processes as a whole from the 
researcher perspective.
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4 Cases

In this chapter, an overview of the methods for data-collection that I have used 
for my research and in the evaluations, are given. I will start by giving a brief 
description of questionnaires, interviews, focus-group interviews and 
observations. This is followed by a description of the evaluations of which I have 
been participated. These evaluations are named ShowUnit, PredicTool, the 
Civic-Service office evaluation, and the evaluation of a Mobile-Phone Bus 
Timetable.

Figure 4. The Relation between Context and Processes 

All these evaluations, I am referring to, has been done in relation to a Living 
Lab, in which I have been involved during my research. As an action researcher 
in these processes, I have contributed to the processes managing and 
operationalising the evaluations as such. Thus, my research process became two-
fold; first, I was involved in the management of the evaluations, and second, I 
operationalised the evaluations, as such. In Figure 4, the relation between the
Living Lab context and the managing and operationalising of the evaluations are
visualised. The Living Lab context influences both the management and the 
operationalising of the evaluations. 
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4.1 Case Methods 

In the following, a short description of the methods for data-collection that have
been used, for both managing and operationalising the evaluations during my
research, is given. I will start with a description of how to use questionnaires and 
under what circumstances these are suitable. This is followed by a description of 
interviews and focus-group interviews, and finally, a presentation of the
processes of observations is given.

4.1.1 Questionnaire

One variant of question method, when the endeavour of the evaluation is to get
feedback from users, is the questionnaire, where both questions and answers are 
defined in advance. In the questionnaire, the respondents get a number of 
predetermined answers to choose among and this makes the flexibility of the
method low. In evaluations, questionnaires are often used to collect the opinions
the users’ have about the evaluand (Preece et al. 2002).

Questionnaires are used as data-collection methods in cases where answers from 
many informants are needed and wanted. In some cases, focus is on quantity,
and not on different qualities in the users’ answers. It is also common that 
questionnaires are used as a means to gain information about questions of 
demographic character and user experiences that might have an influence on 
users’ attitudes. In addition, the purpose of questionnaires can be to get quick
facts and patterns within a certain area and a questionnaire can be used as a way 
to get input to an interview or as a complement to interviews (Trost 1994).

An advantage of questionnaires is that they are cheaper per respondent, 
compared to interviews. They are also easier to send to a larger geographic area 
and to a large amount of people. The respondents also have confidence in the 
anonymity and can thereby express their opinions. In addition, a questionnaire 
gives the respondent a chance to think the questions through, and the interviewer
effect, that is, where the interviewer’s opinion might affect the respondent, can 
be prevented (Hörte 1982). During my evaluations, I have used both web-
questionnaires and in-place questionnaires. Advantages of web-questionnaires
can be that the responses from the users are usually received quickly, that data
becomes easier to handle and the time required for data analysis is reduced 
(Preece et al. 2002).

The disadvantages Preece et al. (2002) have identified regarding web-
questionnaires are that it can be is difficult to get a random sample of informants
since they are self-selected, and another problem is that the response rate tends 
to be lower than when using ordinary questionnaires. In addition, many 
researchers have started to use the term convenience sampling of informant,
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meaning that it is the informant who is available who has answered the web-
questionnaire. These researchers also claim that the results from these particular 
questionnaires are non-scientific (Preece et al. 2002). During my research, I 
have used web-questionnaires in all the evaluations. In addition, I used an “in-
place questionnaire” in the evaluation of ShowUnit. 

4.1.2 Interviews

Interviewing is another method for data-collection that can be used in evaluation 
as a means to get feedback from users, or informants. Other methods can be 
observations, laboratory tests, questionnaires, and focus-group interviews. 
However, in this section, the focus is on individual interviews. These interviews 
can be conducted face-to-face or over the phone (Fontana and Frey 1994). I have 
done both. Interviews can also be formalized to different extents; they can be 
structured, semi-structured or unstructured, standardized, or not standardized 
where the degree of standardization is dependent on how much the order of 
questions and their character can be influenced.

Furthermore, the structure of the interview has to do with what kind of freedom 
the informants have for their answers. In structured interviews the informants
get different alternative answers they can choose among, while in unstructured 
interviews the informants can express their answers freely (Andersen and
Gamdrup 1994; Andersson 1994; Patel and Tebelius 1987). However, the most
appropriate approach to interviews has to do with the aim of the interview, and
in my cases, also the objective of the evaluation. An in-depth interview is often 
vaguely structured, or completely unstructured, and is often used in cases where 
there is little knowledge about the area. The researcher in this case has only a
rough picture of the area of concern and the informants have full freedom to 
formulate their own answers (Bell 2000). For example, if the aim is to gain a 
first impression of a design idea, open-ended interviews can be most suitable,
but if the aim is to get feedback from users about a layout of a web-browser, 
structured interviews are better because the questions are more specific (Preece 
et al. 2002).

There are a lot of advantages in using interviews for data-collection in 
evaluations. One is that interviews can be conducted with all kinds of people
(Hörte 1982). Another advantage is that, its flexibility gives possibilities for 
follow-up questions and answers to questions about motives and feelings the
informants might have (Bell 2000). However, there are also problems with 
interviews in that there is a risk of bias in the material, but an awareness of the 
problem can decrease the problem since documentation and methods for 
categorization can minimize the problem (Bell 2000). During my research, I 
have used individual interviews as a method for data-collection in two 
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evaluation processes: in ShowUnit, where I interviewed the users, and in 
PredicTool, where I interviewed the stakeholders. 

4.1.3 Focus-group Interviews 

A third way to ask users about their opinions is by using focus-group interviews. 
A focus-group interview is a data-collection method that has its basis in market 
surveys, and according to Wibeck (2000), the method has started to gain more
attention in social science research. Focus-group interviews are a specific kind 
of group-interview, where data is collected by means of the interaction in the 
group, in accordance with a certain issue that has been decided on beforehand by 
the researcher. Wibeck (2000), says that the method is especially useful in 
studies of people’s opinions or attitudes towards a certain phenomenon.

The method can be used both to study the content, meaning what the group talks 
about, and to study the interaction in the group, meaning how the group acts. 
However, the focus is often on how the group thinks about a phenomenon, 
rather that what individuals think. This method assumes that individuals develop 
their opinions within a social context by talking to other persons (Preece et al.
2002). The interest regarding the focus-group is, therefore, focused on gaining
an understanding of the informants’, or users’, shared notions and attitudes
(Wibeck 2000). The advantage of focus-groups is that they generate a larger 
scale of ideas and opinions in relation to individual interviews. One benefit of 
focus-groups is that they allow diverse issues to be raised that could have been 
missed otherwise (Preece et al. 2002).

Just like any other kind of interview situation, focus-groups can be structured or 
unstructured, depending on to what extent the moderator controls what questions 
to discuss, as well as the interaction in the group (Fontana and Frey 1994). A 
benefit of a structured focus-group is that the moderator can be sure to get
answers to the questions and that the group does not slide into any side issues
that are not of interest for the researcher. The risk of interviews which are too
structured is that it becomes difficult to decide if the discussion flows naturally
into the issues the researcher is interested in, or interesting aspects from the
group can be missed (Wibeck 2000).

The persons leading the focus-groups is called moderator and the difference
between him/her and an ordinary interviewer is that the moderator has a more
laid-back role (Wibeck 2000), and that the moderator has to be aware of and 
handle power differences within the group (Fontana & Frey, 1994). If the 
interviews are unstructured, the moderator only interferes when the group 
digresses from the subject totally. In structured focus-groups, the moderator’s
role is more like the traditional interviewer, where prepared-in-advanced 
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questions are asked, but openness and flexibility for the group’s line of thoughts 
and different angles exists. 

Wibeck (2000), recommends that the size of the focus-groups should be four to 
six persons. This is related to how groups communicate. In groups, larger than 
six participants, it becomes difficult to attain eye-contact with everybody and 
that causes difficulties in communication. There is also a risk that sub-groups 
are established, or that some members do not say anything. How many focus-
group interviews that are required, in order to discover patterns and tendencies, 
is dependent on the character of the enquiry and available resources, but 
according to Wibeck (ibid), at least three groups is mandatory. Besides asking 
users about their opinions, users can also be observed as a means to understand 
how the users actually use the evaluand. Focus-group interviews have been used 
as a means to gain user data in two evaluations, PredicTool, and the Civic-
Service office evaluation. 

4.1.4 Observations

Observations involve both listening and watching users. Users can be observed 
in controlled laboratory-like settings, as in usability testing, or the natural 
environment in which the products are intended to be used. How the observation 
is done depends on why it is being done and the approach adopted (Preece et al. 
2002). However, observations can not be haphazard, meaning that they must
answer to the demand that is put forward of any scientific technique. This means
that (1) the observation must be systematically planned, (2) the information 
received must be registered in a systematic manner, (3) the researcher must have 
considered its suitability, reliability, conformity and accuracy in relation to the
problem situation (Andersen and Gamdrup 1994), and (4) it must fulfil a defined 
purpose (Merriam 1994). 

The foremost advantage of observation is that it is possible to study a course of 
event or behaviours the same moment that they occur  (Merriam 1994; Patel and 
Tebelius 1987). The disadvantage of observations is that it might become 
expensive and time-consuming (Andersen and Gamdrup 1994). It is important to
consider if the behaviour under study is representative, or if it is occasional.

Observations can be performed in different ways and which approach to use 
depends on the evaluation goal, the specific questions to be answered and
practical constraints, such as time, context boundaries or resources (Preece et al. 
2002). They can be structured, where the researcher, in advance, has decided 
which behaviour to study, or unstructured, where the researcher wants to get as 
much information as possible about a situation (Patel & Tebelius, 1987). The 
observer can participate or not participate, and be known or unknown. But,
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regardless of what kind of observation that is performed, the researcher must 
consider what it is being is observed, how it should be registered and how the
observer should behave (Patel & Tebelius, 1987; Andersen & Gamdrup, 1994).

How the observation should be registered is often dependent on the economy in 
the project. If the economy is good, tape-recorders or video-recorders can be 
useful. If that is not the case, systematic registration can be made at site in order 
to make it possible to do the analysis fast and easy regardless of the observer’s 
role (Bell, 2000). Furthermore, a structured observation requires a well-defined 
problem where the situation and behaviour is almost given. It is then possible for 
the observer to set up a number of categories for what is being studied. These 
are structured in an observation scheme that is easy to mark. Even sequences of 
behaviour can be important so the observer can number in what order the 
particular behaviour occurs. Every observation scheme must be tested before it 
is used (Svenning 2000).

Unstructured observations are mostly used for exploratory purpose in order to 
get information about a certain area. Even if the observation is unstructured, a 
rigorous plan is required. Things like what kind of knowledge to look for, whom
to study, and what kind of situation to observe, are questions that need to be 
sorted out and acted upon. The observer must also consider other things which 
might be important to register, such as the room and who are present. In other
words, the observer must be as prepared as possible (Patel & Tebelius, 1987;
Andersen & Gamdrup; 1994). In my research, I have used observations in one
case, the evaluation of Show Unit.

In the following, a comprehensive description of the evaluation processes,
alongside descriptions of the different methods for data-collection in the
different evaluations, is given. These processes are represented as actions in the 
situation.

4.2 The Evaluations – Actions in the Situation 

Figure 4 illustrates my research process and the evaluations carried out in the 
projects. The evaluations: ShowUnit, PredicTool, the Civic-Service office, and 
the Mobile-phone Bus Timetable, have all in turn influenced the evaluation, as 
my experiences from practice and theory have been enriched continuously. This 
is illustrated by the arrow going up and down, following the processes, going 
from theory to practice and from one evaluation to the next. In each of the
separate evaluations, there are arrows in an inner circle showing that reading,
observing, doing, and reflecting have been ongoing processes in each of the
evaluations. Reading is represented by the Area of Concern chapter in this
thesis; observing is the description of the processes of managing the evaluations 
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in which I have participated and are described in this chapter. Doing is 
represented by the descriptions of the operations done in the evaluations 
processes, also described in this chapter, and reflections are represented by 
issues being discussed in Chapter 6. 

Figure 5: My Research Process and Evaluations

4.2.1 The ShowUnit Evaluation 

The evaluation of ShowUnit was the first evaluation process I was part of during 
my research process, see Appendix 1. ShowUnit was a comfortable piece of 
furniture in which visitors at Konstens Hus, an art museum in Luleå had the 
opportunity to look at modern video-art programs in an uncomplicated way. The 
evaluation of ShowUnit was carried out in the middle of November to the
middle of December in 2004. ShowUnit had three different programs and each 
program consisted of a varying number of art-films. The evaluation was 
performed by the Living Lab, in cooperation with Luleå University of 
Technology, and by request of Riksutställningar.

In the evaluation of ShowUnit, the communication for settling on a specified 
approach occurred by e-mail, where documents were sent back and forth until
all stakeholders had a common view of the evaluation, independent of time and 
place. Issues we discussed were the amount of resources that were available, the
purpose, and aim of the evaluation, what methods to use, for how long the 
evaluation should proceed, what people to include and so forth. In this process,
the test-initiator gave feedback and clarified the aim and purpose of the
evaluation.

When we started to design the evaluation the purpose of the evaluation had a 
formative character, focusing on getting suggestions for other usage areas for the
video-art furniture from the users. These initial evaluation ideas were presented
to the test-initiator, who stated that “We are not looking for suggestions for 
alternative usage areas for the video-art furniture from the users: it is possible
that this can be a conclusion we can draw from how the furniture is used today, 
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but it is not our focus”. Hence, the evaluation focus was adjusted to a more 
summative approach of the evaluation, focusing on how the users actually used 
the furniture and their attitudes to it. The test-initiator also had questions about 
how we intended to use different methods and wanted to get more feedback on 
that.

In the interaction process between the Living Lab representatives and the test-
initiator, the test-initiator also got the opportunity to give feedback on the 
questions to be asked in the survey. In this process, how to proceed in the 
specific context was also discussed and considered in the final design of the
evaluation. The issues discussed were in terms of number of interviews, length 
of interviews, the interview structure, and the time spent on observations. When 
deciding on when the observations should be performed, the staff at the art 
museum was involved and informed about other events in the art museum. We 
decided that the observations should be done on three different occasions: one 
during a weekday afternoon, one during the weekend when other events 
occurred, and one during the weekend when no other events were planned, as a 
means to get as much information about the usage on different occasions as 
possible.

In this evaluation, data was collected through different methods, such as 
interviews, observations, two kinds of questionnaires and “expert” test. As a 
researcher, it is important to think about the content of the interview, to prepare 
questions and to test the questions to be asked (Patel and Tebelius 1987). This 
encouraged me to carry out a so-called “expert” test, where I put myself in the 
“shoes” of a user, while approaching and using the product. The experiences I 
got formed the background for the questions that I thought were most relevant to 
collect in accordance with the purpose of the evaluation.

The interviews in this evaluation focused on the users’ attitudes towards this 
kind of art exhibition also and their attitudes related to the design and usability 
of ShowUnit. The interview questions were focused on areas such as the users’ 
experiences, design, usage, interaction, and behaviour. Observations were also 
used as a means to get a view of how easy, or difficult, it was for the users to 
utilise the video-furniture and its equipment, and to see how the users actually 
behaved during their usage of ShowUnit. With the help of these observations, it 
became possible to get a notion about things occurring in the context that could 
have an effect on the test and evaluation. One of these things was a leaking roof 
that resulted in three buckets capturing the water, outside the room where the 
furniture was stationed. Other things I observed were that, even if there was 
many people in the art museum, the interest in ShowUnit was rather low.
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The observations also made it possible for me to study users choosing not to use
ShowUnit, and to find and arrange interviews with them. The questionnaires 
were available in two different places, one in place at Konstens Hus, and the 
other via the Living Labs community. The survey in place had the purpose of 
getting a picture about how the users perceived their usage of ShowUnit. The 
survey via the Living Lab community had the purpose of exploring attitudes 
related to ShowUnit, as such. It also had the purpose of giving information about
what level of attraction ShowUnit had. In the evaluation as a whole, three 
different methods for data-collection were used: questionnaires, interviews and 
observation, thereby, the validity and reliability of the results were improved,
even though the amount of data was limited (Greene, Benjamin, and Goodyear 
2001).

4.2.2 The PredicTool Evaluation 

In this project, the focus was to develop and evaluate a mobile marketing 
service, see Appendix 2. The project consisted of partners from Israel and 
Sweden. The Israeli company developed the system the retailer used to create 
their campaigns and offers. The Swedish partners were a clothing retail 
company, a systems development company responsible for the market
information system (kiosk), and the Living Lab organisation that was 
responsible for the evaluation and project management. The purpose of the
mobile marketing service was to enrich present customer loyalty-clubs, and, in 
so doing, give consumers offers that were related to their personal profile. One 
stipulation in the project was that a test with real users in the service’s natural 
environment should be performed.

In this project, my role was to participate in managing and operationalising the
evaluations of the service (Ståhlbröst et al. 2005). I also participated in 
meetings, in work during the development of the services in the project; I took 
notes, and saved the e-mail conversations occurring during the project as a 
means to gain data for my study. Meetings within this project were in the form
of workshops, face-to-face meetings, and telephone conferences. 

In the evaluation within this project, a mobile marketing service was the object 
being evaluated. The purpose of the mobile marketing service was to enrich 
present customer loyalty-clubs, and, in so doing, give consumers offers that 
were related to their personal profile. In this evaluation, I got the opportunity to 
have an influence in the process of defining the scope of the evaluation, as well 
as, in the actual design of the evaluation. In this case, it became apparent that the 
stakeholders in the project had diverse viewpoints about what the evaluation 
should focus on. Therefore, a study of the project and its participants was done, 
as a means to make sense of the situation and to contribute to it (Ståhlbröst et al. 
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2005). Consequently, the ability to influence the process, alongside the 
availability of the stakeholders and my research approach in the project, has
made this project the main empirical contributor to my research.

In the process of planning this evaluation, the stakeholders in the project
discussed some issues related to the evaluation. One such issue was related to 
the validity of the answers, i.e., knowing what the users actually answered to in 
the questionnaire. This is important, since there are many factors outside the 
project’s control that might affect the users’ answers, such as, how pleased they 
are with the offers they got, how they were received in the store, how the 
technology functioned, when they had received the offers in their mobile phone, 
and so forth. We also discussed the timing of the evaluation and the content of 
the offers. Should it be a discount of 5 %, or should it be a special price on a 
specific article.

Another issue being discussed was the frequency of the offers. Some of the 
stakeholders wanted to send out many offers, while some wanted to be more
careful as they were afraid to upset the users. This anxiety has its background in 
the users’ feelings about their mobile phone as a very personal device; it might
feel as trespassing to send too many SMS, or to send them at the wrong time. In 
this project, the timing of the test was crucial; everybody wanted to start the test
of the mobile service when the Christmas shopping started, in order to increase 
the possibility that the test-pilots would use their offers. 

This project also extended across national borders and this puts emphasis on 
both cultural and language barriers and how they can affect communication in 
the project. In this case, it sometimes seemed like the stakeholders had their 
different thoughts about something, but when discussing and debating the issue, 
it would become apparent that they had meant the same thing all along. Adding 
to that, the use of another language than the native one affects the 
communication process because of a limited vocabulary. In this project, another 
thing that also became obvious in the interviews and the discussions occurring 
during the project was the fact that the partners had different products as a part 
of the total offer; hence, they had different needs and expectations.

In the managing process of the PredicTool evaluation, Soft Systems
Methodology (SSM) together with a focus on needs was used as a method to 
make sense of the situation. This analysis is reported in the paper, Needs and 
Accommodation in Evaluation Design (Ståhlbröst et al. 2005). In this process, 
seven interviews were done with the stakeholders, represented by project 
participants, in the project. These interviews became a way for me to gather data 
about the process of planning and deciding on the design of the evaluation. The 
focus of the interviews was to identify the stakeholders’ needs in relation to the 
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evaluation, meaning; what their goals were, for what reason and usage they
needed evaluation results, and what kind of data they needed. The aim of the 
understanding of these issues was to reach accommodation about what to focus 
on.

The interviews with the stakeholders were performed over the phone with five 
of them and face-to-face with two of them. The reason for this was distance; one 
of the stakeholders was situated in Israel and three in southern Sweden. One of 
the stakeholders I interviewed was from northern Sweden and was very busy.
Thus, that interview was done over the mobile-phone. These were not optimal
choices for interview situations due to the lack of eye contact and disturbances
from other things. I did not experience the lack of eye-contact to be a problem 
because I had met three of them in person before and I had talked to the other 
two several times over the phone in project meetings. In the interviews, I asked
follow-up questions and had a low structure in the interviews. I strived to get a 
relaxed and comfortable interview situation that felt more like a conversation 
than an interview. This made it possible for the stakeholders to talk freely about 
the project, their evaluation needs, the aim of their participation in the project, 
and so forth.

The process of interviewing and discussing evaluation issues in the project 
group was interactive and iterative in order to reach a common perspective about 
what the evaluation should focus on. The stakeholders had different reasons for 
wanting the evaluation results and they had different reasons for being part of 
the project. This could be, for example, to get funding for the development of 
their services or to get an opportunity to test their thoughts in a new context, or 
to create new networks. Thus, it became important to get knowledge and 
understanding of the different interests and to balance them.

Using analysis techniques, based on Soft Systems Methodology, enlightened the 
different perspectives that were represented in the group and smoothed the 
process of reaching accommodation about what the evaluation should focus on. 
In this process of finding the different perspectives, the interviews also revealed
that stakeholders do not, necessarily, know what to expect from an evaluation
and they might have difficulties to express an explicit aim since they want to get 
answers to many different questions at the same time. For example, within the 
relational perspective, the stakeholders wanted to be able to determine if the 
developed service supported the process of building relations between 
companies and consumers. Another example is the communicational 
perspective, where the focus for the stakeholders was get knowledge about how
the messages with the offers should be formulated and how often they could be 
distributed to the users.
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In addition, in the marketing perspective, the stakeholders focused on gaining 
information about sales statistics related to the service: had sales increased, how 
many offers had been redeemed, and so forth, and finally, the technological 
perspective, where the usability of the technology was the focus for the
stakeholders. This process of communication was smoothed by the iterative and 
interactive approach, but that approach was also important because the purpose 
and objective of the evaluation change over time because of the increasing 
knowledge among the stakeholders. An iterative approach is also necessary 
because the context in which the evaluation should be performed might change 
over time. 

The focus on needs in the research made it easier for me to find the different 
perspectives among the stakeholders and to understand them. In addition, this 
made it easier to reach a common goal. A focus on needs also makes it possible
to question what is taken for granted (Ericson and Ståhlbröst 2005; Patnaik and 
Becker 1999; Ståhlbröst et al. 2005). The needs the stakeholders expressed 
could be that some of them had a need to get sales arguments for their products; 
hence, they were focused on evaluating the opportunities this service could 
provide. Other stakeholders had needs for information about how the users had 
experienced their usage of the service; hence, their objective with the evaluation 
was to develop their product further. 

In the process of operationalising the evaluations, the purpose of the 
evaluation ended up focusing on getting users’ opinions related to the
communication channel, together with their thoughts about the concept of 
mobile loyalty clubs as a whole. In the evaluation, two web-questionnaires were 
distributed to users; represented as test-pilots from Testbed Botnia. The purpose 
of the first one was to get a notion about how the test-pilots used the service, to
see how the information about the service had been interpreted by the users with 
the aim to determine if any adjustments of the service and the offers seemed
necessary. The second web-questionnaire was distributed to the test-pilots once 
the whole test period had come to an end. This questionnaire had the purpose of 
getting the users’ opinion about the mobile service and the concept of mobile
marketing. In addition, to gain a deeper knowledge about the users’ perceptions 
and attitudes towards the service, three focus-group interviews were carried out.
These focus-groups had a mixture of women and men, and the interviews lasted 
for about one hour each. In these focus-groups, discussions about the evaluand 
was encouraged and the discussions were led by a moderator, ensuring that the 
focus for the interviews were kept (Ståhlbröst 2005a). 
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4.2.3 A Civic-Service Office Evaluation

This evaluation was also performed within the realms of the Living Lab, but not 
with the test-pilots related to it, see Appendix 3. This evaluation did not include 
any IT-system; however, I see it as an important contribution to my research 
because of the interactivity in the process of deciding, and designing, the 
evaluation, and because of the innovativeness of the Civic-Service office, as 
such (Ståhlbröst 2005c). Thus, it is included in this thesis.

This evaluation was initiated by representatives from a project called VISAM.
One of the goals of the VISAM-project was to design and implement a civic-
service office in Överkalix municipality. Within this civic-service office, the tax 
authority, the enforcement service, the employment office, and within a near 
future, the local social insurance office is gathered under the same roof. This 
means that representatives from these central authorities are available in 
Överkalix on different occasions, which has not been the case lately. The 
purpose of the civic-service office is to increase the central authorities’ 
availability to the citizens and to get support from a “pilot” to find the right 
authority for the different errands a citizen has.

In the process of designing the evaluation of the Civic-Service office, some of 
the communication in the process of reaching a common perspective of what the 
evaluation should focus on was carried out with the help of documents being 
sent back and forth, covering the evaluation focus, purpose, methods, duration,
and delimitations. Adding to that, face-to-face meetings and telephone meetings
took place as the evaluation design was established. In this process, documents 
suggesting ways to carry out the test and evaluation of the Civic-Service office 
were developed in interaction between the participants in the Living Lab 
organisation, and in interaction between the test-initiators and the Living Lab 
organisation. In this process, the scope of the evaluation changed from 
evaluating technical solutions supporting the Civic-Service office, to become
more focused on the citizens’ experiences, needs, and attitudes towards the
changes in the civic-service office as such. There was also an adjustment of the 
target group for the evaluation, changing from including both citizens and
entrepreneurs, to focusing on citizens only. 

In this evaluation planning-process, I was not directly involved in the 
discussions between the test-initiator and the Living Lab when settling the scope 
for the evaluation; my role was to participate in the discussions within the
Living Lab. These discussions were focused on issues such as: different methods 
that could be used, the purpose of the evaluation, which citizens to include in the
interviews, and what questions to ask. We also discussed how the tests should be 
performed since the service has low user-frequency. As a way to enhance the 
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possibility of actual usage, the timing of the test was settled around income-tax 
return time. Another issue being discussed was the impossibility to perform
comparable studies, since those using the service can not be expected to have 
accomplished a similar errand in a compatible way. These issues were then 
brought forward and discussed with the test-initiator.

The purpose of the evaluation came to be to explore the users’ experiences of 
the service. During this evaluation, two methods have been used for data-
collection; a web-questionnaire and three focus-group interviews. The questions 
focused on the citizens’ reactions, attitudes and perceived utility of the Civic-
Service office, as well as questions about whether the users experienced that the 
handling of their matters had been facilitated. 

In the focus-group interviews, I had the focus on exploring the citizens’ 
attitudes, reactions and their perceived utility of the office. Those who had used 
the service also had the opportunity to tell if their matter was solved or not, and 
their attitudes about the service, as such. In this evaluation, some of the focus-
group participants did not show up for the interview and difficulties to compose
the focus-groups ensued. The aim was to talk to those who had used the service, 
but they were too few and some of them did not want to participate in the focus-
groups.

While working with the focus-groups, different reasons for why they had chosen 
to participate became obvious. Some of the participants did not want to discuss 
the focus of the interview. They wanted to meet and talk to other. The results of 
this evaluation, and the usage of the data-collection methods, are described in 
more detail in a report, see Appendix 3 (Ståhlbröst 2005c). In this evaluation, all 
of the users answering the questionnaire and participating in the focus-group 
were positive towards the service, and saw the service as an improvement of 
services provided by different authorities. They also found it difficult to be 
critical of the service; they were worried about the work situation for the 
personnel, such as an increased threat picture and an increased risk that the
personnel would loose their jobs. The users also stated that they seldom visit the 
authorities – “it can take years between visits” - was how many users expressed 
themselves. Related to that the users expressed that they believe the service is 
good and even if they do not have any need for it right now, they might do so in 
the future.

4.2.4 A Mobile-Phone Bus Timetable Evaluation 

In the evaluation of the Mobile-phone Bus Timetable, the initiative for the
evaluation came from within the Living Lab organisation, not from a test-
initiator, see Appendix 4. When deciding on the purpose, methods, goal, 
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duration, and so forth, most communication within the project group was over 
the phone and by e-mail, leading to an easy decision and design process. I also 
read documents and tested the Mobile-phone Bus Timetable service myself. In 
this process, the focus of the evaluation changed from being focused on the 
usability of the service, to exploring the users’ attitudes and needs for the
service, with the aim to identify opportunities for development of the service. 
The process of managing this evaluation became a smooth process. The reasons 
I have identified for that are that those of us involved had the same background 
information, we had similar experiences of user evaluations within the Living 
Lab; hence, we had a common vision of the evaluation.

This evaluation was focused on evaluating a Mobile-phone Bus Timetable and 
was performed by Testbed Botnia in December 2005. The test performance was 
that the test pilots connected to Testbed Botnia could download the Mobile-
phone Bus Timetable and then use it for about two weeks. During the process of 
deciding the scope of the evaluation, discussions about the issue, that it is 
difficult to know what had happened during the test period and what factors that
might affect the test-pilots answers, occurred. Factors we discussed were related 
to what would happen if the technology fails, for example, what would happen 
if the users cannot download the time-table and how do the users’ opinions 
about the buses, in general, affect their answers. One solution to this could have 
been observations, but the service was mobile and the natural usage difficult to 
determine, thus, observations were not an option.

After completion of the test, test pilots were asked to do a number of 
assignments and thereafter answer questions related to these assignments. This 
means that for each function in the service, such as searching for the next
departure for a certain bus line, an assignment, encouraging the users to try that 
function, was designed. In relation to the assignments, the test-pilots gave 
answers about their needs and the usefulness of the function they were assigned 
to test. The questionnaire was available on the web. This was an issue we 
discussed when designing the evaluation; how do we know if they have actually 
used the service and if they had understood it. As a way to minimize the risk of 
the wrong people answering the questionnaire, we set up a qualification
questionnaire in which the test-pilots had to answer some questions before they 
got access to the evaluation questionnaire. When going through the data in the
questionnaire, our suspicions were confirmed. In one of the answers, where the 
users answer in their own words, one test-pilot had written: “What do you mean 
with time-table? I can’t even find one to download.”

When analysing the results in the evaluation, one conclusion was that users 
might believe that a function, such as the ability to enlarge the font size, is 
good, but they did not have any need for it. Many of the users stated that they 
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had a need for many of the functions in the service. The users were also asked 
to answer what need they believed the service satisfied. To that question, the 
users gave answers, such as, “I can plan my time better, thus, I do not have to 
hurry, and I do not need to stand there and freeze while I wait for the bus ”, “I
always have access to a time-table”, “It is easy to have the table in my mobile-
phone”, and so forth. In this evaluation, the users were also requested to give
suggestions for changes they felt necessary with the service. The answers were 
innovative: “The service should contain a map, positioning that gives 
suggestions for bus-stops, and it should show the length of the tour”. The users 
also stated that they wanted to be able to see if the bus was late or not, and they 
wanted the opportunity to have the service more individualised.
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5 Summary of papers 

In this chapter summary of the papers I have included in this thesis are given.
These papers, combined with the evaluation reports, attached to the thesis, form 
the basis for the discussion in the next chapter. The aim of the summary is to 
give a picture of the papers to facilitate an understanding of the following 
discussion chapter.

5.1 Paper I - Exploring the Testbed Field 

Ståhlbröst, A. (2004). Exploring the testbed field. Proceedings of 27th

Information Systems Research Seminars in Scandinavia, IRIS 27, Falkenberg, 
Sweden. http://w3.msi.vxu.se/users/per/IRIS27/iris27-1075.pdf

This paper marked the starting point of my research. In this paper, the aim was 
to gain an understanding of the concept of testbeds, and to examine how that 
concept could be related to interaction design processes that support
development of innovations. By that, the intention was to enrich testbed 
organisations, particularly Testbed Botnia which is the test organisation that I 
have been involved with throughout my research. Testbed Botnia, with its 
services and methods, aims to support IT-companies when they want to evaluate 
their ideas, prototypes, or products before they are introduced to the market.
In order to get a notion about how tests can be accomplished in testbeds, a 
presentation of Testbed Botnia, and one of the evaluations that has been
performed at Testbed Botnia was presented. Following this presentation, I 
related the test process of the testbed to the process of interaction design, with
special attention to the evaluative parts of that process. The aim was to identify 
the relation between test processes in the testbed and interaction design
processes, thus, recognizing areas concerning evaluations to which the testbed 
could contribute.
My findings showed that evaluations carried out in a testbed facilitate the 
process of user involvement in innovation projects. In addition, I found that 
testbeds provided support for the processes of planning, executing, evaluating,
and documenting the evaluations. Due to the structured approach to evaluations, 
results from an evaluation performed in a testbed can be fed back into the 
design, hence, increasing the possibility to design products and services that 
users actually need.
However, testbeds was a new evaluation context. Therefore, further research 
was identified as necessary. A suggested research area was to develop
interactive evaluation methods, adjusted to the special characteristics of the 
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testbeds, with the aim to make possible users’ opinions to have an actual impact
on the development and design of innovations.

5.2 Paper II - Needs and Accommodation in 
Evaluation Design 

Ståhlbröst, A., Mirijamdotter, A., and Bergvall-Kåreborn, B. (2005). Needs and 
accommodation in evaluation design. In Remenyi, D. (ed.) Proceedings of 12th

European Conference on Information Technology Evaluation (ECITE 2005),
Turku, Finland, pp. 457-464.
http://www.academic-conferences.org/ecite2005/ecite05-home.htm.

In this paper, the case referred to, was an international development project
consisting of four partners from Sweden and Israel. In this project, the aim was
to develop a mobile marketing service that could enrich current customer-
loyalty-clubs. This mobile marketing service included a combination of different 
products and techniques supplied by the different partners in the project. Since
all the partners had different products, they also ended up having different 
purposes when the design of the evaluation of the mobile marketing service 
started. This made the process of designing the evaluation complex. Hence, a
more thorough examination of their underlying motives was needed, and this
was elaborated on in detail in the paper.
It is essential, in evaluations, to have a clear view of the purpose of the 
evaluation. However, in projects with stakeholders having different perspectives 
and different knowledge interests, this was not an easy task to achieve. The 
article illustrated how Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) in combination with 
needfinding, was applied to facilitate the process of designing the evaluation.
This approach assisted the process of reaching accommodation, and hence, 
contributed to the process of reaching a common purpose among the different 
stakeholders.
The findings in this paper are related to SSM:s contribution for enriching the
understanding of the situation, and the identification of different perspectives. 
The usage of analysis one, analysis of the intervention in SSM, illustrated a 
common view of the problem situation and gave us additional background
information. In analysis two, the social systems analysis in SSM, the 
identification of norms and values in this context were not sufficient; a deeper
understanding was required. Hence, we searched for expectations and aims
associated to stakeholder roles.
In this paper, we also report on our approach for finding and understanding 
stakeholder needs, which inspired us to go beyond their clearly expressed 
requirements. Hence, we were able to gain a deep understanding of underlying 
aspects, causing the differences in perspectives. The focus on identifying needs
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also prevented us from focusing on a specific evaluation aim too soon, with the 
risk of missing the actual needs of the stakeholders. Further, it enabled us to find 
similarities between the perspectives, avoiding misunderstandings, and gave 
insights into the rationale behind each different perspective. Thereby, the 
process of reaching accommodation was facilitated.

5.3 Paper III - In Search of Innovation – Grasping the 
Concept of Needs 

Ericson, Å, and Ståhlbröst, A. (2005). In Search of Innovation - Grasping the 
Concept of Needs. International Journal of Knowledge, Technology and 
Society 2 (accepted for publication)

The starting position for this paper was our experience from processes aiming to 
identify user needs. In the paper, we discuss the concept of needs with the 
purpose of exploring if the concept, could be identified, and understood in the 
relevant literature. In this paper, the discussion is inspired by both an 
engineering design perspective, and an interaction design perspective towards 
user needs.
The discussion highlights a double identity of needs. Needs are partly easy to 
express, partly difficult to express, if possible at all, thus, insisting on different
approaches to grasp the concept of needs as a whole. Needs that are difficult to 
express, are usually situated in the users’ context, and are experienced by the 
user as a perceived lack of something. In these cases, the solution is not 
understood or known by the user. Thereby, needs cannot be easily expressed by 
the user; those needs have to be found. An interpretive approach adapted by the 
design team, and/or the needfinder, to gain an understanding of the users’ 
situation and to identify such needs was suggested. 
A finding in this paper was that one consequence of using the intertwined
concept of needs, was that the methods suggested in the literature seem to 
include limitations for the design and development of new innovative products.
The search for needs was usually related to a special product, or the literature 
mixed user needs with requirements related to a specific product. Hence, the 
design space was delimited in the early phases of innovation.
In our review, we also found that identification of needs was utterly important in 
the literature. However, the concept of needs could not be clearly figured out.
Our study of the concepts of needs, from the two design perspectives, showed 
that needs are mixed up with, or not distinguished from, requirements, wants, 
desires or experiences. Thus, the conclusion is that that needs were not treated as
a distinct concept in the literature upon which this study was based. 
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6 Identified Issues in Evaluation Processes 

In this section, reflections and a discussion of the issues I have identified as 
important to consider in processes of human-centric evaluations of innovation
are given. These issues are clustered into the themes; Reaching a Common 
Purpose, Context, Innovation, Users and Needs. I will start by discussing issues 
related to the process of reaching a common purpose. After that, a discussion of
issues related to the context of the evaluation is given, followed by a discussion 
specifically related to the evaluand’s characteristics, of an innovative nature. 
Thereafter, a discussion of user issues is presented. These issues are related to 
whom to involve and how. Finally, the concept of needs is discussed which is 
related to both stakeholders1 and user needs. 

6.1 Reaching a Common Purpose 

This section mainly builds upon the study I did in the PredicTool project, see 
4.4.4, and is elaborated on in more detail in the paper “Needs and
Accommodation in Evaluation Design” (Ståhlbröst et al. 2005). In that study, an 
enquiry regarding the stakeholders’ opinions, reflections, aims, and objectives in
relation to the evaluation, was done. This enquiry revealed that the stakeholders 
had one common knowledge-interest, namely, to gain more knowledge about
how they should and could use the mobile marketing channel in their
organisations. However, the stakeholders had different perspectives on how this 
knowledge-interest could be attained.

6.1.1 Different Perspectives
The perspectives identified among the stakeholders can be labelled relational, 
communicational, marketing, and technological perspectives. Within these 
perspectives, different subject areas were in focus. For example, within the 
relational perspective, the stakeholders focused on determining if the service 
supported the process of building relations between companies and consumers.
In the communicational perspective, the focus for the evaluation was to evaluate 
how the messages should be formulated and how often they could be distributed
to the users. In the marketing perspective, the focus for the evaluation was to 
gain information about sales statistics related to the service, and in the
technological perspective, the usability of the technology that was part of the 
service was the focus for the evaluation. One identified reason for these
differing perspectives was the fact that each stakeholder had his/her own product 
or service, and these were combined in the mobile marketing service.

1 Stakeholders, in this context, refer to Guba and Lincoln’s (1989) term agent, meaning those 
producing and implementing the evaluand.
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Another reason for the differing perspectives was that the stakeholders had 
different aims for why they participated in the project. When planning an 
evaluation it is important to know what the focus of the evaluation is (Karlsson 
1999; Patton 1987, 1990; Preece et al. 2002; Rubin 1994; Ståhlbröst et al. 2005).
However, in a practical situation, involving many different stakeholders with
different perspectives, this becomes a complex process since the different
perspectives could only be supported by different evaluation approaches and 
methods.

6.1.2 The Evaluator’s Role 
According to Rolfsen and Torvatn (2005), difficulties to decided what the 
evaluation should focus on could be dependent on the stakeholders not knowing 
what kind of evaluation that might be suitable for the evaluation in their current 
situation. This has been confirmed in my research, where I have observed that it
was not easy for stakeholders and test-initiators2 to clearly express what they 
wanted the evaluation to focus on (Ståhlbröst 2005a, 2005b, 2005c; Ståhlbröst et 
al. 2005). Thus, it becomes the evaluator’s role to facilitate this process. This 
means that the evaluator should support the discussions among the stakeholders,
not dictate what questions the evaluation ought to focus on (Patton 1987, 1990).

I have found that in order to find a common purpose, and determine what 
questions to focus on, and also what methods to use in the evaluation, it was 
important to acknowledge and identify differences among evaluation 
stakeholders and to strive for accommodation regarding what the evaluation 
purpose should be (Patton 1990; Ståhlbröst 2005a; Ståhlbröst et al. 2005). To 
support this process of reaching accommodation, I have applied an interactive 
and iterative approach, influenced by Soft Systems Methodology, SSM 
(Checkland 1999; Checkland and Holwell 1998).

6.1.3 SSM:s Contribution to the Process
SSM contributed to the process of reaching accommodation regarding what the 
evaluation should focus on, and enhanced the process of managing the
evaluation through its ability to encourage making different perspectives among
the stakeholders visible, and also making them recognised and discussed in the
stakeholder group (Ståhlbröst et al. 2005). The different analyses in SSM made 
expectations and aims visible, and SSM, thereby, enriched the understanding of 
different perspectives and how different roles had different aims regarding the
evaluation. Consequently, the contribution of identifying and scrutinising 

2 Test-initiator, in this context, refer to those initiating the test or evaluation of an innovation 
in the context of the Living Lab. Test-initiator also means those paying for the Living Lab 
services.
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different perspectives and their relations was that the process of gaining a
common view on the evaluation became more informed, thereby facilitating the
decision making in the evaluation design process. 

SSM also contributed to the process of managing the evaluation, with the aim of 
reaching an understanding of the whole evaluation process, as well as of those 
involved in it. In SSM, one aim is participation and communication in the
situation and this raised questions, such as whom to involve, to what extent 
different stakeholders should be involved, who has the power to influence the 
evaluation, what are the stakeholders’ motives to participate and what can
influence the evaluation results (Checkland 1981; Checkland 1999; Checkland 
2000; Checkland and Holwell 1998). Hence, the SSM approach, discussing 
these questions gives a rich picture that facilitated understanding of, for 
example, different objectives present in the evaluation situation and reasons for 
why this situation emerges.

6.1.4  A Communicative Approach 
An interactive and iterative approach facilitates the building of trust and 
confidence between evaluator and stakeholders (Rolfsen and Torvatn 2005). It is
important to keep in mind that many evaluation results are never used and one 
reason for that is a lack of trust between evaluator and the stakeholders involved
(Karlsson 1999). Hence, communicative approaches contribute to the process of 
building trust and confidence and, as a result, increase the chances for actual 
usage of the evaluation results. In the case of PredicTool, this communicative
process, conversations among stakeholders were encouraged, with the support of 
documents being sent back and forth. In these documents, different perspectives 
were clarified and visualised as a means to gain a coherent aim among the 
stakeholders, completed by discussions. In this process, the stakeholders could 
gain an understanding of the evaluation. Thus, a common perspective of the
purpose of the evaluation was achieved (Ståhlbröst et al. 2005).

To sum up, in the processes, an interactive and iterative process of agreeing on 
an evaluation contract facilitates the aim of reaching a common view of the
stakeholders’ goals and purposes. In these processes, discussions about the
evaluand, the context and methods should occur. Hence, a common perspective 
of the design and purpose of the evaluation approach, as well as coherence 
between expectations and resources, become possible. These interactive and 
iterative processes generate deep insights and understanding of the evaluand and 
its prerequisites affecting the evaluation design.

However, difficulties that still prevail are approaches that support gaining an 
understanding of how different perspectives are related to each other. This needs 
to be studied in more depth, since I believe that an understanding of the relations 
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between the perspectives would contribute to the processes of reaching
accommodation among stakeholders.

6.2 Context Issues 

The evaluations I have been part of during my research, have been carried out in
relation to a Living Lab. The Living Lab concept includes certain characteristics
influencing the planning and operationalising of evaluations. These 
characteristics are that evaluations of the evaluands are performed in a real-
world environment, with users who have chosen to be part of the test and 
evaluation on a voluntary basis in their spare time. These users are usually 
connected to a test community. In addition, the tests of the evaluands go on for 
24 hours. Hence, these circumstances result in issues concerning the contexts 
that need to be considered in the processes of planning and operationalising 
human-centric evaluations.

6.2.1 Understanding the Evaluation Setting 
When performing evaluations in a natural setting with users, there are issues that
need to be considered. One such issue is to recognize that the users’ response 
related to a product or service are dependent on how well the evaluand merges 
into its intended context (Karat and Karat 2003). In two of the cases, the issue of 
context was discussed in the focus-groups. In the evaluation of PredicTool, the 
test-pilots stated that the mobile marketing service was only suitable for certain 
branches, such as, clothing, books, or music. In this case, the test-pilots’
opinions about the suitability of the mobile marketing service in its context was 
good.

Similarly, in the Civic-Service office evaluation, discussions took place about 
how well-matched the location of the civic-service office was. Thus, to consider
the milieu, in which the service or product is intended to function, is important
when designing tests and evaluation of innovations. This indicates that if the 
context of the test of the evaluand would have been wrong, the users’ attitudes 
towards it could have been affected negatively. Hence, to have an understanding
of the context, in which the evaluand is intended to be implemented, is crucial 
when designing tests and evaluations. However, during my studies, I have not 
been able to study the influence of context on the evaluation results such as if an
evaluand was implemented into a mismatched context for that specific evaluand.

6.2.2 Observation of Usage
As a means to understand what happens in the context during a test, 
observations can be used as a method for data-collection. The usage of 
observations makes it possible to observe actual usage in an authentic 
environment; hence, it becomes possible for the observer to understand factors 
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occurring in the context which might influence the evaluation. In the observation 
of ShowUnit, Section 4.2.1, one such factor I observed was a leaking roof that
resulted in three buckets of water outside the door to the room where ShowUnit 
was stationed. This circumstance had an effect on the frequency of usage that 
day. If observations had not been used, the reason for the low frequency of use 
that day would not have been revealed. In addition, the observations made it 
possible to see how those who chose not to use ShowUnit behaved and 
interviews with them could be arranged. To get data from non-users would 
otherwise not have been possible in this case.

6.2.3 When Observations Are not an Option 
Even though observation is a suitable method for gaining understanding of what 
has occurred in the context, during the test, this has not always been possible in 
the evaluations I have done. In three of the evaluations, using observation as a 
method for data-collection was not an option (Ståhlbröst 2005a, 2005c, 2006). In 
PredicTool and the evaluation of the Mobile-phone Bus Timetable, observations 
were not an option, due to the mobility of the service, combined with the 
intention that the users should use the service in an authentic way in an authentic
context.

In the evaluation of the Civic-Service office, observation was not an option 
because of confidentiality issues and the low and unpredictable usage frequency. 
Hence, other methods supportive of gaining knowledge about the context, need 
to be applied in these situations. In retrospective, I see that questions about the
context and things occurring while the users used the service would have been 
useful in these evaluations including their thoughts about how that could have 
influenced their answers. However, encouraging users to tell rich stories about
the test-period, as a whole, is an important aspect to remember while interacting
with users performing tests.

6.2.4 Influences from the Context 
It is also important to recognise the risk that users’ attitudes can be influenced 
by things that are not directly related to the evaluand, and that these things can 
influence their answers in an overly negative or positive manner. In the
evaluation of the services; PredicTool, Mobile-phone Bus Timetable and the 
Civic-Service office, discussions about what other things that might affect the 
answers took place among the stakeholders while planning the evaluations. In 
the evaluation of PredicTool, the test-pilots said that the quality of what is being 
communicated to them affects their attitudes towards the service, as such. They
also said that it did not matter how good the offers they received were; if the 
service in the store was not satisfactory, they would not use the offers provided
via the marketing service. Consequently, recognising and discussing issues in 
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the evaluands’ surroundings that might influence the users’ attitudes, when 
performing tests and evaluations in an uncontrollable context, are important.

6.2.5 Create an Authentic Usage Situation 
The aim of an innovation is to change a reality into a more desirable state and
this can not be evaluated until an evaluand is used (Löwgren and Stolterman
2004). Hence, evaluating innovations in an authentic environment is essential. In 
these situations, it is important to understand how the evaluand would be used if 
it were a real usage situation. In two of the cases, PredicTool and the Civic-
Service office, the issue of the timing of the test was discussed and considered 
important. In the evaluations of PredicTool and the Civic-Service office, 
(Ståhlbröst 2005a, 2005c), the aim was to create as authentic a situation as 
possible for the users so they would get a notion of what it would be like for 
them to use the service in real life. During the planning of the test of PredicTool
and the Civic-Service office, the aim was to introduce the services at times when 
the probability for using the service was high. In these cases, this meant, around 
the time for Christmas shopping and around the time for income-tax returns. In 
these cases, the users could relate to actual usage in an authentic situation in the 
evaluation. Hence, to strive to accomplish a real use situation in the evaluation 
becomes vital; otherwise the users could not get a true sense of how the 
evaluand will function when finally implemented.

To sum up, certain issues need to be considered when managing and 
operationalising evaluations of innovations in the context of Living Labs. In 
evaluation processes, it is important to consider factors in the context that might
have an influence on the usage of the evaluand. Related to that is the risk that 
factors outside the control of the evaluation can influence users’ attitudes. When
testing innovations in a real-world context, it is imperative to design the test in 
an authentic way and set up assignments covering all aspects of the service or 
product, so that the users are able to value the innovation.

6.3  Innovation Issues 

When dealing with innovations, it is important to evaluate the innovations in an 
iterative manner, letting the results from each evaluation influence the design, as 
a means to end up with an innovation that users want and need. This is, 
however, not always the case since most evaluation resources are spent on late 
evaluations (Dix et al. 1998), even though problems are cheaper to mend early 
on in the design phase (Gupta 2000; Ståhlbröst 2004). Another issue with 
iterative evaluations is that innovations have to enter the market as soon as 
possible (Fitzgerald et al. 2002), and many iterations take time. These issues 
were also discussed with test-initiators, who recognized early user evaluations as 
an important factor. Despite this, the evaluations I have been part of have been 
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performed at a late stage of the design-phase and this caused problems. For 
example, when evaluations are performed late, I suspect that the results from the
evaluations have little opportunity to have an actual influence on the design,
even if the focus of the evaluation is of formative character, aiming for re-design 
of the evaluand. This was confirmed in my interviews with the test-initiators. 
Based on those interviews, I found that the results of the evaluations did not
have an actual impact on the product or the design right away.

6.3.1 Lack of Impact from the Evaluation Results
One reason for lack of impact on the tested service, which I have found based on 
conversations with test-initiators, was that some test-initiators aimed to get a 
confirmation that their idea was good, and to see if the users had understood and 
could use the evaluand. Another reason I have identified was that the 
development cycle for their evaluands was short. Consequently, the results of 
the evaluation need to be accessible promptly. Otherwise, the evaluation ends up 
having no actual impact on the evaluand. Instead, the result might influence on 
the next version of the service. This indicates that evaluations need to be done in 
a quick manner, since the time-span for development has become shorter which 
is why the methods for evaluations need to be supportive of those processes. Yet 
another reason for doing human-centric evaluations late in the design phase 
could be a worry that someone would steal the idea when the product or service 
is evaluated with a public audience. However, this is my speculations based on 
conversations with test-initiators and not studied in this work.

6.3.2 Characteristics of the Evaluand 
I have identified differences between stationary and mobile evaluands, and 
between evaluation of services and products. These differences need to be
considered in evaluation processes. First, stationary evaluands make it possible
to perform observations of usage of the innovation; thereby, an understanding of 
activities occurring in the specific context is obtained. Second, in evaluation of 
the actual usage of mobile evaluands, it is difficult to use observations as a 
method for data-collection, due to the mobile character. Third, it is difficult to
observe usage of services, due to the characteristics that are produced and 
consumed at the same time (Dahlbom 2003b; Dahlbom 2003a; Dahlbom 2005).
Hence, to know when a service is considered as produced and consumed is 
difficult to observe from an outside perspective. Fourth, users’ attitudes towards 
services are influenced by things in the evaluand’s surroundings. Thus, aiming
to identify activities affecting the evaluation results is important while 
interacting with users.

To sum up, innovations requires a fast development cycle; hence, the evaluation 
process needs to be fast, in order to have an impact on the evaluand. Further, the 
evaluation process also needs to be interactive and iterative (Ståhlbröst, 2004).
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Evaluation methods also need to be fast and still provide reliable answers, and 
new methods, supporting shortened development cycle, need to be applied. 
Finally, the characteristics of the evaluand are also important to consider. Thus, 
the type of evaluand influences the methodological choices in evaluation 
processes.

Finally, one aim of evaluations is to scrutinize the evaluand critically (Lundahl 
and Öqvist 2002). The evaluator needs to stimulate the users to be critical and
question what they take as given. This has shown to be difficult, since an
innovation aims to enhance a situation, thus, being critical is difficult for the
users before the innovation has been fully implemented (Löwgren and 
Stolterman 2004). This became apparent in the evaluation of the Civic-Service 
office, where the respondents’ criticism towards the evaluand concerned the 
work-situation for the employees at the office, not the service a such, and in the 
PredicTool evaluation, the respondents criticized a possible future situation with 
lots of SMS:s from different stores, not the idea of the service. The users in
these cases had no concrete experiences that could facilitate their ability to 
scrutinize the evaluand critically, thus, the criticism occurred on an abstract 
level. How to stimulate users to critically scrutinize the evaluand, when the 
intention with the innovation is to make their situation better needs to be studied 
further, since current evaluation methods, which I have used, do not support this
aim.

6.4 User Issues 

Today, innovative technology is often aimed at users on a broad market 
(Dahlbom 1997; Dahlbom 2003a; Dahlbom 2005; Fitzgerald et al. 2002;
Löwgren and Stolterman 2004; Wiberg 2005). Earlier, users were found, and 
could be studied, in a delimited context within an organisation, where the 
technology aimed to support work practices. Now these use contexts have
changed to include people’s everyday lives. Today’s users can be anyone, 
anywhere, doing almost anything, and this section is related to the concept
anyone, i.e., users as a mass market.

6.4.1 Changes in User Behaviour 
When users use an innovation, their behaviour is affected and changed, since the
innovation is something new, thus, creating a new use situation. Consequently,
to evaluate usage of innovations means to evaluate a new situation (Perrin,
2002). However, it can sometimes take years for an innovation to have an actual
impact, therefore, the time-span for the test is important to consider when 
evaluating an innovation (Perrin 2002). This means that when an innovation is 
implemented in a situation, the innovation has an effect on how the users act in 
the particular situation; hence, a new way of doing things appears. However, 
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users’ behaviour does not change quickly and overnight, and if the aim of the 
evaluation is to evaluate the impact of an innovation, users’ natural inertia to 
change their behaviour needs to be considered. For example, the SMS function 
was available on the mobile phones for some years before this function had a 
real impact on how people use their mobile phones.

In the evaluation of the Mobile-phone Bus Timetable, Section 4.2.4, one user 
expressed an unwillingness to change the behaviour in the answer to a question 
of whether he thought he would use the service; “I believe that it is quick and 
simple to use the Internet before I go by bus”. This user was accustomed to use 
the Internet for this occasion; hence, the implementation did not have any 
impact on his behaviour. Therefore, the answer revealed that the user did not 
believe he or she would actually use the Mobile-phone Bus Timetable. On the 
other hand, a majority of the users evaluating that service believed that they
would continue to use the service after the test-period. It might not be possible
to get a true notion about the actual impact of an innovation during a short time-
span of tests and evaluations, and this needs to be considered when settling the 
purpose of the evaluation, when determining what methods to use and when 
interpreting the data from the evaluation. 

6.4.2 Characteristics of User 
One of the aims of Living Labs is to support development of innovations, and to
do so with a human-centric approach. The Living Lab has a community of test-
pilots, and these test-pilots get the opportunity to participate in evaluation of 
innovations (Ståhlbröst 2005a, 2005b, 2006). Test-pilots sign up for the tests 
voluntarily and a common interest among them is new technology (Ståhlbröst 
2004).

When evaluating innovations, one important characteristic of participants in 
evaluations of innovations is an openness to learn as that is one part of being 
innovative (Perrin 2002; Ulrich 2002). Therefore, users who are interested in 
new technology could be considered willing to adapt to new ways of doing 
things, they are considered as being innovative. For that reason, the test-pilots
are a suitable group for formative evaluations, where the aim of the evaluation is 
to get suggestions for further design. This has also been verified in my study.
Test-pilots have given suggestions for combinations of technologies, other usage
areas or suggestions for re-design of the evaluand. Nevertheless, it is important
to remember that test-pilots might not be representative of the general 
population. Consequently, the purpose of the evaluation determines if the test-
pilots are the right users for the evaluation. If the evaluation focuses on ‘low-
level’ issues, such as a design of an icon in a user interface, test-pilots might not 
be suitable representatives of a population of users, since they are advanced and 
interested users, i.e., what they used to think was difficult when they were naïve
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users is now easy for them. Hence, these users might not be representatives for 
users in general. 

6.4.3 Identify the Intended User 
The aim of many evaluations is to determine if users can use the product and if 
they like it (Preece et al. 2002; Yetton et al. 1999). Hence, it is important to have 
a clear view of who the intended user is, what tasks the innovation is designed to 
support, as well as the context in which the innovation is aimed to be 
implemented (Molich 2002; Newman and Lamming 1995; Preece et al. 2002). 
In order to do so, an understanding of the intended users’ particular skills,
expertise, responsibilities, experiences, knowledge, and needs, is important
(Molich 2002; Newman and Lamming 1995; Preece et al. 2002). If a target user 
is not defined in advance, it becomes difficult to determine if the evaluand is 
suitable in the evaluation context. The language in the evaluand might not be
suitable for the users in the test-panel, or they might not have a direct interest, or 
need, for that specific evaluand, but other users might (Molich, 2002).

Nevertheless, even if it is important to define a user, it does not necessarily 
mean that these definitions of the user’s characteristics occur in development
projects. In the evaluations of ShowUnit, PredicTool, the Civic-Service office,
and the Mobile-phone Bus Timetable, a specific target user had not been 
decided on before the evaluation. In these evaluations, the target users ended up 
being users in general. The lack of a definition of the target user in the 
evaluations is interesting, since it is common knowledge that it is important to 
decide the target user in advance, and to select good representatives of that
target user for the evaluation.

In this thesis, I have not studied why this situation arose, but the fact that a
target-group has not been decided on, complicates the evaluation and selection 
of test-pilots. In these situations, how will it be possible to know if the users are 
supported by the evaluand, or not? Perhaps “wrong” users have been selected to 
test the evaluand. One reason why target users might not have been defined 
could be that the development process of the evaluand started with an idea for 
the innovation. In these cases, there are no obvious users for the evaluand.
Instead, the development is aimed towards a broad market, and the aim of the 
development it to create a user need (Löwgren and Stolterman 2004). This is the
case for the evaluands I have evaluated. Therefore, in order to make an 
appropriate selection of users, where a target user has not been defined, an
understanding of the purposes of the specific innovation needs to be reached, in 
order to be able to recruit the relevant users. 
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6.4.4 Get in Contact with Non-Users 
Interviewing non-users has shown to be important, especially in formative
evaluations aiming for re-design, since these users can reveal information about
necessary changes that would increase the evaluand’s attractiveness. For 
example, while interviewing one of the non-users about why he did not use
ShowUnit, it became apparent that he had misinterpreted the information 
moving on the screen. He thought that this was the actual art-video, while, in 
fact, it was the screen saver. Hence, the observations gave rich data about things
that influenced users’ attitudes and usage of the evaluand. Interviews with non-
users revealed necessary, minor changes, which could contribute to increase the 
possibilities of actual usage of the evaluand. This is also discussed by Perrin 
(2002). He states that, in order to learn and to be innovative, it is important to 
learn from failures, as well as from successes. Hence, interviewing non-users 
can reveal important information about how the attractiveness of the innovation
could be increased.

6.4.5 Communicating with a Broad Mass Market 
In the evaluations included in this thesis, (Ståhlbröst 2005a, 2005b, 2005c, 
2006), the feedback from the users, represented as a broad mass market, was 
collected with the help of web-questionnaires. According to Preece et al, (2002),
one identified problem with web-questionnaires is the difficulties to obtain a 
random sample of users since the users are self-selected, but few other 
disadvantages have been reported.

During my research, I have found another problem related to web-
questionnaires. When web-questionnaires were used as a means to get users’ 
feedback, it became especially important to consider the issue that it is difficult 
to know if the answers the users give are valid. In the evaluation of the Mobile-
phone Bus Timetable, one answer in the questionnaire was, “What do you mean 
by time-table? I can’t even find one to download.” This indicates that the 
answers in a web-questionnaire might include users who, in fact have not tested 
the evaluand. Thus, issues that need to be considered in the usage of web-
questionnaires are: if the users answering the questionnaire actually have used 
the service, and why they have chosen to answer the questionnaire and, whether 
they are giving accurate and truthful answers. In evaluations, it is also important 
to keep in mind that the answers the users give are a reflection of how they 
remember their usage. For example, focus group interviews give answers to 
users’ attitudes, not their actions (Molich, 2002). 

In my research, I have also found that evaluating innovations, aimed towards a 
broad mass market, additionally involves difficulties to set up homogenous
groups for focus-group interviews (Ståhlbröst 2005a, 2005c). The mass market
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focus includes a risk that participants in the focus-groups are not representatives
for the population, they have volunteered to participate, and they have a reason 
for that. In the evaluations I have performed, the users have been test-pilots. 
These test-pilots, as mentioned before, have an interest in technology. Hence, 
they are not representative of people in general, but their input is valuable, since 
they can answers to how they reacted to, and interpreted the innovative idea or 
product. These test-pilots can be helpful when the evaluation of the innovations 
has a formative focus, since they are often knowledgeable users (Molich, 2002) 
motivated to influence future technology (Ståhlbröst 2004; Ståhlbröst 2005a).

To sum up, evaluations aiming to get responses from a mass market are difficult 
to perform for several reasons. It is difficult to get access to the “right” people
and to know who the right user is. The data being collected from this group can 
be difficult to trust, since their actual usage can not be recorded and verified. In 
these cases, it is the users’ recollections of what actually happened, and their 
feelings about this, that are gathered. If the purpose of the evaluation is to 
understand how users have actually used an evaluand, observations or logs are 
needed. In evaluation of innovations, the aim is to collect users’ attitudes about 
the evaluand, not to get a true picture about their actual usage. Hence, to 
interview the users after they had used the innovation was a suitable method. In 
addition, when evaluating innovations, the real impact of the innovation might
not be possible to determine during the short time-span the test provides.
Sometimes, it can take years for an evaluation to have an impact, due to users’ 
unwillingness to change their behaviour. In addition, users evaluating 
innovations need to be receptive to new ideas and open to learn, therefore, test-
pilots within the Living Lab are suitable users to evaluate innovations.

6.5  Needs Issues 

According to Preece et al. (2002), the purpose of user evaluations is to see how 
well the product or service fulfils user needs. Conversely, methods that are used 
in evaluations today do not cover these aspects; instead, they tend to focus on 
usability aspects of the evaluand. This might have led to an ignorance of benefits 
and effects of the product, or service, as a whole (Löwgren and Stolterman 
2004). Today, as the field of usability has matured  and settled down (Karat and 
Karat 2003), the focus of evaluations needs to change, and the focus should be 
on the benefits of an implementation as a whole. A product that does not answer 
to users’ needs is not likely to succeed. Therefore, getting knowledge about 
needs that have an influence on the situation is crucial (Ericson and Ståhlbröst 
2005; Holst and Ståhlbröst 2005; Ståhlbröst and Holst 2006; Ståhlbröst et al. 
2005). In my perspective, the results from an evaluation are also a product.
Hence, if the evaluation results do not answer to the stakeholder’ needs, there is 
a great risk that the evaluation results will remain unused.
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For people in general, it is difficult to express their needs. They might not be 
aware of their needs or they might not be aware of available solutions (Hyysalo,
2003 & Salovaara, 2004). This makes the approach to ask people what their 
needs are, insufficient (Ericson and Ståhlbröst 2005; Faste 1987; Holst and 
Ståhlbröst 2005; Hyysalo 2003; Patnaik 2005; Patnaik and Becker 1999; 
Salovaara 2004; Ståhlbröst and Holst 2006; Ståhlbröst et al. 2005). My aim has 
been to facilitate this process.

6.5.1 Needs and Evaluations
Throughout my research, I have explored the concept of needs on several 
occasions and in different evaluation situations. When planning the evaluations,
I have observed that considering stakeholders’ needs contribute to the process of 
defining a purpose of the evaluation. In the process of operationalising the
evaluations, I saw that users’ needs are important to consider, but difficult to 
understand. During these processes, I also found that methods for evaluations do 
not cover these aspects. For these reasons, evaluation methods need to be 
revised to include the stakeholders’ needs into the processes of defining 
boundaries for the evaluation. In the following, I will discuss how the concept 
needs has been explored in two contexts, in the process of settling a common
purpose, and in the processes of operationalising the evaluations. My research 
concerning the topic needs, has mainly included stakeholder needs, but the 
human-centric evaluation has revealed the necessity to handle this aspect too. 
However, this has not been my focus. 

6.5.2 Identifying Stakeholder Needs 
As a way to define a common purpose of the evaluations, I have focused on 
identifying stakeholders’ needs in an interactive and iterative approach, where 
different purposes were discussed and elaborated on until a common purpose 
could be found and agreed upon. During this process, I have found that 
interactions and iterations contributed to the process of reaching a common aim 
of the evaluation.

Stakeholders wanting an evaluation are not experts on evaluations, hence, they 
can not clearly express what kind of evaluation they need, and they might not
know what kind of evaluation methods or approaches that are available. In these 
interactions and iterations, I observed that when stakeholders were asked to 
explain the underlying rationale for their expectations, purposes and aims of the 
evaluation, their needs became visible (Ericson and Ståhlbröst 2005; Ståhlbröst
et al. 2005). This, in turn, contributed to find and understand relations between 
the different perspectives and needs. Hence, an enriched understanding of the
primary aspects influencing what the stakeholders wanted answers to could be 
achieved. For example, I found that some of the stakeholders had a need to get 
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sales arguments for their product, and wanted to focus the evaluation on the 
opportunities this service provided. Other stakeholders had a need for 
information about how the users had experienced their usage of the service; their 
objective with the evaluation was to develop their product further.

Thus, focusing on their underlying explanations and needs made the evaluation 
more informed and prevented us from focusing on a specific evaluation question 
too soon, with the risk of missing the actual needs of the stakeholders. Further, a
focus on needs made it possible for us to find relations between different 
perspectives and, thereby, facilitate the process of reaching accommodation
among the stakeholders (Ståhlbröst et al. 2005). Consequently, a focus on needs 
contributed to creating evaluation results that are meaningful and useful for 
stakeholders, which in turn might increase the chances that the evaluation result 
would en up as actual results. 

6.5.3 Evaluations and User Needs 
Evaluations aim to answer if a product responds to users’ needs (Preece et al.
2002), but how this can be achieved, if users’ needs have not been identified in
earlier phases of design, is not elaborated on in evaluation literature. In three of 
my evaluations, Civic-Service office, PredicTool and the Mobile-phone Bus 
Timetable, I have found that asking users about their needs is not an appropriate 
way to proceed (Ericson and Ståhlbröst 2005; Holst and Ståhlbröst 2005; 
Ståhlbröst and Holst 2006; Ståhlbröst et al. 2005). The answers had a tendency 
to become shallow, and were expressed without any deeper consideration.
Adding to that, users, as well as the authors within the field of product 
development and interaction design, have a tendency to mix needs with wishes, 
requirements and desires (Ericson and Ståhlbröst 2005).

In the evaluation of the Mobile-phone Bus Timetable, users answered that the
service responded to all their needs for information about buses, but not all of 
them thought that they would actually use the service. This indicates that even 
though the users’ needs are satisfied, they might not use the product or service 
anyway, because they might solve this need by different means. This can be 
related to the fact that needs can have different forms and appear on different
levels (Preece et al., 2002). On one level, the users felt that the service provided 
them with all the information they needed about bus timetables. However, on 
another level, the users did not express any actual need of the Mobile-phone Bus 
Timetable service, as such. They got their needed information by other means. 
Consequently, even if a product or service answered to all the users’ needs in a 
particular situation, such as all the information about the timetable, the users 
might not be aware of their need for the service on a higher level. In these 
situations, a change in the users’ behaviour needs to be encouraged, since they
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have the need for the information, but are unwilling to change their behaviour in 
order to obtain the needed information and service by a different means.

I have also found that users might think that a function or service is useful, even 
though they do not have a need for it. For example in the evaluation of the 
Mobile-phone Bus Timetable, the users expressed that they did not have a need 
for the function to enlarge the font-size, but they thought the function was good 
to have. Related to this, in the evaluation of the Civic-Service office, the users 
also stated that they seldom have a need for the service being offer, but if they 
do, it is good to have the opportunity to use it. Hence, this shows that focusing 
on users’ needs would indicate whether the evaluand would be used or not. If 
users’ do not have a need for the evaluand, most likely it will remain unused. 

One of the purposes of an evaluation is to question what is known and to find
what is not known (Lundahl and Öquist 2002), and a focus on needs contributes 
to that process though its aim to gain deep insights into the situation. Since 
needs are difficult to express explicitly, a focus on understanding them 
encourages the evaluator to analyse the data thoroughly. Meaning that the 
evaluator should have the endeavour to understand the underlying rationale
behind users, or stakeholders’, expressions, since needs can be both explicit and 
tacit in their nature (Ericson and Ståhlbröst, 2005). In these cases, issues that 
might have been unknown could become known. 

To sum up, innovations are seldom developed with consideration to user needs, 
therefore, approaches for evaluations, aiming to identify and discuss user needs 
when a product or service is available need to be developed. In my research, I 
have found that it is insufficient to ask both users and stakeholders what their 
needs are; more refined methods, supportive of this, need to be developed. 

In the process of defining stakeholders’ needs, their explanations for the 
underlying aspects of their perspectives contributed to revealing their needs.
This gives input to methods for the processes of operationalising evaluations. In 
these processes, a focus on users’ underlying motives for why they do things in 
a certain way, as well as explanations for why they choose to use different
services or products might reveal their underlying needs. Based on my research, 
the issue of identifying users’ needs and evaluating products or services in 
relation to these needs, still remains unsolved. However, this is an important 
factor to consider when dealing with evaluations of innovations, especially when 
the innovations originate in technological push, rather that user needs.
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7 Lesson Learned and Further Research
The aim of my study has been to examine and gain understanding of the 
practices of human-centric evaluation of innovation through an action research 
approach, in the context of a Living Lab. The intention has been to identify and 
discuss issues that need to be addressed in the evaluation process. In line with 
the cycles of my action research approach, increased understanding and new 
knowledge following each evaluation and each research paper, together with 
the discussions provided in the previous chapter, have enabled me to identify
some lessons. Each lesson is presented below in subsequent paragraphs ending 
in a proposed guideline, which contribute to the field of evaluation practice. 
Finally, I offer some areas identified as interesting for further research.

7.1 Lessons Learned

The subsequent lessons presented below are related to

stakeholders involved in evaluations,

evaluation of innovations, and

lessons learned in relation to users. 

The section is structured in that order.

I have found that stakeholders often have different purposes of why they want 
an evaluation to be done. These differences are due to their knowledge interests, 
needs, project roles, and motives for participating in the development project. 
Therefore, different stakeholders often assume different perspectives on what to 
evaluate and how. Hence, to reach a common accommodated purpose and to 
enable the design of a successful evaluation, it is important to visualise and 
discuss the different perspectives of the evaluation, and to do so in an interactive
and iterative manner. 

Furthermore, in evaluations it is also important to build trust and confidence 
between evaluator and stakeholders, since this strengthens the possibility that 
the result from the evaluation will be used. A communicative approach should 
be applied, since such an approach contributes to partners getting to know each 
other and, in addition, offering the opportunity to discuss with each other and 
clarify evaluation purpose and design.

Moreover, my research showed that it can be difficult for stakeholders to 
explicitly express what questions to which they want evaluation answers; 
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usually they want to get answers to a wide variety of questions. These
difficulties are related to the stakeholders’ limited knowledge about evaluation 
practices. Consequently, to be able to focus on the most relevant questions, the
evaluator should facilitate the discussion among stakeholders and evaluation 
designer.

Related to the paragraph above, stakeholders have difficulties to express an 
explicit purpose of the evaluation, because they usually can not clearly express
what they need. To increase the probability that the evaluation results become
useful for the stakeholders, a focus on eliciting and understanding the
stakeholders’ needs and directing the evaluation so that it meets these needs, 
should be strived for in the process of evaluation design. Thus, an approach 
where stakeholders are interviewed, and the data is analysed with the aim to find 
their needs, should be applied. 

During my research, I have observed that results from evaluating an innovation 
do not seem to have a direct impact on the innovation. However, the influence of 
the results can be found in an upgraded version of the innovation. One reason 
for the lack of impact is that the development cycle for innovations are short.
Hence, if evaluation results should influence the design of the innovation, new, 
or revised, evaluation methods that deliver fast and reliable input need to be 
developed and applied. 

Furthermore, when evaluating innovations during a short test period it is
difficult to get results on the degree of impact that the evaluand has in its 
context. However, if the test period is extended the risk of ending up with 
evaluation results without an impact on the innovation becomes even more
increased. Therefore, the evaluation should not aim to determine the impact on
users’ behaviour. Instead, the focus for evaluation of innovations should be to
gather users’ attitudes towards the evaluand.

Moreover, current usage of innovations can take place in different situations.
Therefore, field-tests are most certainly influenced by activities happening in the
test context. Consequently, it is important to get acquainted to the context and 
the surrounding activities that might influence the evaluation results.

My studies also indicate that in most cases, when users evaluate an innovation 
they have used, they have difficulties being critical towards the innovation. The
reason for this can be due to the aim of innovations as improvers of current 
situations. Subsequently, it is problematic to be critical when experience of
usage is time limited, even though the situation of the test aims to reconstruct a
real use situation. Therefore, when the aim is to be innovative, opportunities
should be in focus. Hence, the evaluation should focus on identifying the
opportunities the innovation brings.
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I have also found that in evaluation of innovations, the character of the 
evaluation is often formative. Furthermore, such an evaluation focus requires 
users that are innovative and open for new ideas, since the aim of these 
evaluations is to discover new opportunities and possibilities for the innovation,
and thereby contribute to forming the innovation. Hence, when the evaluation is 
of formative character, users who are interested in new technology are suitable
evaluation participants. 

In addition, users that have actively chosen not to use the evaluand have crucial 
evaluation information about what influenced their decision. These users can 
give information about changes that might be needed in order to make the 
innovation attractive to them. Hence, it is important to make contact with non-
users.

During my studies, I have also found that user needs can be met at different
levels. This means that a product, or a service, can meet the need of a user
concerning one aspect, but still the user might not be aware of their need of the
product, or service, as such. Therefore, a need of an innovation might exist, but
the users do not use it anyway, since the users fulfil their needs by a different 
means. Hence, an innovation can do the right thing and in the right way, but still
remain unused due to human beings’ unwillingness to change their behaviour.
Consequently, if an innovation does what the users need it to do, a change in 
user behaviour needs to be encouraged to help the users change their actions.

Finally, when using web-questionnaires as a means to collect user data it 
becomes problematic to know if the users who give their responses in the web-
questionnaire, have actually used the evaluand. Therefore, it becomes difficult to 
ensure the validity of the evaluation results generated by this means. Thus, 
questions that verify that the users have actually used the evaluand need to be 
included in a web-questionnaire, particularly in evaluations where user logs are 
not possible to apply.

7.2 Further Research 

During my research, there have been many issues I have come across, but which 
I have not been able to study further, even though they were interesting. One of 
these issues is linked to my finding that users and their needs must be considered 
in innovation processes. This does not only concern evaluation of innovations;
user needs should be the driving force behind innovation processes and also 
permeate the whole development process. In addition, when grappling and 
striving to understand user needs, I have found it important to identify 
frameworks that support the processes of both finding the needs and 
understanding them.
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Another issue, also interesting, is to study driving forces behind usage of an 
innovation. I have noticed, intuitively, that user needs may not be the sole 
driving force; issues such as habits and behaviour might be equally important. 
This needs to be studied further, especially in public-private partnership
contexts.

An additional area for future research is user involvement. I have found that it is 
important to re-consider how users should be involved in public-private
partnerships in the future. Traditionally, users have been employees in an 
organisation, participating in the processes of developing IT-systems, motivated
by the possibility to influence their work situation. Today, users can be private
persons who use an IT-system voluntarily. If the system does not fulfil what the 
users need, they merely choose another system. Hence, future research needs to 
acknowledge these aspects and make enquiries into approaches for user
participation in new contexts and new user situations.

Furthermore, when evaluating innovations, especially mobile innovations,
observations are difficult to perform. This issue has brought up a new set of 
concerns for field studies. Hence, new methods are important to establish for 
capturing user data when doing field research.
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Abstract: A testbed, with its service and methods, makes it possible for Information
and Communication Technology companies to evaluate ideas, prototypes, or products
before they are introduced into the market. The aim of this paper is to gain an 
understanding of how the concept testbed is related to theories. In order to give a
notion about the field of testbeds, a presentation of Testbed Botnia and one of the 
evaluations, called InfoRoad, that has been performed at Testbed Botnia is presented.
This is then related to theories about interactive design, user involvement and
evaluations as these are parts of the testbed organisation. My findings show that
evaluations carried out in a testbed can contribute to user involvement, but the area 
needs to be investigated further since there are many questions that need to be
answered. These questions are related to interactivity in evaluations, test-pilots, the
actual value of testing in a testbed, and the effect the evaluations have on the design of
new products and services.
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1. Introduction 
In the society we live in today, there is an increasing demand for flexibility and 
growth, for companies. In order to accomplish long-term prosperity and growth 
most companies need innovative ideas (Ulrich, 2002; Schumpeter, 1994).
However, the development of new innovative ideas has become difficult because
users’ needs change rapidly and if a product is to succeed they have to be
responsive to users’ needs (von Hippel, 2001). 

To know what users want and need has become an issue today when developing 
innovative ideas. It is no longer enough just to have great functionality of a
technological solution. If the product does not create an added value for the
users it will not be accepted (Preece, Rogers, Sharp 2002; Magnusson, 2003). It
is not unusual that developers of new products can experience a situation of not 
knowing what the users want and need as very frustrating. Therefore, the 
question is, how is it possible to gain knowledge about what the users think.

One way to gain an understanding of how users think, how they act, and what 
they need is to interact and communicate with them (Johnson O’Niel, Johnson, 
1999). This communication process makes it possible to exchange information
between users and developers so that the users’ needs and the solutions for their 
problems are unveiled. This interaction does not mean that interaction with the 
users should go on all the time, but it means packaging the offerings so they fit 
into the users’ activities. New services or products should solve the users’
problems and satisfy their needs (Dahlbom, 2003; Gale & Mansour-Cole, 1995).

A testbed is an environment that makes it possible to communicate and interact 
with users through evaluations of ideas, prototypes, and products, in reality,
before they are introduced at the market. A testbed is a collection of IT-network 
where private-customers and business-customers are involved and, accordingly
provide an opportunity to test different applications on a large scale, before they 
are introduced on the market (Olausson & Liljegren 2003). This paper marks
the starting point of my research and the purpose of the paper is to give a notion 
of the concept in relation to theory, in order to identify areas that need to be 
studied further. 

The disposition of the paper is as follows. First, I will give a short description of
what a testbed is, together with a presentation of a test performed at Testbed 
Botnia in order to give a notion about how a test in such a context can be carried
out. Then follows a theoretical overview of interactive design and user 
involvement, and thereafter follows a description of the area of evaluations. 
This, in turn, is followed by a discussion of the concept testbed in relation to the 
theories presented, and finally, I present my conclusions together with 
suggestions for further research.

I have gathered information about the testbed through interviews with the
personnel at Testbed Botnia and through a study of its organisation. This study 
was performed with the help of testbed documentation from different tests and
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by interviewing people who have been involved in different tests.  The result
from this study is the presentation that follows below.

2. The Testbed
A testbed is an environment that makes it possible to evaluate innovative ideas, 
prototypes, and products, before they are introduced on the market. The
purpose of the development of testbeds is to facilitate growth within the ICT-
section in Sweden through facilitation of the communication and interaction
between customers and service-developers. Their intention is to support the 
progress of creating new services that has the users’ needs in focus and also to
make sure that the services are user-friendly and designed in a pleasurable and
experience-based matter (Olausson & Liljegren 2003). There are eight 
established testbeds in Sweden today and Testbed Botnia is one of them (Kleija, 
2003).

Testbed Botnia’s main focus is to test with real users in reality. This is 
accomplished through user evaluations of prototypes in their natural 
environment, in combination with surveys, in order to gain knowledge about the
users’ attitudes towards the tested product. Testbed Botnia is open for all kinds
of ICT-actors and they make it easier for different actors to collaborate with 
other actors in the value-chain in order to reach the end-users. The testbeds 
operate within three main areas. They are: technical platform, 
consultation/evaluation, test-pilots or end-users and the environment.

The technical platforms are available through the collaboration partners of the
testbed. Examples of these platforms are: Telia’s mobile-net or Teracom’s digital 
TV-net. The consultation/evaluation area is a part of the collected knowledge 
the people involved in the different projects have. One type of consultation 
could be project management for a specific test, together with an evaluation of 
that test. 

The end-user, or test-pilot, area is Testbed Botnia’s largest resource and is the
centre of their organisation. There are 5800 test-pilots available through 
Testbed Botnia today and the test-pilots are represented as private persons who 
have, on a voluntary basis, chosen to be part of the testbed. What unites the
test-pilots is their curiosity to try new technical artefact and to have the
opportunity to have an influence on this. What separates them is demographical 
and psychosocial factors. This blend of people makes it possible to tailor the test 
target-group in accordance with the needs and wants of the test-initiator. There
is one requirement in order to become test-pilot in Testbed Botnia and that is 
access to a mobile-phone. 

The basis for the testbed is that each test is tailored in accordance with the 
client’s unique need. A test is designed from the basis of different questions and 
then the method that fits the purpose of the test is chosen. The testbeds method 
of working with their clients is through four different phases. They are: Analysis, 
Shaping, Realisation and Implementation.
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In the analysis phase, wishes and needs are analysed from the client point of 
view. Test target-group, questions, and assumptions are analysed in order to 
ensure that the forthcoming work is related to the client’s needs and that it is
scientifically grounded. This means that surveys and choice of methods are 
formulated and evaluated by researchers. There are several areas that are 
possible to achieve tests in and, some of them are: attitudes and needs, 
perception and cognition, or emotional factors.

The shaping phase is where the requirements for the test are defined. The
specific method is chosen together with the target-group and different test-
components. The methods they use at Testbed Botnia are questionnaires,
interviews, logbooks, and observations. 

In the realisation phase, the contents of different test-components together with 
their attached tools are developed and the test-group is contacted. Should it be 
necessary to recruit new test-pilots, in order to carry out the test in accordance 
with the client’s needs, this is then done during this phase.

Finally comes the implementation phase in which Testbed Botnia provides the 
resources for carrying out the test. How each test is going to be performed is 
planned in consultation with the client. The results of the tests are composed 
and analysed by Testbed Botnia for feedback to the client. 

The testbed also distributes different questionnaires every week to their test-
pilots on their web site. These questionnaires could come from students or 
researchers who want to get data for their research. 

2.1 Background to the InfoRoad Test 

This section is based on secondary data from the final report from a test 
performed at Testbed Botnia. The report was put together at Luleå University of 
Technology and is available at Testbed Botnia (Sandberg, 2003).  I provide this 
presentation to give an overview of how a test in the testbed can be performed
and to show how methods could be used within the testbed context. 

During the first quarter of 2003, a project called InfoRoad was carried out at 
Testbed Botnia. InfoRoad is a mobile service for road information and it makes 
use of the information that is available within the National Road 
Administration’s system. The purpose with the mobile service was to create
surplus value for road-users with easily accessible information about the state of 
the roads and traffic condition.

The purpose of the test was to test mobile road-information in its actual context 
with real users. The aim was get road-users’ attitude towards the service and
making it possible to evaluate the value of supplying this service to other 
interested travellers at other distances in Sweden.

The recruiting of test-pilots always starts with a qualifying questionnaire where
the purpose is to find the test target-group. From the results of the
questionnaire, test–pilots were selected to be a part of the test. 
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The test-pilots who were interested and selected to test the mobile service then
chose distance, point of time and extra information about the state of the roads 
through the web site. Traffic messages about slipperiness, accidents etc were
sent by SMS to everyone who had signed up for the test. These messages were 
sent to the test-pilots twice a day based on the point of time the test-pilots had
chosen.  The road-distances they could choose from in the test were located in 
the counties of Norrbotten and Västerbotten. 

During the project, the test-pilots had answered three questionnaires. The 
questionnaires were distributed through a web-based user-interface and 
participation in the survey was voluntary for the test-pilots; 393 test-pilots 
applied for the test of the InfoRoad service. The first questionnaire was filled
out once after the service had been going on long enough for the test-pilots to
have received at least one SMS with road-information. The second
questionnaire was distributed to them after two months, and the third and last 
questionnaire was answered in connection at the end of the project. The project
was carried out within the context of Testbed Botnia. After the projects were 
finished an interview was performed with some of the test-pilots who were
negative to the service. 

3. Interactive Design
The products that are evaluated at Testbed Botnia are ICT-products and these
products might require interactive design. In this chapter, I want to give a
description of that area and the area of user involvement. In order to make
usable products, it is important to understand when the products are going to be 
used, by whom and what kind of activities the users are performing when 
interacting with the product. Interactive design is not just a matter of 
supporting an activity. It is also a matter of improvement of that activity’s 
performance. (Preece et al, 2002; Newman & Lamming, 1995; Dahlbom, 2003) 

Interactive design, in this case, means developing products which are easy to
learn how to use, are effective to use and provide an enjoyable user experience.
It is about creating user experiences that improve and expand the way people 
work, interact and communicate. According to Preece et al (2002), the process 
of interactive design involves four basic activities.

The first activity is Identifying needs and establishing requirements. This
means that, in order to design something that supports people, it is important to
know the users and what kind of support an interactive product could provide. 
The second activity is Developing alternative designs. This could be conceptual
design and physical design. The third activity is Building interactive versions of
the design as a way for users to evaluate the designs in interaction with them.
The fourth and last activity is Evaluating designs. This is the process of 
determining the usability and acceptability of the product or design and is 
measured in terms of a variety of criteria, including the number of errors users 
make when they use it, how appealing they think it is, how well it matches the 
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users’ requirements and so on. In this paper, focus is on the last activity,
evaluating designs, but I will also discuss the other activities in connection with 
the testbed.  There are three characteristics in the interaction design process:
user involvement through the development of the project, specific usability and 
user experience goals should be identified, and finally, iteration through the 
four activities. New technology in different areas has brought about a wider set
of concerns in interactive design. It is not just a question of usability anymore; it 
is also a question of how the users experience the product or service (Preece et 
al, 2002; Wiberg, 2003). 

3.1 User Involvement

Since Testbed Botnia’s most essential part is its test-pilots and their
involvement, I give a brief description of the area of users and user involvement. 
A user is not easy to identify. According to Preece et. al (2002), there are three
categories of users; primary, secondary and tertiary. Those who are likely to be 
frequent users are the primary users. The secondary users are those who use the 
system through an intermediary, and those affected by the introduction of the 
system are the so-called tertiary users. Another definition of users, consumers 
and customers, presented by Magnusson (2003), is: a user is the person who
actually uses a product or a service, a customer is the person who is paying for
the product, not necessarily meaning that the product will be used by that 
person, and a consumer is a person who both pays and uses the product. My 
definition of user is the person who actually uses, or is likely to use, the product.
In this context, that is the test-pilots in the testbed who are involved in different
evaluations.

One definition of user involvement is “the participation in the development by a 
member or members of the target user group” (Olson, Ives quoted in Tait, 
1988, p. 96). Tait continues by saying that a user can be involved to different
extents which are classified as; no involvement, symbolic involvement, 
involvement by advice, involvement by weak control, involvement by doing and 
finally involvement by strong control.

3.1.1 Why User Involvement?

Users should be involved in product development in order to make it possible
for developers to gain an understanding of users’ requirements and desires. The
process of developing new products includes three unaviodable facts; it is risky,
expensive and time consuming (Jobber, 1998). One way of reducing these 
factors and to decrease problems in commercialisation is to include users
(Preece et al, 2002; Newman & Lamming, 1995; Dahlbom, 2003; Gales &
Mansour-Cole, 1995).

“New products and services must be accurately responsive to
users needs if they are to succeed. However, it is often a very 
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costly matter for firms to understand users’ needs deeply and
well” (von Hippel, 2001 p.247). 

Yetton et al (1999) state that users’ adoption of an innovation is influenced by 
two sets of innovation characteristics, the extent to which the user perceives the
innovation as relevant to his/her task and role, and the extent to which the user 
believes it enhances task performance. Different users also have different needs 
and new products must be designed according to this. Other reasons for 
involving users are: to learn from them, learn what they want, what they need, 
and what they wish. Nevertheless, it could also be the opposite, i.e., that the
users learn from the company (Magnusson, 2003).

There is a belief among developers that user preferences and needs already exist 
and, therefore, can be recognised and met. This reasoning might have its 
limitations when it comes to new technology. The actual usefulness of a product 
and the users’ actual need for it can be realised when the user really uses it, not
just thinks about it. (Hyysalo, 2003)

4. Evaluation 
The purpose of Testbed Botnia’s organisation is to perform evaluations with 
test-pilots. Evaluation is a process of systematically collecting data that gives 
information about what it is like for a user, or group of users, to use a product 
for a certain task in a certain environment. Evaluations are needed to determine 
whether users are helped or hindered by the product; in other words, can the 
users use the product and do they like it (Preece et al 2002; Newman &
Lamming, 1995; Chin, 2001). When evaluating a design there are choices to 
make in order to determine when the evaluation should be carried out and what 
the approach of the evaluation should be. These are choices of whether the
evaluation should be formative or summative.  A formative evaluation is 
performed when the purpose is to improve a design and to see if it meets users’
needs. The result of the evaluation is fed back into the design in order to 
improve it. The summative evaluation is an evaluation of the whole product in 
order to learn if it meets the usability requirements and to determine the effect 
new technology has in people’s life. (Karlsson, 1999; Newman & Lamming, 
1995). Newman and Lamming also say that formative evaluation is preferred 
because summative evaluations are done after the design is finalised. The efforts 
in conducting the evaluation might not have an impact on the design because it
can be too big a task to correct the problems before the time the project is 
finished.

Deciding the purpose of the evaluation is crucial and this is related to when the 
evaluation is carried out. Different products also require different kind of 
evaluation; some products are more suited to be tested in a laboratory and other
in its natural environment (Preece et al, 2002).
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5.1 Evaluation Paradigms 

Preece et al. (2002) classify evaluations into different paradigms. The classified 
evaluation paradigms are: “quick and dirty” evaluation, usability testing, field
studies and predictive evaluation. The authors’ definition of these paradigms is 
as follows. 

“Quick and dirty” evaluation has its emphasis on fast input about, for example, 
ideas for new product or design ideas, such as an icon, and this evaluation can 
be performed at any stage during the design process.  This evaluation is called 
“quick and dirty” because it is meant to be carried out during a short period of 
time. Since the “quick and dirty” evaluation is performed with a purpose of 
improving a design idea or product, my interpretation is that this paradigm can 
be related to the formative evaluation approach. 

The usability testing paradigm has its focus on measuring how users perform 
prepared-in-advance-tasks that the system is designed for. As the user performs 
the test, the activities can be logged, observed, and recorded. Questionnaires 
and interviews are used to elicit the users’ perception of the product. These
evaluations are controlled by the evaluator and are typically performed in a
laboratory (ibid). I relate this paradigm to both the formative and the
summative evaluation approach, depending on when  the usability testing is 
performed. In general terms usability means that the product is easy to learn,
effective to use and enjoyable from the users’ perspective (Preece et al, 2002;
Newman & Lamming, 1995). However, new technology in different areas has 
brought about a wider set of concerns in interactive design. It is not just a 
question of usability anymore; there is also a question of the user experience of 
the interactive product. These user’s experience goals could be related to 
concepts such as satisfaction, enjoyable, fun, entertaining, helpful, emotionally 
fulfilling and so on. User experience goals have their focus on how the system
feels for the users, not just how it functions (Preece et al, 2002).

Field studies are performed in natural settings where the emphasis is to increase
the understanding about what the users do, and how technology has an impact
on them. Field studies can be used to identify possibilities for new technology,
to find out desires for design, to ease the introduction of new technology and to 
evaluate technology. This indicates that the evaluation approach can be either
formative or summative. It can be formative if the purpose of the study is to find
out desires for design or to identify possibilities for new technology. If the 
purpose is to evaluate technology, the evaluation could have a summative
approach. Qualitative methods, such as interviews, observations, participant
observations, and ethnography are used in this paradigm. The prototype is 
exposed to the real world with a realistic form of usage by real users (Newman & 
Lamming, 1995; Preece et al, 2002).

Predictive evaluation means that experts apply their knowledge of the typical 
user in order to predict usability problems. The key feature is that users are not 
present and this makes the process quick and relatively inexpensive.  Heuristic 
evaluation, in which experts go through the product with the help of tried and
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tested heuristics, is a popular method within this paradigm (Preece et al, 2002).
I interpret this paradigm as a kind of formative evaluation where the expert
performs the evaluation in order to improve the design. As this paradigm does
not include users I will not discuss it further.

5.2 Evaluation Techniques 

Every paradigm is connected to techniques, or methods, and these techniques 
can be used in different ways within different paradigms. The techniques are; 
observing users, asking users their opinion, asking experts their opinion, testing
users’ performance and modelling users’ task performance to predict the 
efficiency of a user interface. A description of these, according to Preece et al 
(2002) definitions, is as follows. 

Observing users means watching and listening to users. To se what users’ do, in
which context they do it, how the product supports them and what other
support the users might need can generate a large amount of information about
needs that can lead to new products. Notes, audio, video and interaction logs are 
ways of obtaining the data and these methods fit differently according to what is
being observed. In usability testing, the observation can be performed in a 
laboratory and in field-testing the evaluation can be done in a natural context. 

Asking users is another way of finding out what users do, what they want to do
or what they don’t want to do. Interviews and questionnaires are the main 
methods here. Generally, these methods answer questions about facts, 
behaviour, beliefs, and attitudes and they can be used in “quick and dirty” 
evaluations, usability testing, and in field-studies. There are four types of 
interviews; unstructured, structured, semi-structured, and group-interviews 
and which kind that is the most appropriate for the evaluation is determined by 
the goal of the evaluation. Questionnaires can be used for collecting 
demographic data and users’ opinions. They can provide evidence of a 
broadgeneral opinion because they can be distributed to a large number of 
people. (Preece et al, 2002)

Sometimes, it can be difficult to find users or it might be too expensive and 
time-consuming. Under these conditions, experts can provide feedback. They
can use inspection methods, such as heuristic evaluation or walkthroughs, and
with the help of these methods, they can predict some of problems user might 
have in interaction with the product (Newman & Lamming, 1995; Preece et al, 
2002).

User testing is another technique and that involves measuring the performance
when a typical user performs typical tasks. These tests are usually carried out in
a laboratory under controlled conditions with the goal of obtaining data about 
how usable a product is in terms of usability goals. Data about the time it takes 
for a user to complete a task is collected with this technique. In order to make
sense of the data, this technique can be used in combination with interviews,
observations, or questionnaires. (Preece et al, 2002) 
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Modelling users’ task performance is commonly used in the predictive 
paradigm. This technique is most successful for systems with limited 
functionality, such as a telephone system. Models are used in order to compare
performance time between different versions or to predict the efficiency of an
interface.  One technique to use here is key-stroke analysis. (ibid) 

However, just performing an evaluation is not enough; to be able to rely on the
results from the test, it is utterly important to plan it carefully and to use
reliable methods (Newman & Lamming, 1995). Performing an empirical
evaluation requires thorough planning, users need to be contacted and the
evaluation has to be performed at times when the users are available. It could
take days to set up even the simplest evaluation, but the results may make it all 
worthwhile. It does not matter what kind of evaluation techniques that are used 
in the evaluation.  It is always necessary to plan, execute, analyse and document 
the results because they will be fed back into the design and, therefore, have to 
be reliable (Newman & Lamming, 1995; Preece et al, 2002).

6. Discussion 
In this section, there is a discussion of Testbed Botnia and the work practices in 
that context and how it is related to the presented framework. This is done in 
order to gain an understanding of how the testbed is related to evaluation theory 
and interactive design with a focus on user involvement since that is the kernel 
of Testbed Botnia’s organisation.

6.1 Interactive Design and the Testbed 

First, I want to discuss interactive design and relate it to Testbed Botnia. There 
are four basic activities in interactive design and the involvement of users is
central in this process and so is iteration between the different activities. It is 
possible to use Testbed Botnia in the process of interactive design because users
are involved in all phases, with different methods. One motto at Testbed Botnia
is, Test in time. This indicates that test-clients can perform tests at all stages in 
the development process. In order to identify needs and requirements from the
users, the testbed can provide a way to reach users through their web-site, 
where questionnaires can be distributed to the test-pilots. This is, in my 
interpretation, a rather unexplored field at Testbed Botnia. If this opportunity 
was promoted to intended clients, they could make it easier for the test-clients
to get users’ input about ideas early in the development or design phase. It is 
also possible to form groups to interview in order to find the users’ needs in a 
qualitative matter. In the second activity, Developing alternative designs,
different design ideas of concepts or physical designs can be evaluated with the
help of interviews with mock-ups or sketches as stimuli material. Test-pilots can
reflect on them and this would make it possible to accomplish formative
evaluations. The third activity in interaction design, Building interactive
versions of the design, is a way for users to evaluate the design in interaction 
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with the design and this is also a kind of formative evaluation where the result of 
the evaluation is fed back into the design. These kinds of evaluations can be
conducted in the realms of Testbed Botnia.

Today, at Testbed Botnia, most tests are performed when a functioning
prototype is available to evaluate in use for the test-pilots. I relate to the fourth 
activity in the interaction design process. In my opinion, this is a shortcoming 
because, if the evaluation were interactive throughout the whole design process,
it would enable communication between users and designers and an iteration
between the activities. This could help developers or designers to actually meet 
the users’ needs and requirements.

Why most of the evaluations are performed later in the design phase is difficult 
to say, it may depend on the clients’ views of evaluations. They might be of the 
opinion that an evaluation must be performed with a functioning prototype
where the test-pilots more or less confirm their ideas. Another reason may be
that developers don’t want to expose their ideas before they have become a 
complete product for the fear of making other developers aware of new ideas. 

6.1.1 Users and Testbeds 

In Testbed Botnia, users are involved, as I interpret it, by advice. They are part
of the evaluation phase and can therefore give advice about the design or 
prototypes of new products and services. The test-pilots in the testbed can be
seen as primary users since they are likely to actually use the product. However,
things to consider are that all of the test-pilots must have access to a mobile-
phone and the web, and this will make it difficult to reach users who do not. 
Therefore, it will be difficult to evaluate, for example, what it would take to get 
those users to actually use a mobile-phone or the web. It also becomes difficult
to reach users from the testbed who do not use computers. It is not a
requirement that test-pilots must be interested in new technology, but that 
might be the case because they have chosen to be a part of the testbed on a
voluntary basis. This could give a bias in the evaluation because they might be
more receptive to new ideas and products, and, therefore, be more positive to
new technology. However, the opposite could also be true, meaning that -
because they are more used to new technology - they might be more critical than
other users. This needs to be taken into account during the evaluation and 
recruitments of test-pilots.

Other things to consider in connection with the test-pilots are if the test-pilots 
have a “best-before-date”. Is it possible that test-pilots’ opinions are affected by
the number of tests they have participated in? Do they become more or less
critical depending on the number of evaluations they have been part of? Is there 
a limit to evaluations test-pilots should take part in? These are questions that 
might need to be further studied in order to be able to guarantee the reliability 
of the evaluation results. 
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6.2 Evaluation in Relation to the Testbed 

In the testbed, it is possible to do “quick and dirty” evaluations through the
testbeds web-site with a weekly questionnaire in order to get fast input about
users’ attitudes towards new technology, but as mentioned before, this is not a 
common activity today at Testbed Botnia. It is also possible to perform usability 
testing, but this kind of evaluations can not be conducted in a laboratory since 
Testbed Botnia does not have access to a laboratory so far but there are plans to
build a laboratory for tests. That could make it possible to observe users when 
they interact with the product or the design. The laboratory would also include
mobile devices to support the evaluations. This would make the observation of
users, when they actually use the product in the field, easier, and it would also 
make it possible to conduct tests with one or two users. Today, the evaluations 
at Testbed Botnia are mostly performed on a large scale. The technology which
the testbed uses today makes it possible to log and record users’ behaviour with 
the products and thereby gain knowledge about how users actually use the
system. This kind of testing is usually related to a survey about the users’
perception and cognition about the system. 

The main focus for Testbed Botnia is to test with real users in reality. This is 
accomplished through user testing of prototypes in their natural environment 
combined with surveys in order to get knowledge about the users’ attitudes
towards the tested product. This can contribute to a deeper understanding of 
the impact the product has in users’ everyday lives and could give results that lie 
beyond the scope of analytical methods, such as heuristic evaluation. Field 
testing can also make it easier for the users to determine how the product affects 
them and this makes it easier to find out what kind of features the products 
must have in order to fit the users’ natural environment. If users finds a value in 
the product, they are more likely to actually use or buy it. The testbed can also
help users to unveil their unrecognised needs because they can actually use a
new product in its natural environment. This could make the users come up 
with ideas on how they could use the product and what additional features they 
might need in order to fully appreciate the product. However, the mere fact that 
users are involved in product development does not prove its merits. Now, it is 
important to know more about the contribution from users; otherwise, user 
involvement may run the risk of being classified as contemporary hype with 
dubious benefits (Magnusson, 2003). This indicates the importance of 
interactivity in evaluations, where the benefits of including users in the 
development phase become clear.

In evaluations, it is important to plan, execute, analyse, evaluate, and document
the results in order to be able to rely on the results. It is also important to use
reliable evaluation methods. The testbed services provide help for the test-
buyers through all these phases. The test-clients’ present what they want to test, 
and what kind of users they have in mind for the product. An evaluation is
tailored according to the test-buyers wishes. The service of selecting and 
contacting users, and the planning about how to conduct the evaluation are also 
services provided by the testbed. This makes it easier for test-clients’ who does
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not have to plan and carry out all the phases of the evaluation by themselves. 
One problem with user involvement, I have found in the literature, is that it can
be difficult to find users to involve in the tests. Within the testbed, they can 
make that process easier because they recruit the users the client wants.  When 
all the arrangements are finished the evaluation is performed and the users use
the product for some time and give their input regarding the opinions they have
in relation to the products. This material is then summarised, and evaluated, 
according to the test-buyer’s needs, and presented in a final report.

7. Conclusion 
The purpose of this paper was to gain an understanding of the concept testbed
in relation to existing theories and to explore how it contribute to user 
involvement through its evaluation methods.

At this stage, it is difficult to determine the actual value of performing 
evaluation in a test-bed. It is possible to get user involvement in evaluation in 
other ways than evaluations in a testbed. However, one thing I consider as 
certain is that the services provided by the testbed makes it easier to accomplish
user evaluation and user involvement and, thereby, the benefits of including
them.

Because the testbed helps to plan, execute, analyse, evaluate, and document the
results, it make it easier for the test-clients to accomplish user involvement in
their evaluations and they can also rely on the material since the test is 
performed in cooperation with researchers who have knowledge about how to 
conduct tests or evaluations. Therefore, the results can be fed back into the
design. This can also support the designers so that they will be able to achieve a 
product that creates value for the users. They know what the users want and 
how they want the product or service to function.

The field of testbeds is a new area and it needs to be further investigated and
developed in order to make use of the testebeds full potential. Today, 
evaluations are focused on evaluating a functioning prototype. A development of 
methods within Testbed Botnia to become more interactive in their evaluations,
and to promote such interactivity to their clients, can make it feasible for the 
test-pilots’ opinions and attitude to have an actual impact in the design and 
development of new ideas or products. This would make a good concept even 
better.

5.1 Suggestions for Further Studies

An evaluation is rather meaningless if the results are not used in the design or 
development of the product being evaluated. In this paper, I came to the 
conclusion that, in order to make full use of the resources within the testbed, 
interactive methods for evaluations need to be developed and I suggest further 
studies in that area. It would also be interesting to investigate the test-pilots 
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according to the questions raised in the discussion. Finally, investigations about 
the actual value of including users in the evaluation of new products, and their 
impact on the final product, might be an interesting area to study further. How 
are the results from the evaluation applied into the design?
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Abstract: This article illustrates how Soft Systems Methodology in combination with need-finding can be used in
the process of designing an evaluation. This approach facilitates the process of accommodation and thereby
contributes to the process of reaching a common purpose among different stakeholders. It is essential, in
evaluations, to have a clear view of the purpose with the evaluation. However, in projects with stakeholders who
have different perspectives that is not an easy task.
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1. Introduction 
Almost all products or services are unique with their different forms, functions and purposes. Some 
products are designed to be robust or easy to learn, others are designed to be fun to use or cool to 
have. Products, therefore, generate and fulfil different customer needs and expectations. To make a
product successful it is important to be familiar with these user needs. To identify customer needs and
requirements is, however, not an easy task (Preece, Roger & Sharp 2002), but through iterative 
evaluation during the product development process insight about these needs can be achieved.
Iterative evaluation therefore facilitates the process of designing products that meet user needs
(Preece et al 2002). Seen in this light, the overarching objective with evaluation becomes to provide a
basis for ongoing choices and decisions (Lundahl & Öquist 2002).

According to Cronholm & Goldkuhl (2003) evaluation approaches’ primary messages are usually
focused on how the evaluator should act when they perform the evaluation. The authors add that it is
equally important to decide what to evaluate. It is crucial to define the purpose of an evaluation since
the purpose serves as the controlling force of the evaluation and because different purposes require
different kind of evaluation strategies and data-collection methods (Cronholm & Goldkuhl 2003; 
Wiberg 2003). Further, the evaluation questions usually vary at different stages in the product
development cycle (Benyon, Turner & Turner 2005). Due to this it is vital to find out what information 
that is needed in each stage and which methods that are most suited for collecting this information 
(Patton 1987).

Different methods that facilitate evaluation planning and execution have been developed (Benyon et
al 2005; Preece et al 2002; Patton 1990, 1987) which can be used as guidance when designing the 
evaluation process. These methods contain steps such as defining the aim of the evaluation, for
whom the evaluation is carried out, how the evaluation findings will be used, what kind of information
that is needed and  when, what resources that are available, and so forth (Benyon et al 2005; Preece
et al 2002; Patton 1990, 1987). According to our experience, these methods are valuable for defining 
the boundaries of the evaluation on a general level. But, they do not give any further guidance about
how this process could be carried out in complex situations where there exist different expectations
about the aim of the evaluation.

In this paper we present a process for defining evaluation issues in a product development project
where there existed different perspectives among involved stakeholders. The project concerned the 
development of an international mobile-marketing-service. The purpose with the service was to enrich
present customer loyalty-clubs by adding a communication channel where consumers received offers
in relation to their own personal profile. When the project moved towards the evaluation phase the 
problem of deciding on a common focus for the evaluation became apparent. Some of the 
stakeholders expressed a wish to focus on evaluating the content of the offers, others wanted to focus
on customer value of the service. Due to this the situation became complex with different perspectives
and objectives among the stakeholders.
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In order to handle the complexity and to gain a deeper understanding of the different perspectives
Soft Systems Methodology (Checkland 1981; Checkland & Scholes 1999; Checkland & Holwell 1998)
was applied. One basic thought in Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) is that people in general want to 
improve situations they find problematic. However, what is seen as problematic by one observer is not
necessarily interpreted the same way by another and therefore some kind of accommodation between
different points of view needs to be achieved. It is also assumed that problematical situations may
involve misunderstandings that are related to needs, objectives, measures of performance, etc. and
that the basis for these misunderstandings is usually due to differences in interests or culture
(Bergvall-Kåreborn 2002).

Though SSM is useful for understanding problematical situations that have their background in 
different needs, the methodology focuses on problems rather than needs in the analysis phase.
Since we wanted to put attention to the stakeholder needs more thoroughly, we added a needfinding
approach (Patnaik & Becker 1999) to complement SSM’s analyses in the process of defining the core
questions of the evaluation. In line with SSM we have adopted a participatory approach. Participation
of stakeholders in the evaluation process is important since it helps to motivate stakeholders and
ensures their commitment (Cordóba & Robson 2003). Participation also facilitates organisational
learning and broadens the usage of the evaluation results (Preskill & Caracelli 1997).

The purpose of this paper is to illustrate how the process of defining the core questions in an 
evaluation can be facilitated by a method that focuses on accommodation and needs among
stakeholders. In the following, selected parts of Soft Systems Methodology are presented followed by 
a description of the needfinding approach. After that a presentation of the case is given together with
employed methods and analyses. Finally we reflect upon the reported results.

2. Soft Systems Methodology – an Overview
Soft Systems Methodology was developed to improve managerial problem situations within an
organizational context and as such it has been used in a variety of disciplines such as systems
design, information systems, environmental planning. Though it is evaluative by nature, SSM has not
been applied in evaluation situations to any great extent (Rose & Haynes 1999). However, examples
of situations where SSM has been used in evaluation situations are Rose & Haynes (1999) whom
used SSM as a methodology for evaluation of a resource management program and Checkland,
Forbes and Martin (1990) who has used it for program evaluation. The evaluation context in which we 
use SSM is a rather new application area.

Within SSM there are four key phases, which are illustrated as a continuous learning system. The 
learning cycle begins with a situation that is apprehended as problematical in some way and therefore
needs to be examined. The purpose of the first phase is to provide a better understanding of the
situation and to identify issues that need to be addressed (Bergvall-Kåreborn 2002). The second
phase is the analysis of the problem situation which leads to a selection of a number of relevant
purposeful activity systems that are modelled. The purpose of this phase is to design models to
stimulate the discussion in the third phase. The content of this debate is valued according to what 
would be feasible and desirable change in relation to the interpreted real world situation (phase one).
The goal with the discussions is to find accommodation which enables actions to improve the 
situation. The accommodation includes versions of situations that stakeholders with conflicting
interests can accept. When accommodation is reached, action to improve the situation takes place,
fourth phase. These improvements change the situation, which in turn, leads to new problems and the
learning cycle starts all over again (Checkland 1981; Checkland & Scholes 1999). In this case, the 
finding out phase suited our interests and thereby formed the basis of our inquiry.

2.1 Finding-out Phase
The finding-out phase is used for mapping the situation and helps to identify what is needed to
improve or change the situation under study. This phase is therefore highly relevant in situations such 
as the start-up of a project when it might be difficult to decide exactly what the project work should
focus on (Checkland & Scholes 1999). This kind of situation corresponds to the circumstances in our
case. SSM can in such situations help to a profound analysis of all perspectives, viewpoints,
experienced problems, conflicts, and so forth (Checkland & Scholes 1999). The mapping of a
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situation is performed with two kinds of analysis, a logical analysis and a cultural analysis. In this 
paper we focus on the cultural analysis and its techniques for intervention analysis, social systems
analysis and political system analysis (Checkland & Scholes 1999). The strength with the cultural
analysis of SSM phase one is that it prevents the researcher from focusing on a problem to soon
which can lead to a focus on the wrong problem, e.g., a focus on the symptoms rather than the
underlying problems. It also helps those involved to get a holistic view of the situation and as such it 
functions as a tool for thoughts.

2.1.1 Analysis 1 – Analysis of the intervention
In analysis of the intervention the roles client, problem solver and problem owner are defined and
discussed. The client is taken to be the person or persons who initiate the process. The problem
solvers are defined as those who wish to do something about the situation in question and they also
decide “who to take possible ‘problem owner’ to be” (Checkland & Scholes 1999, p. 48). It is important
to remember that is not a question about identifying who ‘owns’ the problem; it is about getting as 
many perspectives of the situation as possible in order to understand the situation as a whole. In the
context of this paper the focus is on defining the problem situation.  Except role allocation, the
intervention analysis also explores different versions of the problem situation, why it is seen as a 
problem and expectations on when the problem is ‘solved’ (Checkland & Scholes 1999).

2.1.2 Analysis 2 – Social Systems Analysis
In social systems analysis the focus is on relevant roles, norms and values among those involved.
See Figure 1.

Figure 1. SSM social systems model (adopted from Checkland and Scholes, 1999, p. 49). 

Every social system contains a continuous interaction between the three elements roles, norms and
values. Roles are characterised by the expected behaviours in them, that is, the norms, while the 
actual performance in a role will be judged according to local standards, or values. These elements
are strongly related to each other because they define and re-define each other; a role is affected by
norms and values, and norms and values are affected by a role. The intricacy in this analysis is the 
nature of norms and values and that they are often implicit in people. Norms and values are usually
difficult to express explicitly. It is the SSM practitioner responsibility to identify these by, for instance,
interviewing and observing behaviour in the situation (Checkland & Scholes 1999).

2.1.3 Analysis 3 – Political Systems Analysis
In the political systems analysis the political dimension of the situation is explored. The analysis
concerns studying power-related activities of managing the relation of different interests in the 
situation (Mirijamdotter 1998). In this analysis the focus is to explore how power is shared, expressed,
gained, passed on, etc. An example of what to look for is who people turn to when they want 
something accomplished. The purpose of this analysis is to explore the climate in the situation.
Politics is, in this case, taken to be a process by which differing interests can reach accommodation. It 
can be made practical by asking people how power is expressed in the situation under study 
(Checkland & Scholes 1999).
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2.2 Accommodation 
Knowledge about the culture that is represented in the problem situation facilitates the process of
reaching accommodation and motivates actors to take action. Accommodation within SSM means that
the suggested ‘solution’, or improvement, should be something that everybody can accept. It is not 
consensus; it does not have to be a solution that everyone is satisfied with, but one with which they
can live. However, the accommodated suggestion needs to be perceived as an improvement of the
initial problem situation in order to be accepted (Checkland & Holwell 1998).

SSM does not cover the aspect of identifying needs even though this is said to be one of the 
underlying reasons for disagreements in conflicting situations (Bergvall-Kåreborn 2002). Therefore,
needfinding is applied to the methodology as a way to both ease the process of identifying the 
evaluation focus and simplify the process of reaching accommodation.

3. A Need for Identification of Needs 
In design literature it is often emphasised that a good understanding of user needs is important if the
product or system are to succeed (Benyon et al 2005; Newman & Lamming 1995; Preece et al 2002).
The process of designing an evaluation has similarities to other design processes. Therefore, we
mean that need identification is applicable and highly relevant to the process of evaluation design.

3.1 Why Focus on Needs? 
In the product/systems design process most designers are aware of the fact that it is important to
have a clear view of user needs, expectations, capabilities, tasks, goals and the circumstances in
which the product are to be used (Benyon et al 2005; Newman & Lamming 1995; Preece et al 2002).
In the context of evaluation this means that it is important to know the needs of the stakeholders, what
they intend to use the evaluation for, when they think the evaluation will be used, why they want to 
perform an evaluation, and what kind of questions they want answers to.

Needs can be apparent at many different levels and in different forms so it is important to understand
them well and to know when they are fulfilled (Preece et al 2002). According to Salovaara (2004)
needs are the goals that users find important to achieve in life, including the means by which the
goals can be reached. A research effort that focuses on needs helps in both short term and long term
planning because needs endure longer than any specific solution (Patnaik & Becker 1999). A focus
on needs also functions as a way to avoid a too early limitation of possibilities – it keeps more doors 
open – and it facilitates prioritizing identified problems (Patnaik & Becker 1999). In the context of 
evaluation design, this means that it enables identifying evaluation focus and questions, and depth of 
inquiry, as well as improves and enhances understanding of different perspectives.

For most people it can be difficult to articulate and explicate needs and one reason for this is that
people are often not aware of the potentials and possibilities inherent in them (Salovaara 2004;
Hyysalo 2003). The data-collection methods that are most suitable for discovering needs are
observations and interviews. In the case of this evaluation, needs are not connected to a problem in
the stakeholder environment. Needs are, in this case, related to the knowledge that the stakeholders
want to obtain with the help of the evaluation. The method for detecting the needs has therefore
mainly been interviews with stakeholders.

4. Case-Study
The case in this paper is an international project, with duration 2004-2005, that focused on developing
a mobile-marketing-service. The purpose of the service was to enrich present customer loyalty-clubs,
and in so doing, give consumers offers that are related to their personal profile. The project consisted
of partners from Israel and Sweden. The Israeli company developed the system the retailer used for
creating their campaigns and their offers. The Swedish part consisted of a clothing retailer company, a
systems development company responsible for the market information system (kiosk), and a
“LivingLab” organisation that was responsible for the evaluation and project management. One 
stipulation in the project was that a test with real users in the service’s natural environment should be
performed.
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The service-offer contained three communications channels, the mobile phone, the web and a kiosk.
Every week during the test-period between November 2004 and February 2005, the retailer created a
campaign and some offers. The campaigns were then distributed to selected consumers in relation to 
their personal profile and their buying history. The created offers were available in the kiosk were it 
was possible for the consumers to login, look at offers, and then download the selected offer coupons
to their mobile phone. The offers available at the kiosk were also available at the Internet where the
consumer also could login and download the interesting offers. The offers could then be redeemed at
the store by showing the coupon in their mobile phone to the cashier.

After completion of the test period the evaluation of the service was effected. During the design
processes of the test and the evaluation it became apparent that different partners had different 
perspectives related to evaluation focus, and thus, caused this methodological research.

4.1 Methodology
In order to get a picture of the diverse views related to the evaluation, interviews with seven 
representatives of the partners were conducted during the project. The aim with the interviews was to 
articulate the different partners’ perspectives about what the evaluation should focus on. In order to 
get as rich data as possible the structure of the interviews were low with open questions. Our intention
was to get the respondent to talk as much as possible about the issues in focus. One issue concerned
the project as such, including stakeholder expectations, work climate, partner identification,
collaboration strategies, etc. The other issue was related to evaluation; expectations, reason,
purposes, intended application of results, etc.

The interviews were summarised and analysed using four approaches. The first analysis was based
on SSM’s analysis of the intervention (Checkland & Scholes 1999). In this analysis the focus was
identification of the stakeholders’ perception of which problem the service could address, why they 
thought this was a problem and when they believed that the problem was ‘solved’.

The second analysis included SSM’s social systems analysis (Checkland & Scholes 1999). This
analysis was performed in order to get a deeper knowledge about the stakeholders’ norms and values
in relation to their role. We began by identifying different roles, the norms attached to that role and the
inherent values. In the process of analysing these elements it became apparent that in this context
the roles, norms and values as such were not the focus of our attention. Instead, the focus of analysis
concerned the relation between a certain perspective and its associated stakeholder role. 

Thirdly, the material was analysed from a political dimension with the purpose of understanding the 
power structure among the stakeholders and to gain knowledge about how power was handled in the
project. This analysis also served as an instrument for the forthcoming discussion and made it 
possible to handle what could have been an unequal situation and, thus, smoothed the process of
reaching accommodation. An additional way to advance the process of reaching accommodation is to
identify needs which also enhance the understanding of the situation. Because of the fact that needs
are seldom clearly expressed we searched for what the stakeholders said both explicitly and implicitly.

4.2 SSM Analyses
The project aim was to contribute to the problem of present loyalty-clubs; these are perceived as both 
ineffective and mass-communicative, and therefore expensive. This was then related to the
stakeholders’ view on problem definition and problem addressing.  A coherent view emerged - the 
problem was defined as a lack of knowledge about how to use the mobile marketing channel. This
problem is underpinned by personal owner-ship of the mobile-phone and therefore communication
through this medium has to be responsive to the customer’s will. The problem would be ‘solved’,
according to the stakeholders, when the service providers know sufficiently well how the mobile
marketing channel should be used.

The analysis of roles, norms and values showed that different roles had different perspectives related
to what the evaluation ought to respond to. Moreover, this analysis displayed that one role was not
connected to one perspective; it could be represented in a number of perspectives. The analysis
results were that some of the stakeholders expected the evaluation to give them marketing and sales
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argument for their products; others expected answers whether this kind of communication channel
could lead to improved relations between customers and companies. Finally, the analysis implied that
some of the stakeholders wanted to evaluate the technology while others wanted to evaluate the 
communication.

In the political analysis it was noticeable that no problems were perceived on how the power was
expressed, shared or used. The project manager was responsible for some decisions and thereby
had more power than the others, but the working climate was open and cooperative. The only
identified difficulty was the confusion of languages; this had sometimes led to long discussions about
a topic that in the end turned out to be no disagreement; they had talked about the same thing using
different concepts.

4.3 Needs Analysis
The needs analysis was related to SSM’s social systems analysis which resulted in identification of 
differences in evaluative perspectives. These perspectives were technological, communicational,
marketing and relational. Within the technological perspective the recognized needs concerned
information about the users’ willingness to use the technique, usability of the systems and the service
as such. By gathering knowledge on these issues the concerned stakeholders expected to be able to
further develop the products.

Within the communicational perspective we found needs concerning knowledge about usage and
user experience of the communication channel, customer interests, and issues of privacy and
integrity. We also found needs for usage guidelines regarding, e.g., suitable campaigns for this
channel, how SMS (Short Message Service) offers should be formulated, and what kind of offers the 
customer wants.

The analysis of needs in relation to marketing and sales arguments identified needs of knowing the
value of the mobile marketing service; that is, how customer communication with this media affects 
sales and thereby provides marketing and sales argument for the service as such. An additional
stakeholder need was getting access to reality-based data and by that being able to develop strong
market and sales arguments.

In the relational perspective the focus was to build and preserve relationships between customer and
retailer. In this perspective we found a need of knowing users’ attitudes towards building relationships
through this kind of communication channel and, in that case, what kind of value that occurs for users
of the channel.

4.4 Case Results
Since reaching accommodation between stakeholders was a main aim for the evaluation planning, we
searched for similarities in the results of the analyses. We began by summarising the identified needs
in relation to categorized perspectives. In this process a deeper understanding of the relations
between perspectives emerged and we could find some common ground - all stakeholders had a
need of more knowledge about the users of the service. They sought after more knowledge about the 
users’ attitude towards and experience of the service, as well as the actual usage of the service. In 
order to smooth the process of reaching accommodation about a common evaluation focus the
identified perspectives and issues were illustrated pictorially and sent to the stakeholders together
with an explanatory text for comments and reflections.

The analysis of the political system had shown that the climate in the project was cooperative and 
open, and when there were disagreements or misunderstandings, these were discussed. This
influenced the choice of method when promoting a common evaluation focus to the stakeholders. Our
choice initially, became to use e-mail for the discussions and complement with telephone meetings.
The stakeholders agreed on the suggested evaluation focus: user experience, attitude and usage.
The evaluation then became divided into one formative and qualitative part, and one summative and 
quantitative part. This choice of evaluation design was based on methodological limitations and
stakeholder perspectives, needs and expectations.

The data-collection in the formative part of the evaluation was carried out in three focus-group
interviews. These aimed at collecting the users’ attitudes and experiences of the service together with 
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their suggestions for improvement of the service concept and its usage. In the data-collection in the 
summative part a questionnaire was used to which 115 users responded. The focus of the
questionnaire was usage of the service and attitudes related to the service as such.

5. Reflections 
In this section we present our reflections about the methods used in the project starting with the
usage of Soft Systems Methodology and followed by needfinding. The overall contribution of SSM 
was an enriched understanding of the situation based on the identification of different perspectives.
The usage of analysis one illustrated a common view of the problem situation and gave us additional
background information. In the social systems analysis the identification of norms and values in this
context was not sufficient; a deeper understanding was required. Therefore we looked for 
expectations and aims associated to stakeholder roles. During that process it became evident that
one role was not only connected to one perspective and that each perspective was comprehensible in 
relation to the role. The perspectives did not collide with each other, but they were on different levels 
requiring different evaluation strategies. Thus, the result from this analysis enriched our
understanding of how the expectations and requirements of the evaluation differed and it also
informed our choice of methods for performing the evaluation. The strength of the political systems
analysis was that it brought insight into how to design and manage the discussion for reaching an
accommodation. It also contributed to an insightful evaluation practice.

The strength with a focus on needs, in this project, was that it stimulated us, the investigators, to go
beyond the expressed requirements and thereby we were able to get a better understanding of the
background for differences in perspectives. The identification of needs also prevented us from
focusing on a specific evaluation question too soon, with the risk of missing the actual needs of the
stakeholders. Further it made it possible for us to find similarities between the perspectives, avoiding
misunderstandings, and it gave insights to the rationale behind different perspectives and thereby
facilitated the process of reaching accommodation.

The fact that four analyses were carried out made our methodology time consuming. But it led to an
enriched understanding that could be shared among stakeholders and, therefore, we believe that it 
facilitated the following discussion and accommodation on evaluation focus and methods. Because of
our intention to cover all perspectives in the evaluation objective, all stakeholders are likely to find the 
evaluation results useful.

The SSM and needfinding approach contributed to enriching our appreciative settings as well as the
stakeholders understanding of the differing needs. From this discussion it became possible to reach
accommodation around a common evaluation focus. However, whether the success of this process is 
situational or due to our methodology is difficult to determine. For that we need further considerations,
applications, and investigations of the methodology in similar situations.
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1 Bakgrund 

Under tiden 13 november 2004  till 12 december 2004 genomfördes utvärderingen av 
utställningsrummet ShowUnit på Konstens Hus i Luleå. Utställningsrummet visar 
videokonst och det fanns tre program med ett varierande antal videokonstfilmer på.
Denna utvärdering genomfördes av Testplats Botnia vid Luleå Tekniska Universitet på 
uppdrag av Riksutställningar. Syftet med utvärderingen var att undersöka hur ShowUnit
fungerar i verkligheten; hur använde användare sig av ShowUnit, nåddes nya 
målgrupper och vilken var användarens upplevelse av att se konst på detta sätt. Målet 
var att få förslag till vidareutveckling av ShowUnit. 

2 Beskrivning genomförande av utvärdering 

I utvärderingen har data samlats in med olika metoder som: intervjuer, observationer, 
två olika slags enkäter och experttestning, se fig 1. Experttesten genomfördes av 
utvärderingens genomförare dels som ett sätt att se vilka problem som uppfattades av
denne och dels som ett sätt att fokusera datainsamlingen för att den lättare skulle 
kunna ge svar på det som söktes efter.

Det har genomförts 9 intervjuer och 11 observationer med användare i direkt 
anslutning till deras användning. Intervjuer användes för att få användarnas attityder, 
hur de uppfattade utställningsrummet samt för att få inblick i om designen kan ha 
påverkat hur de uppfattat ShowUnit. Intervjufrågorna var fokuserade kring ämnen som 
upplevelser, design, användning, interaktion och beteende. Observationer var den 
datainsamlingsmetod som användes dels för att få en bild av hur lätt eller svårt det var 
för användare att använda den och dels för att se hur användare betedde sig i 
praktiken. Enkäter användes på två olika sätt, dels på plats på Konstens Hus (15 svar) 
och dels som webbenkät genom Testplats Botnia (115 svar). Enkäten på plats 
användes som datainsamlingsmetod dels för att få en bild över vilka användare som 
använder ShowUnit del för att klargöra hur användare uppfattat/upplevt användningen 
av möbeln (se bilaga 1). Enkäten via Testplats Botnia (se bilaga 2) genomfördes för att 
få en indikation om vad de svarande ansåg om utställningsmediet och dess
attraktionskraft. Denna enkät frågade även efter förslag på alternativa platser för 
konstupplevelser.  För att delta i enkäten via www.testplats.com fanns inget krav på 
egen upplevelse av användning av utställningsrummet på Konstens Hus.

E-post: info@testplatsbotnia.com. Internet: www.testplatsbotnia.com

http://www.testplats.com
mailto:info@testplatsbotnia.com
http://www.testplatsbotnia.com


Expert
- test 

Fig 1. Bild över datainsamlingsmetoder

ShowUnit fanns under utställningstiden på Konstens Hus i ett rum längst in i en stor
utställningshall, men ändå synligt från ingången till utställningshallen. Rummet var
mörkt och lite undanskymt, men möbeln och bildskärmen gick att se genom
dörröppningen. Några skyltar utanför rummet fanns inte, men det fanns anslag vid
entrén till Konstens Hus och vid ingången till utställningshallen.

I denna utvärdering presenteras först en sammanställning av resultatet av enkäten som 
besvarats av användare på Konstens Hus. Efter det redovisas en summering av de
observationer och de intervjuer som har genomförts. Sedan presenteras de enkätsvar
som inkommit via Testplats Botnias enkät, övriga observationer som har gjorts under
vistelsetiden på Konstens Hus samt expertkommentarer. 

3 Enkätsammanställning

Under den tid som ShowUnit har funnits på Konstens Hus i Luleå har det funnits en
enkät som de som använt sig av ShowUnit har haft möjlighet att svara på. Det har
inkommit 15 svar. Det är troligt att det är fler som har provat på, men att de av någon
anledning valt att inte svara på enkäten. Då materialet är begränsat går det inte att
statistiskt fastställa några svar, men svaren visar ändå på vissa tendenser. Enkäten
fokuserade på ämnen som information, användning och upplevelse. Enkäten har
besvarats av 7 kvinnor och 8 män. Dessa har varit i åldern 15 år till 64 år med en 
fördelning 5 stycken mellan 15-20 år, 3 stycken mellan 30-40 år, 4 mellan 41-50 år och
3 stycken över 60 år, se fig 2.

På plats 
enkät

Observationer

Intervjuer

Utvärdering

Webb enkät
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Fig 2 Åldersfördelning

Av de svarande kom 7 stycken ensamma, 7 med en bekant eller familjemedlem och
1 i grupp. De yngre kom företrädelsevis tillsammans med en bekant/familj och de 
äldre kom ensamma. 3 stycken var där för första gången, 7 brukade vara där 1-3
gånger i månaden, 4 var där mer sällan än 1-3 gånger i månaden och en brukade
besöka konstens hus varje vecka, se fig 3.

Besökssällskap
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Ensam Grupp Bekant Familj

Antal

Fig 3 Besökssällskap

Av besökarna var det 9 stycken som hörde talas om eller blev medvetna om
ShowUnit för första gången på Konstens Hus, 3 stycken hade fått veta av sin lärare 
att det fanns och 3 stycken hade hört det av en bekant.
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3.1 Upplevelse 
Då det gällde upplevelsen så fick användarna svara på ett antal påståenden. 9 av 
användarna har svarat att de instämde helt med att utställningsrummet var ett roligt
sätt att titta på videokonst (fig 4), 3 instämde delvis, 1 varken eller och 2 instämde inte
alls. Alla användare uppfattade utställningsrummet som ett bra media för att visa
videokonst, den största delen instämde helt och andra instämde till viss del.

Figur 4 Roligt sätt att se på videokonst

Användarnas uppfattning om längden på videofilmerna, fig 5, var att 2 ansåg 
videokonstverken vara för korta, 3 tyckte varken eller 3 instämde inte och 6 instämde
inte alls med att de var för korta. Gällande om användarna ansåg att det var lätt att
förstå att det gick att byta program instämde 6 helt (de tyckte att det var lätt att förstå
att det gick att byta program, validiteten i denna fråga är jag inte helt säker på då jag
har en känsla av att användarna inte uppfattat att det fanns olika program och olika 
filmer), 2 instämde, 1 tyckte varken eller och 4 instämde inte alls.

Figur 5 Videokonstverken var för korta
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3.2 Användning

Gällande själva användningen av ShowUnit fördelade svaren sig enligt nedan:
8 stycken uppfattade inte att det gick att välja att se andra program. 7 svarade att de 
uppfattade det (här råder det lite tveksamheter om vad användarna har uppfattat som 
program, det finns skäl att misstänka att en del tror att det var de olika filmerna som 
avsågs). Ingen av användarna valde att be om att få byta till ett annat program trots att
6 stycken hade velat se ett annat program. 3 ville inte se ett annat program, 4 visste
inte om de hade velat det och 2 har inte svarat på om de velat se ett annat program.

Hur många videos som användarna valde att se på varierade mellan alla 6 till 0 filmer.
9 stycken såg alla 6 och bland dessa verkade det inte spelat någon roll om de var
yngre eller äldre. 1 såg 5 filmer, 1 såg 3 filmer, 1 såg en film och 1 såg ingen film alls,
se figur 6. 2 användare valde att se två filmer. De som inte valde att se någon film var 
en ungdom som kom tillsammans med en bekant. Denna person har även valt att 
svara på hela enkäten och har svarat noll på alla frågor, därför väljer jag att bortse från
denna enkät. Längden på de filmer som användare som inte såg alla filmer valde att se
var mellan 2-4 minuter långa. Den som såg en film valde att se den film som bara var 
en minut lång.

Figur 6 Antal videokonstverk användarna såg 
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3.3 Design 

Gällande antalet sittplatser så instämde 10 av användarna helt med att det var ett för 
litet antal sittplatser i utställningsrummet, 2 instämde inte alls (alltså tyckte de att det 
var ett bra antal sittplatser i utställningsrummet), 1 instämde till viss del med att det var
ett för litet antal och 1 tyckte varken eller, se figur 7. 10 användare instämde helt med 
att det var bekvämt och avslappnande i utställningsrummet, 2 instämde till viss del, 1
instämde varken eller och 1 instämde inte, se figur 8. Alla användare upplevde att de
fick sitta ostörd när de betraktade videokonstverken

Figur 7 För litet antal sittplatser 

Figur 8 Bekvämt och avslappnande
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3.4 Interaktion/information 

Här var syftet att få en bild över hur användarna uppfattade att de kunde interagera
med utställningsrummet och det som visades där. Svaren visar att 5 stycken tyckte att
det var lätt att påverka hur videokonsten visades, 2 stycken instämmer delvis, 3 tycker
varken eller och 4 stycken instämmer inte alls.

Figur 9 Lätt att förstå hur man ska använda

Användarna ansåg även att det var lätt att förstå hur de skulle använda sig av
utställningsrummet var det 9 stycken som instämde helt, 2 instämmer delvis och 3
stycken verkar ha uppfattat det som att det fanns vissa svårigheter med att förstå hur 
det skulle användas, se figur 9.

På frågan om användarna tyckte att det var lätt att påverka vad som visades svarade
alla användare positivt i viss mån, 8 instämde helt, 1 delvis och 4 tyckte varken eller 
och 1 svarade inte. 

De kommentarer som har framkommit på enkäterna är: 

Lätt att förstå hur man ska använda
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Vill kunna reglera volymen, Stolarnas placering störde i ögonvrån
Bra sätt att föra ut konst på, når varierande målgrupper 
Gärna svensk text (2 st)
Har svårt för videokonst
Den så kallade videokonsten gav mig inget, Inget alls, Skicka pengarna till södra 
Sudan istället 
Rummet är för anonymt, december är fel månad, fler sittplatser
Dålig information på möbeln som sådan, bör visas tydligare hur den fungerar 
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4 Intervjuanalys

Nedan följer en analys av de intervjuer som har genomförts med användare av 
ShowUnit. Sammanlagt har 9 personer intervjuats. Dessa var fördelade på 4 kvinnor
och 5 män i varierande ålder. Fyra stycken var mellan 18-25 år gamla. En var i 40-
årsåldern och de övriga fyra var i åldrarna 45-65 år. Då det inte går att se att svaren 
skiljer sig beroende på ålder eller kön så därför bortses detta. De användare som har
intervjuats är besökare som brukar vara på Konstens Hus om än oregelbundet i vissa 
fall (2 av de intervjuade). Detta tyder då på att det fanns ett intresse för 
konstutställningar bland de som har intervjuats. Detta kan påverka svaren på det sätt
att de kanske är mer positiva till upplevelsen i allmänhet än vad andra användare 
kanske skulle ha varit. Men de som intervjuats som inte var regelbundna besökare var 
även de positiva till själva upplevelsen. Intervjuerna ägde rum på Konstens Hus efter
det att de använt sig av utställningsrummet. Detta påverkade strukturen och djupet på 
intervjuerna på så sätt att frågor var förutbestämda men inte svaren, utan användarna 
fick svara med egna ord. Materialet delas in i underrubrikerna; upplevelse, användning,
design, interaktion, information samt nya målgrupper.

4.1 Upplevelse 

I intervjuerna har det framkommit att de som använt ShowUnit för att titta på videokonst 
har upplevt att det var ett roligt och annorlunda sätt att titta på konst. Möbeln var
bekväm och gav en lyxig känsla, det kändes avkopplande och bekvämt, som att sitta i 
en egen värld, var uttryck de använde sig av. Rummet upplevdes som mörkt och 
mysigt och att det gav en möjlighet till en privat upplevelse. Även tekniken upplevdes i
många fall vara bra vilket bidrog till att upplevelsen kändes angenäm.

Då det gäller själva filmerna upplevdes det som att en del av dem var för långa och att
volymen var för hög. Det framkom även att det känns länge att titta på konst i 8 minuter
eller längre. Att det var ljud till filmerna upplevdes däremot som att det gjorde det mer
levande och friare än att titta på ”vanlig” konst.

4.2 Användning

Studien visar att användarna till största del ansåg att möbeln var lätt att använda. ”Det 
var bara att trycka på knapparna” eller ”Stensäkert” är uttryck användarna har använt 
sig av. Men det finns även användare som anser att det var svårt att förstå vad de
skulle göras när de slagit sig ner i möbeln. De flesta av användarna hade kommit in
”mellan sittplatserna” och därför har de missat informationen som finns på sidan. Det 
har framkommit i intervjuerna att användare har satt sig ned och väntat på att något
ska hända. Det har även hänt att det som rullar på skärmen har uppfattats som själva
videokonsten. En åsikt som har uttryckts då det gäller användning, med koppling till 
upplevelse, är att man som användare vill bli bättre guidad i användningen. Det skapar 
en osäkerhetskänsla om det inte är klart uttryckt hur möbeln ska användas eller om
den får användas. 

Då det gäller antalet filmer användarna har valt att se skiljer resultatet sig åt. En del har
valt att se alla filmer och andra 3-4 stycken. Användarna uttryckte att de långa (8 min)
filmerna var de som de hade minst intresse av. En av dem som intervjuats uttryckte att 
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hon kontrollerade att ingen film var 20 minuter sedan såg hon alla. De ville inte sitta för
länge och titta på konsten. Någon sa även att det berodde på tidpunkten på året (jultid). 

4.3 Design 

De som intervjuats anser att möbeln var skön att sitta i och gav en lyxig känsla. Något
som har påpekats är att antalet sittplatser uppfattas som för litet i flera fall. Ett bra antal
som har nämnts är 3-4 platser då det ofta är grupper som kommer och tittar. Det får 
inte heller bli för många platser då det ska vara en privat upplevelse där man inte vill
kompromissa när man tittar på konst. En annan sak som har framkommit är att
knapparnas placering, för val av film, är ganska undanskymd och det är därför svårt att
se dem. Detta beror även på att rummet som utställningsmöbeln stod i var relativt
mörkt.

Stolarnas placering har kommenterats på lite olika sätt. I en intervju sades det ”det är 
bara att gratulera den som har designat möbeln, här kan man sitta antingen med en
kompis. Men det är helt okej att sitta med någon som man inte känner också på grund
av sittplatsernas placering”. I en annan uttrycktes det att sitsarna borde vara parallella, 
”det känns konstigt att ha någon som man inte känner som sitter bakom ens rygg”. Ett
annat förslag var att det skulle finnas högtalare att slå på då det ibland är grupper som 
kommer och tittar. Det finns annars risk att det missas en del av upplevelsen, enligt en
användare.

4.4 Interaktion 

I intervjuerna har det framkommit lite varierande kommentarer då det gäller möjligheten 
till interaktion med videokonsten. En del uttryckte att det är ett måste att möjlighet att 
interagera med programmet finns, annars kanske man går istället för att sitta kvar och
titta på fler filmer. Om det är grupper som är och tittar kan det också vara bra att kunna 
stoppa, spola tillbaka osv för att kunna diskutera konstverken. Andra ansåg att det inte
var nödvändigt utan man sätter sig ner och studerar videokonstverken. Något som alla
däremot alla var överens om var att det måste finnas möjlighet att kontrollera volymen 
på något sätt. Vissa av filmerna hade väldigt hög volym och då vill man som användare
kunna reglera den. Annat som har framkommit är att de som använder den skulle vilja
att det fanns en fjärrkontroll för att slippa resa sig upp varje gång man vill sätta på en 
ny film.
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4.5 Information 

Användarna uttryckte att de inte uppfattat utställningsrummet som inbjudande. Med det
menar de inte designen, utan presentationen av vad man ska och kan göra i det. Det
borde vara bättre skyltat, sa en av användarna. Rummet där den stod upplevdes som
anonymt av någon och som helt rätt av någon annan. Det som rullade på skärmen
uppfattades även som att det rullade för fort så det var svårt att hinna läsa det som
stod. Det borde vara stor text som välkomnar användaren så att det upplevs som okej 
att slå sig ned och titta, är ett uttryck från en av användarna. Studien visar också att det
inte uppfattas av användarna att det gick att byta program. De borde finnas tillgängliga
för val de också är en kommentar som uttryckts.

Information om att möjligheten att titta på videokonst har inte heller nått ut till 
användarna genom media. Flertalet användare upptäckte den när de besökte
Konstens Hus i andra ärenden och andra hade fått information genom lärare eller
bekanta.

Att besökarna uppfattar det som rullar på skärmen som konsten är något som är viktigt 
att lyfta fram då det gäller presentationen av rummet. Trots det är det flera som har
blivit nyfikna när de har sett möbeln och de har valt att prova på även fast de varit på
Konstens Hus i andra ärenden.

4.6 Nya målgrupper

Av dem som har intervjuats är alla övertygade om att detta kan vara ett sätt att nå nya
målgrupper med konsten. Det borde tilltala ungdomar är en tolkning av det som
framkommit i intervjuerna. Vidare har det sagts att videokonsten gör det lättare för fler 
att ta sig till konsten då steget mellan vanlig tv och videokonsten inte blir för stor. Som
en användare uttryckte sig ”det är deras språk och deras media”.

5 Sammanställning av observationer 

Nedan följer en sammanställning av de observationer som har genomförts under 
perioden för utvärderingen. Dessa observationer har genomförts på plats och med 
observatören som okänd under själva observationen, men som gett sig tillkänna för att
de ska kunna godkänna att materialet fick användas. Sammanlagt har 11
observationer genomförts. De som har observerats har varit i varierande ålder och av
båda könen. Några visste om att ShowUnit fanns och andra blev medvetna om det på
plats. De som redan visste vad det var uppträdde således mer självsäkert och framåt,
medan de som inte visste vad det var såg mer tvekande ut. Fokus för observationerna
var att se hur användarna betedde sig när de använde sig av utställningsrummet samt
att få möjlighet att se hur de närmade sig själva utställningsrummet.
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Hur de närmar sig ShowUnit 
5 st närmar sig ShowUnit utan att tveka, rakt in mellan stolarna
2 st visste redan vad det var så de satte sig sonika ner och tittade 
1 st tittar och använder inte 
1 st pratar lite med någon och slår sig sedan ner
1 st tittar och använder inte innan jag interagerar
1 st tittar när någon annan satt på en film och fortsätter sedan att titta 

Vad de gör när de kommer in 
5 st står och läser på skärm och sätter sig sedan
2 st sätter sig bara ner 
1 st tar på sig hörlurarna först och väljer sedan film
1 st satte sig ner och visste inte riktigt hur, väljer sedan film 
1 st står en stund och tittar på en film som är på, sätter sig sedan ner och tittar 
1 st tittar bara runt och går sedan därifrån

Verkar de förstå hur de ska använda ShowUnit?
6 st, Ja direkt
3 st, efter en stund 
1 st, Nej, jag visar 

Längden på filmerna de tittar på 
3 st tittar på alla 8 filmer
3 st, tittar på filmer som är mellan två-fyra minuter
2 st, tittar på filmer som är två minuter
1 st, tittar på filmer som är en och två minuter 
1 st, tittar på film som är en minut 

Hur många filmer väljer de att titta på?
4 st såg en film
3 st såg alla 8 filmer 
2 st såg tre filmer
1 st såg två filmer
1 st såg noll filmer 

Programbyte?
Ingen av de som provade på valde att byta program 

Tittar de färdigt på den film de valt? 
9 tittar färdigt
2 tittar inte färdigt

Försöker de interagera?
9 stycken försöker inte interagera, men 6 uttrycker att de saknar volymkontroll
2 vet ej, svårt att avgöra under observationen
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Uttryck under tiden 
2 stycken satt och diskuterade varje film innan de valde en ny, framförallt längden på 
filmen
1 sade hur gör man då, när de satt på sig hörlurarna
1 sade ”mycket intressant”

Spontana reaktioner som framkom under tiden de provade på samt efteråt
o Kul grej
o Intressant 
o Annorlunda 
o Kul, roligt
o För hög volym 
o Roligt med bild och ljud, nytänkande 

6 Enkät via Testplats Botnia 

Enkäten på Testplats Botnia besvarades av 115 personer där 74 var kvinnor och 41
var män. Enkäten innehöll 7 frågor varav 5 hade möjligheter till kommentarer och två
bestod av frisvars frågor. Nedan redovisas ett sammandrag av denna enkät. 

Enkäten inleddes med att fråga om testpiloternas allmänna konstintresse, 13 stycken 
var inte alla intresserade, 41 var inte intresserade, 37 var varken intresserade eller inte,
16 var konstintresserade och 8 var mycket intresserade. Av de som var med var alltså
54 inte så intresserade av konst, medan resterande 61 hade konstintresse i varierande
grad. Av de som uttryckte att de hade ett konstintresse var det en större andel kvinnor
än män som sade sig vara intresserade av konst. 

Den andra frågan var om de brukade besöka konstevenemang av olika slag. 40
svarade att de aldrig brukade göra det, 67 svarade sällan och 8 ofta. Av de som ofta 
besökte konstevenemang var största andelen kvinnor. 

Tredje frågan handlade om de trodde att de skulle ta del av mer konst om det fanns 
tillgängligt på andra ställen än på de traditionella platserna. På denna fråga svarade 20
nej, 66 svarade ja, lite oftare, 19 ja, mycket oftare och 10 visste ej.

I den fjärde frågan bad vi testpiloterna ge förslag på alternativa platser för
konstupplevelser/utställningar. På denna fråga svarade testpiloterna med många 
varierande svar. Men det mönster som gick att se var att de flesta föreslog att man
skulle ha möjlighet att titta på konst på ställen där man väntar. Dessa ställen kunde
vara; busshållplatser, flygplatser, tågstationer, tunnelbanan, väntrum, sjukhus,
köpcentra, bibliotek, kaféer, skolor, offentliga miljöer eller entréer av olika slag.

I den femte frågan frågade vi vad testpiloterna tyckte om idén med ShowUnit.
Testpiloterna hade fått se en bild samt läst en text om vad syftet med ShowUnit är. På
denna fråga svarade 7 stycken att de tyckte att det var en mycket dålig idé, 19 tyckte
att det var en dålig idé, 46 svarade varken eller, 23 tyckte att det var en bra idé och 16
tyckte att det var en mycket bra idé.  3 hade inte svarat. Bland kommentarerna som
framkommit av de som valt att kommentera är det många som verkar vara skeptiska till 
ShowUnit, dels beroende på att man får sitta mer tid vid TV:n och dels för att de inte
har provat den i verkligheten och därför har svårt att ge några direkta kommentarer.
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Den sjätte frågan hade som syfte att få svar på vad testpiloterna tyckte om designen av 
ShowUnit. 8 av testpiloterna upplevde designen som mycket dålig, 12 upplevde den
som dålig, 43 tyckte varken eller, 38 tyckte att det var en bra design och 12 upplevde
den som mycket bra. 2 hade inte svarat. Bland de kommentarer som uttrycks sägs det
bland annat att den uppfattas som häftig, klumpig, annorlunda, inte gjord för många, 
cool, kantig och kall. 

Den sista frågan gick ut på att testpiloterna fick tala om var de tyckte att man skulle 
kunna placera ShowUnit för att den skulle kunna locka folk att sätta sig ner och titta. De 
förslag som inkom här var ganska snarlika de som tidigare nämnts; flygplatser,
vänthallar, bibliotek, allmänna platser, köpcentra, mässor, hotell, skolor, väntrum,
Teknikens Hus, receptioner, kaféer, och sjukhus.

7 Andra observationer från vistelsen på Konstens Hus 

Under tiden för datainsamlingen har besökarnas beteende studerats. Det som har
observerats är hur besökarna har betett sig då de närmar sig ShowUnit. Många tittar 
lite snabbt på vad det är och går sedan förbi.  En av dagarna för datainsamlingen på
Konstens Hus var det relativt mycket besökare men få verkade vara intresserade av att
prova på ShowUnit. En fundering var att interagera med besökarna för att på så sätt få
dem att använda ShowUnit, men då detta skulle påverka trovärdigheten i resultatet
negativt bortsågs det från den möjligheten. 

Av de äldre besökarna som observeras denna dag är det många som står och tittar en
stund för att sedan gå vidare. Ingen slår sig ner och tittar. De flesta som går och tittar i
rummet där ShowUnit står går in mellan stolarna på utställningsrummet, detta medför
att de missar skylten med instruktioner om hur man använder utställningsrummet. Det
är även ganska mörkt inne i rummet vilket det gör det svårt att se knappsatsen som
sitter uppe på skärmen. Det är många som inte ser den. Informationen som rullar på
skärmen rullar ganska snabbt vilket kan tolkas som att det kan vara svårt att hinna läsa
allt på en gång.

Programmet ”En medierad värld” har suttit i under hela den tid som ShowUnit har varit
placerad i Luleå. Enligt uppgift har ingen bett att få byta film av personalen på
Konstens Hus.

En annan dag då observationer/intervjuer gjordes var det vernissage av tre nya
utställningar. Trots att många av de som var besökare denna dag är konstintresserade
var det få som visade ett intresse för ShowUnit. Många gick fram till dörren och tittar en
stund för att sedan gå därifrån (en nackdel denna dag är att det är takläckage så det
står tre hinkar placerade i dörren som leder in till ShowUnit, huruvida detta påverkar 
intresset är svårt att säga).

En som intervjuades denna dag ansåg att rummet var för anonymt. Det gick ju inte att
se vad det var. Det sa ingenting om själva utställningsrummet.

En annan observation denna dag var att om det är filmer igång verkar folk bli mer
intresserade och benägna att stanna upp och titta. En observation var ett par som satte
igång en film och som inte tittade klart. Då blev en annan besökare intresserad och
satte sig ner och tittade. Med henne kom det två vänner som däremot stod bakom
stolarna och tittade utan att slå sig ner. Trots att det var ganska mycket folk i farten
denna dag var det bara 4-5 personer som provade på under tiden för observationen.
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8 Expert-test 

Här nedan följer mina egna observationer och reflektioner från min egen upplevelse
och användning då jag för första gången närmade mig ShowUnit.

Då jag närmade mig ShowUnit första gången kände jag mig lite osäker. Det stod en 
stor möbel och det snurrade lite saker på skärmen. Det skapade ingen känsla av att 
det var OK att sätta sig ned och prova på. Men då jag visste vad detta var försökte jag
studera vilken slags information användare får då de kommer in i rummet första
gången. Det första misstag jag gjorde (som hade med möbeln placering att göra) var
att jag gick in ”mellan stolarna”. Därifrån fick jag som användare mycket lite information
om vad jag skulle göra. Jag började då titta mig omkring lite mer och såg då dels ett
häfte som fanns med information om ShowUnit och dels en skylt som hängde på sidan 
om möbeln. Jag försökte även att läsa på skärmen vad jag skulle göra. Denna text
rullade på lite för snabbt så jag fick stå en stund och vänta på att den skulle återkomma 
för att hinna läsa färdigt. Efter det slog jag på en film, tog på mig hörlurarna och satte
mig ner. En spontan reaktion då var att jag ville kunna påverka volymen i hörlurarna,
då en av filmerna jag valde hade hög volym. Jag skulle även ha velat kunna välja film 
när jag satt ner för att kunna känna mig mer bekväm. Men att titta på själva konsten
tyckte jag var trevligt. Det gav en lite annorlunda upplevelse för mig som inte är någon 
regelbunden konstevenemangsbesökare.

Möbeln kändes bekväm och det kändes avskilt och mysigt att sitta där och titta på
konst. En möjlighet att kunna interagera mer med att t ex kunna stoppa eller gå vidare i 
filmerna hade för mig varit naturligt då det är det sätt som används då jag tittar på TV.
Jag upptäckte även att jag med fördel valde de filmer som inte var så långa. Detta
berodde på att jag inte kunde påverka visningen på grund av en rädsla att det inte
skulle vara bra och då känna mig tvungen att sitta kvar och titta färdigt.  Det berodde 
också på en känsla av att jag inte ville sitta och se på film någon lång stund då det inte
var syftet med min vistelse.
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9 Reflektion

I denna del ges en sammanställning av frågorna kopplat till det som skulle utvärderas. 
Först redovisas resultatet av hur användare använder sig av ShowUnit, efter det 
redovisas hur den fungerar då främst med avseende på information och design och 
slutligen redovisas resultatet av användarnas upplevelse av att se på konst på detta 
sätt.

9.1 Hur används ShowUnit

De som går in i utställningsrummet gör det mellan stolarna och därför missar de en 
del av den information som finns om hur det ska användas.
De som väljer att titta på videokonst se i allmänhet de kortare filmerna. 8 minuter 
uppfattas som länge. 
Många valde också att se alla videokonstfilmerna
De flesta förstår direkt hur de ska använda möbeln

9.2 ShowUnit i verkligheten

Volymkontroll är önskvärt då vissa filmer har väldigt hög volym.
Fjärrkontroll har uttryckts som ett önskemål för att slippa stiga upp för att sätta på 
en ny film. Det har även uttryckts önskemål om möjlighet till interaktion.
Knapparnas placering var för undanskymd 
Antalet sittplatser ansågs vara för få. 3-4 har nämnts som ett bra antal 
Rummet är för anonymt och inte inbjudande
Har inte nått ut till nya målgrupper. Kan bero på marknadsföring. Undersökningen 
visar att ingen av de som tillfrågats har blivit medvetna om ShowUnit via media. 
Borde trots det ge möjlighet till att nå nya målgrupper då det ett nytt sätt att ta till sig
konst på

9.3 Användarnas upplevelse av att studera konst på detta sätt 

Annorlunda och roligt 
Bekvämt och avslappnande 
Skön möbel, designen av själva möbeln uppfattas som bra 

9.4 Övriga reflektioner

Ett mål med utställningsrummet är att nå nya målgrupper. I denna utvärdering har 
detta, enligt den tolkning som kan göras av materialet, inte lyckats. Det finns dock en 
syn att detta kan vara ett sätt att göra det men det kräver marknadsföring och även nya
platser. Vidare har det framkommit att platser som skulle lämpa sig för denna form av 
utställningsrum kan vara platser där man väntar, t ex busstationer, flygplatser, sjukhus
osv. Detta kan även medverka till att fler tar till sig och studerar konst. 
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The PredicTool test M-club is now concluded 
“Mobile marketing is like a sharp knife – efficient but dangerous” 

Important and interesting conclusions can be drawn after the test period, but
also a couple of questions has been raised related to the issue of if, and how,
the mobile phone can be utilized as a market channel. 
It is surprising that commercials and marketing through the mobile phone has 
not taken off yet, despite that most people agrees on its theoretical advantages
as a new and efficient market channel. What is it that prohibits the 
development? Or rather, what delays it?

Compared to another relatively new market channel, The Internet, one can
observe that it is only recently that it has taken off. Could it be so that the 
advertisers and media advisors have not been sure on how to utilize The 
Internet as a component in their media mix? The same questions that is now 
raised related to mobile marketing, was probably raised related to The Internet
and marketing a couple of years back. Questions like; How do I shape my
offer in order to fit the channel? What products are most suitable to be
marketed through that channel? What is the effect to be suspected? Etc. We 
think that these issues soon were transformed into the insight that it is no 
simple answers. The answers are more complex, and at the end of the day are
more related to the competence to communicate with a specific target group, 
rather than the technology carrying the message. Regardless it being printed 
on paper, shouted on the street, visible in a banner on a homepage or being 
transmitted as an MMS in someone’s mobile phone the key issue is what we 
want to convey.

The characteristics and pre-requisites of the different media channels is of 
course incredibly important for the effect, but the outmost important is still
that there is a market knowledge, strategy and tactic when communicating.
How much we still want to, there is very few “killer applications” or “silver 
bullets” in this area. 

When looking at the answers from our test pilots in this evaluation, combined
with our previous experience from tests with mobile marketing during the last 
five years, it can be stated that mobile marketing has a potential to become an
important and effective channel in a media mix. If used correctly, the effect
can be really good, but used incorrectly more likely a disaster. Its inherent
characteristics of being very personal means it shall be used for that, and not 
for a more sloppy and non-personal mass communication.

The comparison with the knife is good. It works perfectly well being a true 
pleasure to use, but if you cut yourself….
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1 Background 
Between December 1st, 2004 and February 28th of, 2005, a test of a mobile marketing 
service has been conducted in Luleå. The test and the development of the service 
were performed in cooperation among the partners, Regisoft, Gordion, JC and Testbed
Botnia.

The focus of the test was a mobile marketing service that presented personalized 
offers to the customer. The service had three different channels for communication with 
the customer, a webpage, a kiosk in the store and SMS through their mobile phones.
The campaigns in the kiosk and at the webpage were pull-campaigns meaning that the 
customers could look and download pre-definied coupons to their mobile phones.
During the test period 10-15 offers has been available every week in the kiosk and at
the webpage. The campaigns over SMS were push-campaigns where the customer got
offers related to their personal profile without having to do anything. The offers over 
SMS have been sent, at the most, once a week to each customer.

The test was marketed at Testbed Botnias webpage, in the stores and in newspapers.
Test-pilots could register for the test both through the Internet and the kiosk at the 
store. 298 persons chose to be members in the mobile loyalty club during the test-
period. After the test period, the test-pilots opinions have been collected.

2 Data collection
During the evaluation, data has been collected from different sources, at different times 
and with different methods. The methods used are questionnaires, interview and focus
groups interviews. The questionnaires have been distributed to 260 of the test pilots at
two different occasions. The focus of the first questionnaire was to get a status report
on how the test-pilots had perceived the test so far. The second questionnaire was
performed after the test period was finished. The results from these questionnaires
partly serves as an input to the design of the focus group and partly as a representation
of the opinions connected to the test. The first questionnaire was answered by 125
persons and the second questionnaire by 115 persons.  Focus-group interviews were
conducted in 3 groups with 3-5 persons in each group. The focus-groups interviews
lasted for about one hour. The purpose with these were to get more understanding 
about what kind of opinions that are connected to this kind of service, how the test-
pilots wanted the service to function and why they wanted it to function in that way. 
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2.1 Results of questionnaire 1, performed during the test period 
The purpose of this survey was to get a picture of the usage of the service and to see
how the information about the service had been interpreted by the users. This survey
where conducted in the beginning of January 2005, and 125 persons responded to it. 
The questionnaire contained 12 questions.

83 % of the informants had acknowledged that they could fetch their own offers through 
the kiosk in the store. 31 % said that they had chosen to do so.

64% of the informants understood that they could fetch their own offers through the
Internet and 56 % of the test-pilots had chosen to do that. 60 % of the test-pilots did not
comprehend that they were receiving loyalty bonus points when they were logging in at
the kiosk, 70 % understood that they received loyalty points when they shopped in the 
store.

Of the test-pilots, 86 % had received one or more SMS-offers to their mobile phone.
25% said that they had used one or more of the offers they had access to. Among 
those who had not used any offers the reasons differs; 38% did not have time, 14% 
forgot it, 25% thought that the offers were uninteresting and 21% had other reasons for 
not using the offers.

The overall opinion about the offers was that 14% thought that they were very good,
38% thought they were good, 37% did not think that the offers were either good or bad, 
9% thought the offers were bad and 2 % thought the offers were very bad.

The respondents had the opportunity to give their comments according to the service
and the overall expression from the informants was that the service was fun and
innovative. Some of the respondents wanted more information about the service. 

2.2 Results of questionnaire 2, performed after the test period 

The purpose of this questionnaire was to get the users opinion about the mobile
service and the concept of mobile marketing as such. The questionnaire had 3 different
parts where the first part contained background information such as name, gender or
age. Part two had 19 statements with a 6-graded scale where the test-pilots gave their
opinions about the statements. The third part had a focus on the concept of mobile 
marketing. This part had 13 questions of Yes and No type related to short scenario
descriptions about the main ideas with the concept.

115 of the 260 test-pilots answered the questionnaire, 47% of them were women and
53% were men. Most of the respondents (64%) were under 31 years old with 38%
between 18-25 years old. The respondents’ daily occupations were; 57% employed,
32% students, 7% unemployed and 3% have other occupation. 60% of those who 
answered see themselves as ordinary users of their mobile phones, which means that
they make phone calls and send SMS regularly.
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2.2.1 Part 2 of the questionnaire, usage 

Below follows a selection of the statements and the response generated by the test-
pilots in the questionnaire. Here they answered to at what degree they agreed with the 
presented statement. In the analysis of differences between genders I have not been
able to identify any notable differences. The results from that analysis will thereby not
be presented.

Fully
disagree

Fully
agree

It was easy to fetch
the personalized
offers from the 
kiosk in the store 

5% 7% 20% 14% 22% 32%

It was easy to fetch
the personalized
offers from the 
Internet

5% 6% 16% 15% 15% 43%

To be able to 
choose the offers I 
believed was
interesting via the 
kiosk was very
positive

4% 1% 19% 10% 23% 43%

To receive offers to
my mobile phone
was very positive

1% 1% 11% 22% 23% 42%

To receive offers to
my mobile phone
made me feel
special

13% 11% 20% 17% 16% 23%

The mobile loyalty
club fulfils a need I
have had 

7% 21% 22% 22% 17% 11%

I have used the 
offers I have
received via SMS

35% 6% 22% 19% 10% 8%

I have forgotten my
offers and have
thereby not used
them

32% 19% 17% 9% 12% 11%
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Following is a short summary over some of the statements that have not been
presented in the table above. 40% of the test-pilots did totally agreed to that it was 
easy to use the offers they’ve got by SMS, 40% agreed to some extent and 1 % did not
agree at all. 78 % believed it was positive (to different extent) to have the opportunity to
be able to choose interesting offers over the Internet.  3 % did not think that it was
positive.

42% totally agreed that it was positive to get personal offers to their mobile phones.
Another 45% agreed to some extent. 1% did not agree at all.

50 % stated that they have fetched offers via Internet and the kiosk.  29 % agrees to 
different degrees that the offers they have received have affected their buying
behaviour. 35 % did not agree at all to that.

2.2.2 Part 3, the concept of mobile marketing

In this part a presentation of the test-pilots opinions according to the concept of mobile 
marketing as such is presented. The diagrams below are the results from the survey 
presenting the questions and the answers from the test-pilots. The questions in the 
questionnaire were complemented with a short description about how the service
should function.

1. Do you want that companies to communicate with you via your mobile phone? 

In this question a difference between genders could be identified, women were less 
positive to a communication from companies to them via their mobile phone. The
difference was not remarkable, but noticeable.

Yes 54,78%

No 6,96%

Don’t know 8,70%

Doesn’t matter 29,57%
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2. Would you as a customer agree to that the company can store and use 
information about you if they guarantee they won’t misuse it, but only use it so
that you can receive as relevant and unique offers as possible? 

3. Would you choose to be a member of a customer club in which you receive
personalized offers to you mobile phone?

Yes 71,30%

No 11,30%

Don’t know 6,96%

Doesn’t matter 10,43%

Yes 88,70%

No 0,87%

Don’t know 3,48%

Doesn’t matter 6,96%
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4. If you would get offers that weren’t personalized would you then choose to be
a member? 

5. Would you choose to be part of a customer club where you sometimes receive
information about VIP-evenings, previews etc to your mobile phone? 

Yes 31,30%

No 23,48%

Don’t know 28,70%

Doesn’t matter 16,52%

Yes 85,22%

No 2,61%

Doesn’t matter 9,57%

Don’t know 2,61%
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6. Do you think that it would be better to have customer club member cards 
available in the mobile phone instead of plastic cards?

7. Would the access to your member card in the mobile phone determine if you
chose to be a member of a mobile customer club? 

Yes 58,26%

No 16,52%

Doesn’t matter 18,26%

Don’t know 6,96%

Yes 21,74%

No 54,78%

Doesn’t matter 14,78%

Don’t know 8,70%
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8. Do you believe that it would be better to have the discount coupons in your
mobile phone instead of paper coupons?

Yes 75,65%

No 7,83%

Doesn’t matter 12,17%

Don’t know 4,35%

9. Would the access to discount coupons in your mobile phone determine of you
choose to be a member of a mobile customer club? 

Yes 25,22%

No 50,43%

Doesn’t matter 13,91%

Don’t know 10,43%
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10. Is it important for you to be able to control how the company can
communicate with you?

Yes 81,74%

No 6,09%

Doesn’t matter 11,30%

Don’t know 0,87%

11. Is it important for you to be able to influence what time the company can
communicate with you?

Yes 36,52%

No 22,61%

Doesn’t matter 30,43%

Don’t know 10,43%
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12. Is it important for you that you can easily update your personal profile? 

Yes 85,22%

No 3,48%

Doesn’t matter 10,43%

Don’t know 0,87%

13. Is it important for you that you can terminate your membership in an easy
way?

Yes 93,91%

No 2,61%

Doesn’t matter 2,61%

Don’t know 0,87%
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2.3 Focus group interviews
Below follows a summary of what the test-pilots have discussed during the focus 
groups interviews. The data has been categorized into eight categories; freedom of
choice, offers, relations, line of business, positioning, data warehousing, combinations 
and future. 

2.3.1 Freedom of choice 
One of the most mentioned words during the interviews was freedom, a freedom to
choose everything. To start with, the test-pilots said that they choose which loyalty 
clubs they wanted to join according to their interests. The test-pilots doesn’t see any 
problem with memberships in several loyalty clubs as long as they have chosen to be a
member and agreed to a communication from the company to the customer mobile-
phone. As long as it is voluntary and the test-pilots has confirmed that the company
can communicate with them it is okay, but if it becomes an advertising channel the 
test-pilots express that they would not accept it. They say that they would contact the
company and leave their loyalty club. They also say that they might try a loyalty club
for a while if they can finish off their member-ship if they are not satisfied with how it
works. To make the customer stay in the loyalty club with mobile offers it is crucial that
the company gives interesting offers as opposed to ordinary advertising.

In the interviews it has also been mentioned that they want to be able to choose what
categories of products they want to get offers about. For example, if they are members
in a clothes store loyalty club, the test-pilots says that they want to be able to choose
children clothes or men’s clothes and even sub-categories such as sweaters and
trousers.

Another thing the test-pilots wanted to be able to choose was the frequency of offers. It 
has often been expressed that too many offers might lead to a termination of their
membership. At this point it is important that the customers can choose to turn off the
SMS offers or at least slow down the frequency. People want it to be easy to turn of the 
SMS channel for other reasons, such as going abroad for holiday or other situations
when the customer do not want SMS offers.

The test-pilots find it hard to define when exact they want the messages. It depends on
situations and context and it varies from day to day or week to week. The test-pilots 
say that they can declare a time when the company can reach them if it is easy to 
change if they experience that the time does not fit them. 

A possibility to choose is obtained in the test with the Internet channel and the kiosk.
These have been very appreciated among the test-pilots. It gave them the possibility to
choose the offers they thought was interesting and download them to their mobile-
phone. In other words, the test-pilots have expressed that they want to be able to
select the communication channel. But at the same time they state that the choice of 
communication channel is sometimes up to the company. Some offers are more suited
in an SMS and others are more appropriate in a letter, says the test-pilots.
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In the interviews a discussion about data mining and privacy issues came up. Some of
the test-pilots mentioned choices in that context too; they expressed a request to be 
able to control what kind of data that can be stored about them, for what purposes the
data can be used and which companies that have access to the data. One expression
was; if I don’t want the company to store data about me I should be able to prohibit
that.

As customers, the test-pilots said that they wanted control, opportunities to choose, be 
respected as customers and simplicity.

2.3.2 Offers 
The overall opinion about the offers received by the test-pilots during the test period is 
good, it has not always fitted their interest, but it was a good mixture, frequency and
availability. It is positive to have the offers available in the mobile-phone because you
always carries it with you, if you have forgot it at home you will turn back and get it, is 
one expression from the test-pilots. To have interesting offers are important if the
customers should be satisfied and interested to continue their member-ship in the
loyalty club.

It is impossible to give an exact answer as to what is an interesting offer. But some 
general characteristics have been mentioned. It is good if the offers are of general 
character, such as a 10% discount or “Buy clothes for 500, pay 400”. The test-pilots 
have mentioned that they believe that it is difficult to use offers that are about a
particular product. It is not always the case that I am in the need of that product at the
moment. If such an offer is received they delete it immediately from the mobile-phone.
But if the offers makes them interested they save it for future use.

It is easy to remember the offers in the phone because when other SMS messages are
handled one get reminded of the offer, according to the test-pilots. The offer also
reminds the customers about the store and that they can look in the kiosk or at Internet
for other offers, says the test-pilots. One test-pilot said that the offer reminded him that
he needed a new pair of jeans. Many of the test-pilots also say that their shopping
habits have been affected during the test. Their awareness of the stores that were part
of the test had increased and they have shopped there more frequently or at least 
visited the store more than usually. The test-pilots do not want a reminder of the offers
they have already received, that would only irritate them. It would be considered as
spam.

To much peeping is one thing that is mentioned frequently during the focus groups
interviews, but to decide when there are too much peeping cant be agreed upon
among the participants. One thing they agree upon is that it depends on the person,
the offers, the timing, the store and so forth. To be a member in 10 loyalty clubs, who
sends offers via mobile phones, might be problematic for some people, while others 
say that if they are interested and have chosen to be member in all those clubs it is 
okay. Once a week seems to be a common ground for what is acceptable. This 
includes a situation in which several stores has the same service, meaning that one
offer from each company once a week seems to be okay according to the test-pilots.
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To finally define the limit for how many SMS’s that is acceptable is impossible as the
limit has not been reached, says the test-pilots. Perhaps the frequency should adjust to 
the redemption rate, is one suggestion from the test-pilots.
The quality of the offers also affects how often the test-pilots think they might want 
offers. Interesting and surprising offers can be more frequent than boring and
uninteresting ones.

The women in the focus groups have expressed that they do not want offers about
clothes in their size. It can be humiliating and the size that fits in one store does not fit
in another. Sometimes you loose weight and sometimes you gain weight and you do
not want to be reminded about that in an offer, are expressions from the women in the
focus groups. Offers about product groups, such as sweaters, trousers, shirts and so
forth are accepted, but offers about size or colour are not as accepted.

To have a good mixture and to surprise the customer are other things that have been
mentioned during the focus groups interviews. An offer about VIP-evenings with a
possibility to buy clothes on sales before the other regular customers is one
suggestion. The offers don’t need to be monetary every time, it can be beer-testing or
a make-up evening, anything that makes the customer feel special and selected. One
of the reasons for being part of the mobile loyalty club is special offers; it is fun to get
offers that not everybody gets.

A mixture is important when it comes to the communication channel, some offers are
suitable for SMS communication and others are more suitable for letters. If all offers
came via SMS there is a possibility that the customers gets tired of the communication.

A possibility to get the discount coupons directly to the mobile-phone is another thing
that has been mentioned as positive among the test-pilots. Also member-cards in the 
mobile-phone are apprehended as positive.

2.3.3 Relations 
The best way to build relations between customer and company are, according to the
test-pilots, the personal meeting between staff and customer. If the customer feels 
welcome and is treated properly the company has started to build a relation. The test-
pilots have also said that it does not matter how good the offer is, if the treatment from
the company isn’t friendly they will not shop there.

One of the purpose with loyalty clubs is to enhance relations between customer and
company. The usage of a mobile channel appears to help companies to build relations,
at least the front companies. When all the companies has this kind of service it might
be something else that strengthen the relation. But for now it feels new, fresh and the
company is remembered by it. Test-pilots say that they choose to visit a store because
they have access to this service. The test-pilots also say that the relation has become
stronger but, at the same time, more fragile. Tedious offers can turn the customers
away from the company. To receive offers to the mobile phone is positive because is it 
easy and convenient.
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The test-pilots say that even if every other customer has the same service it will not 
affect their membership because the service is so smooth and the test-pilots can say 
that they are veterans.

In the interviews it has also been said that offers sent by SMS have some kind of
guarantee that the receiver reads it because SMS are always read. If the sender was 
known it would not determine if the test-pilots would read the SMS or not, one test-pilot 
expressed that at least I know it is something in it. As it is today, displaying a four digits 
number, gives an impersonal feeling.

The relation between the customer and the company is also, according to the test-
pilots, influenced by the originality of the offers. They want offers that not everybody
gets - this being the fun with it. Some of the test-pilots say that they want other offers 
compared to the ones sent by mail to their home, other say that they want the same
because they usually forget the discount coupons at home and this would be a way to 
get around that problem.

Another way to enhance the relation with the customers is to give the customers the 
possibility to get information from the company by SMS. This information can be about
a product that the customer requested, but it was out of stock at the time. The
company can than contact the customer when the product arrives in the store.

The relation between customer and company can be affected negatively if the
company sell their customer data to other companies and if they send to many 
messages

2.3.4 Line of business 
The line of business matters, according to the test-pilots. They say that they do not
want offers from grocery stores. If offers come from grocery stores, it would probably 
be perceived as too much. SMS offers from grocery stores is not anticipated to 
improve the relation with the customers in that case, the customers will visit those 
stores anyway.

Offers via SMS should be about products that aren’t purchased so often, according to 
the test-pilots. They mention branches like music, books, and gifts and so forth as
suitable for mobile communication between the retailer and the customers. The price of 
the product also affects if an SMS offer is wanted or not, cheap products does not
need SMS offers

2.3.5 Combinations 
In the interviews, test-pilots have said that they have tried all the possibilities with the
service, the kiosk, Internet and messages by SMS. To use the kiosk was, according to
the test-pilots, very easy and they used it when they went into the shop. The Internet
was used at home when they were surfing the Internet and had a little bit of spare time. 
It was also very easy to use and it was comfortable to be able to look at the offers at 
home and then down-load the interesting ones, according to the test-pilots.
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The combination of communication channels was apprehended as positive and the
strength of the service by all test-pilots. Some of them had used the kiosk mostly, while
others had used the Internet. They appreciated the opportunity to have a choice and
the availability wherever they are. The ability to choose also makes it more appealing
for more customers since everyone is different. The SMS offer does often function as a
reminder about other offers and the store as such.

Some of the test-pilots thought that e-mail would be a good complement to the service,
while others did not think that at all. They said that they receive so much rubbish mail 
already.

2.3.6 Location based offers 
The thoughts about the issue of location based offers, or positioning, as a complement
to the service, were divided among the test-pilots. Some of them believed that it was
okay that companies positioned them, other did not. Also here is the ability to choose
central. Those who were positive to positioning came up with idea of how they wanted
such a service to function.

Some of the test-pilots said that they wanted the service to know when they enter a
shopping centre and then receive an SMS with offers from the stores they had chosen
to be customers at. That kind of service need to have a way of knowing who has 
received a message or not. Another thought was that when the customer enters a 
specific shop an SMS with an offer can be received. The system cannot, according to
the test-pilots, be so responsive that it peeps when they passes by the store. This
would be too annoying. Another idea was that different groups of companies can know
when the customers are in different towns and thereby send SMS from the specific 
town. This would also be good during travelling so messages from Sweden aren’t sent 
when the customer is in another part of the world.

Those who weren’t positive to positioning in relation to the service said that they
thought they would feel controlled and watched over. It would give them an
uncomfortable feeling. They did not believe that an SMS from all shops in a shopping
centre would be a good idea. They can’t see who wants to get that when they enter a 
shopping centre.

2.3.7 Data mining
When it comes to data mining, the test-pilots expressed different opinions. Some of
them think that it doesn’t matter if the company stores data about them as long as they
are guaranteed that they know who are granted access to the data. Most of the test-
pilots said that they believed that it would be better with a personal profile where they
can give their data about interests, clothing style and so forth. They were positive to
get tips about clothes that might fit them according to their profile. But the offers should
not be about colour or size, the offers has to be more general. 

If the company are to succeed with data mining and offers they need to be responsive
about trends so they can offer products that relates to what customers has bought
earlier and find clothes in the new trend that might fit that taste. For example, if a
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customer always buys black pants but the trend now is brown pants, then the system 
should be able to identify that customer need. Another thing that has been mentioned 
related to that topic is that people change and so does their taste and the system has
to take that into consideration. For example, if a customer always buy red shirts, he or
she might get tired of red shirts and if the offers than only are about red shirts the
customer can get frustrated.

2.3.8 Future 
All test-pilots agreed that a service like this must be easy to use and easy to have
control over. They all agreed that in the future when more companies choose to push 
offers to their customers via SMS a portal is required where several companies are
connected. In that portal a possibility to choose companies, product categories,
communication channel, and frequency and to set up a personal profile is of
importance. In that profile they also want a possibility to stop or slow down the
message frequency. 

They say that it has to simple and easy to use if the customers shall use a service like 
this. The test-pilots are not sure if they would update their profile frequently, they think
that when the offers do not fit them anymore they either update the profile or stop using
that loyalty member card. A visit to every clubs webpage is not a solution they think 
might work, a customer would not have the energy to update and join all the interesting 
loyalty clubs. 

Member cards in the mobile-phone are one thing that appears to be wanted. How that
should be accomplished technically is difficult to say, but things that need to be
considered are that the customer don’t want to give their mobile-phone to a cashier, it
is personal. A bar-code or a chip that identifies the member card is things that have
come up as solutions. Another thing to consider are the storage space in the phones, if
there are a lot of offer messages sent, the inbox would become full very quickly. One
possible solution for that problem that came up was that the messages being out of 
date or redeemed are deleted automatic.

It would also be good if all stores had one single card commonly used. When you visit 
the portal you choose which companies you want to add or remove from your card.
This would make it easier to use the member cards.
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3 Conclusions 

In this section a presentation of the conclusions from the evaluation follows. The 
purpose of the evaluation was to get the users opinions about the mobile marketing 
service concept. The evaluation results give some guidance about what is important to 
think about when a mobile marketing service is to be implemented.

The overall opinion about the service and the communication channels it contains were
that it was very easy to use. The users were also positive to the opportunity to get 
offers both via their mobile-phone, the kiosk and the Internet. Another thing that also 
was thought of as positive was the opportunity to have member-cards and discount 
coupons in their mobile-phone even though this would not affect their will to be a part
of the mobile customer club to a large extent.

Members in a loyalty club want a freedom of choice. These choices can be about: 

- which loyalty club he or she should join

- what categories of clothes they want offers about, for example; men, women or 
children clothes

- what subcategories they want offers about such as trousers or sweaters 

- how often they can be contacted, or at least have the choice to turn it off or slow 
the frequency down 

- which communication channel the company can use; mail, SMS, e-mail, kiosk, 
Internet

- what kind of data the company can amass about the customer 

- who can have access to the customer data

When it comes to the offers generated in the project, the conclusions are:

- the offer should be interesting and surprising, such as ideas of clothes that fit the 
customers profile

- offers of general characteristic is preferred, for example 10% off, rather than limited 
to a specific product.

- the frequency of the offers is difficult to determine, it depends on so many factors.
Generally, if offers are good a high frequency might be accepted and vice versa. 

- the offers function as a reminder of the store, other offers and needs 
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- the offers should not be about size or colour, according to the women 

- the offers can have other characteristics than monetary ones 

The purpose of the service is to enhance the relation between the customer and the 
company. The conclusions that can be drawn in that context are: 

- The first and foremost way to build relations is in the store in a face-to-face meeting 

- Mobile loyalty club seems to build relations in the beginning 

- The customer relation are damaged if too many non valuable offers are sent

- The mobile club makes the customer feel special

Other conclusions that can be drawn in this evaluation are related to the issue of 
branches, combination, data mining, positioning and the future.

- Branches with clothes, books, music, gifts are most interesting for loyalty clubs

- A combination of the kiosk, Internet and SMS are appreciated.

- Positioning in relation to the service is an characteristic difficult to determine if 
wanted or not. The opinions differ 

- If the company wants to store data about their customers it is important that the 
company is trustworthy and that the offers built on that data are responsive towards 
trends and changes 

- The ability to set up an personal profile is preferred before data mining 

- In the future a portal with selectable clubs are wanted

- Membership cards and discount coupons in the mobile phone can be a future
service
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Bakgrund
Denna utvärdering har genomförts av Testplats Botnia på uppdrag åt
VISAM. I VISAM-projektets regi har det införts ett medborgarkontor i
Överkalix kommun. I detta medborgarkontor finns Skatte-
myndigheten, Kronofogdemyndigheten, Arbetsförmedlingen och,
inom en snar framtid, även Försäkringskassan samlade under ett och 
samma tak. Representanter från myndigheterna kommer att finnas 
tillgängliga vid olika tidpunkter, men inte alltid. Det kommer dock att
finnas en s.k. lots som ska kunna stödja och lotsa medborgare till
myndigheterna samt vara behjälplig med generella frågor och
hantering av handlingar. Meningen med medborgarkontoret är att det 
ska öka myndigheters tillgänglighet för medborgarna. Vid införandet
av medborgarkontoret anordnades ett öppet hus där medborgarna
fick komma och få information om vad det innebär samt möjlighet att 
ställa frågor till de tillgängliga myndigheterna. Det har även funnits
en webbenkät tillgänglig på servicekontoret som medborgarna har
kunnat besvara.

Kort beskrivning av Testplats Botnia:
Testplats Botnia byggs upp av tre grundläggande resurser;
infrastruktur, testpiloter och utvärdering. Genom samverkan i 
partnerskap med ett flertal aktörer i norra Sverige kan ett brett utbud
av testresurser tillgängliggöras. Förutom den regionalt väl utbyggda
infrastrukturen innehåller Testplats Botnia idag 6000 s.k. testpiloter
(privatpersoner som är villiga att testa ny teknik och nya tjänster),
samt via samverkan med universiteten utvärderingskompetens så att
vetenskapliga utvärderingar kan genomföras.

Testplats Botnia har byggt upp en unik metod för 
användarmedverkan i tekniktester med tillhörande stödsystem med
vilket testplanering och genomförande som t.ex. enkäter och
datainsamling enkelt kan administreras.

Syfte med utvärderingen: 
Testen, som i detta fall betyder den tid medborgarkontoret har varit
öppet och tillgängligt för medborgarna, syftar till att prova en ny typ
av servicekontor som ger medborgaren möjlighet att nyttja
myndighetstjänster som annars bara finns tillgängliga på annan ort.
Kontoret syftar till att ge medborgaren stöd i sin kommunikation med 
myndigheter på annan ort genom att det lokalt finns en s.k. lots (en
person som kan ge stöd och lotsa medborgaren till rätt handläggare
vid myndigheter på annan ort).

Utvärderingens syfte är att undersöka användarens upplevelse av
servicegrad. Frågeställningen har fokuserat kring attityder, reaktioner
och upplevd nytta av medborgarkontoret samt frågor om huruvida
ärendehantering underlättas har ställts.

Exkluderat i utvärderingen har varit att utvärdera ekonomiska eller 
organisatoriska effekter i producerandet av denna tjänst.
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Testtidpunkt:
Under test tiden har det funnits en webbenkät tillgänglig för
medborgare att svara på.

Målgrupp:
Målgruppen inom testet har varit privatpersoner i Överkalix kommun
som besökt medborgarkontoret. Av de personer som har svarat på
enkäten har ett antal valts ut för fokusgruppsintervjuer.

Datainsamling:
Under utvärderingen så har två metoder använts för datainsamling,
webbenkät och fokusgruppsintervjuer. Nedan följer en beskrivning av 
de valda metoderna.

Webbenkät
Datainsamling har skett genom att personalen på plats hänvisat de
personer som besökt medborgarkontoret till en webbaserad enkät.
Enkäten har besvarats av 111 personer varav de flesta var besökare
på öppet hus aktiviteten. Syftet med webbenkäten var dels att få en
bild av medborgarnas attityd till medborgarkontoret generellt och
dels att därigenom få ett urval till fokusgrupperna. Frågeställningarna
i enkäten har fokuserat på frågor som om de har tillgång till dator
med uppkoppling, om de använt sig av medborgarkontorets service
samt deras åsikter kopplat till medborgarkontoret. Av dem som
svarat uppgav 46 % att de har tillgång till dator med Internet
uppkoppling hemma, 15 % uppgav att de har tillgång till dator på
arbetet. 1 % hade tillgång i skolan, 3 % på annan plats och 35 %
hade inte någon tillgång till dator med Internet. 17 % av de som
uppgett att de hade tillgång till dator hade det på flera ställen.
Resultatet av de enkätfrågor som är av intresse för utvärderingen
följer i avsnittet resultat.

Fokusgrupper
Fokusgruppsintervjuer är en datainsamlingsmetod som härstammar
från marknadsundersökningsområdet men som under senare år fått
en allt större spridning inom den samhällsvetenskapliga forskningen.
Det är en specifik form av gruppintervjuer där data samlas in genom
gruppinteraktion kring ett ämne som bestämts på förhand. Metoden
lämpar sig särskilt väl vid studier av människors åsikter eller
inställning kring ett visst fenomen. Ytterligare en fördel med
gruppintervjuer är att intervjuaren (eller moderatorn som det också
kallas) får möjlighet att ta del av den kunskapsuppbyggnad som sker
i samspelet mellan deltagarna. I diskussionen vidareutvecklas
förståelse, argument och åsikter vilket är en intressant process att
följa. Resultatet av gruppens samspel och diskussion kan leda till en
enighet inom gruppen eller att skillnader och olikheter tydliggörs och
båda typerna av resultat är av intresse för moderatorn.

När det gäller fokusgrupper ligger intresset mer på hur gruppens
medlemmar tillsammans tänker på ett fenomen än på vad enskilda
individer anser, intresset är därmed inriktat på gemensamma
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förställningar och attityder. Intervjuer i grupp genererar dessutom en
bredare skala av idéer och åsikter än vad som görs vid individuella
intervjuer. Fokusgruppsintervjuerna som har genomförts har haft 
som fokus att utreda medborgarnas attityder, reaktioner och deras
upplevda nytta av medborgarkontoret. De som har nyttjat servicen
har även fått berätta om ärendet löste sig eller inte, upplevelsen av
tjänsten osv. I fokusgrupperna har det även diskuterats vad för
annan service medborgarna ser ett behov av.

När det gäller ett lämpligt antal grupper så rekommenderas minst tre 
grupper, det är tillräckligt för att kunna hitta mönster och tendenser
samtidigt som materialet är hanterbart vid sammanställning och
analys. I utvärderingen har tre grupper samlats för att samtala kring
medborgarkontoret.

Vid rekrytering av grupper så har tre aspekter styrt valet; målgrupp,
gruppens gemensamma uppgift samt gruppens storlek. Målgruppen
var de medborgare som hade besökt medborgarkontoret, samt
svarat på enkäten. Gruppens gemensamma uppgift var i detta fall att
de skulle ha använt sig av servicen som finns tillhanda på
medborgarkontoret. Då dessa var relativt få till antalet och alla inte
medgett att de ville medverka i fokusgruppsintervjuer så valdes
resterande deltagare ut utifrån de som angivit att de ville delta. Den
tredje och sista aspekten var gruppens storlek. De
rekommendationer som finns angående detta är att gruppen ska vara
mellan fyra till sex personer. Vid grupper på fler än sex så försvåras
samtalet med samtliga och det kan leda till att det bildas subgrupper
eller att någon väljer att inte tala. Gruppernas storlek valdes att
sammansättas till fem deltagare i varje grupp. På grund av olika
anledningar så uteblev fyra stycken så gruppernas sammansättning
blev fem kvinnor i en grupp, en kvinna och två män i en grupp samt 
tre män i en grupp. Då samtalen inom dessa grupper ändock flöt bra
så anses detta inte ha påverkat resultatet i negativ bemärkelse.

Resultat
I det följande avsnittet redovisas resultatet av den datainsamling och
analys som har genomförts. Först presenteras resultatet av de
enkätfrågor som är av intresse för utvärderingen. Efter det följer
resultatet av fokusgruppsintervjuerna.

Resultat av enkäten 
Nedan redovisas fem av de frågor som medborgarna har fått besvara
i enkäten. Dessa frågor valdes ut för att de var relevanta för 
utvärderingen. De andra frågorna rörde ämnen som om de valt att 
vara med i fokusgruppsintervjuerna, telefonnummer osv.
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Av vilken anledning besökte du detta servicekontor idag?

På frågan om av vilken anledning de besökt servicekontoret den
dagen de svarat på enkäten så uppger 71 % att de besökte
servicekontoret för att de var intresserade. 11 % kom dit för att
hämta en blankett. 17 % kom dit för att få annan hjälp. 

Vilken myndighet vände sig ärendet till?
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På frågan om till vilken myndighet ärendet de hade var till har 19
stycken svarat. Det kan tolkas som att av de 111 som svarat på 
enkäten så är det 19 stycken som uppger att de har haft ett ärende
till en myndighet. Av dessa 19 så är det 12 stycken som säger att de
har vänt sig till arbetsförmedlingen, 4 stycken till skattekontoret, 2
stycken till kronofogdemyndigheten, 1 till försäkringskassan och 1 
var där i annat ärende.

Fick du den hjälp du behövde?

Av dem som vänt sig till någon myndighet så uppger 100 % (19 st)
att de fick den hjälp de behövde.

Tycker du att servicekontoret är en bra idé?

På denna fråga svarade 90 % av respondenterna att de tyckte att
servicekontoret var en bra idé. 10 % uppgav att de tyckte att det 
kanske var en bra idé. Att ingen svarade nej eller att de var osäkra
på denna fråga är värt att notera.
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Tror du att medborgarna kommer att ha användning av denna
typ av service? 

Frågan om de tror att medborgarna kommer att ha användning av 
denna typ av service besvarades av 111 stycken. Av dem uppgav 89
% att de tror att medborgarna kommer att ha användning av
servicen. 11 % uppgav att de trodde att det kanske var en bra idé.
Även här är det värt att notera att ingen av dem som svarat på
enkäten har svarat att de inte tror att medborgare kommer att ha
användning av servicen. 

Resultat av fokusgruppsintervjuer
Analysen av fokusgruppsintervjuerna börjar med en beskrivning av
hur medborgarna upplever dagens situation med myndigheterna.
Sedan presenteras de fördelar och farhågor medborgarna uttrycker
om medborgarkontoret. Avslutningsvis presenteras deras syn på
placeringen, lotsens roll, service, besöksfrekvens och Internet.

Upplevelser av nuläget
Medborgarnas upplevelser av hur kontakten med myndigheterna
fungerar idag är att det är svårt för dem att nå myndigheter på ett
tillfredsställande sätt. De upplever att de får sitta och vänta i 
telefonköer eller att de kopplas än hit och än dit. En av de
intervjuade säger att hon har en känsla av att man ibland kopplas hit
och dit tills man kommer till ett rum där ingen sitter och där stannar
det. Då är det bara att börja om från början igen. Många av dem som
intervjuats uppger också att de upplever knappandet i telefonen
(Tryck 1, tryck 2, * och #) som frustrerande, svårt och negativt.
Många förknippar det knappandet med ilska och irritation. Det är ofta
de har knappat hit och dit för att sedan upptäcka att de gjort fel val
och måste börja om från början, enligt dem som intervjuats. 
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I vissa ärenden uppger de också att de får springa med blanketter
mellan myndigheter och de begränsade öppettiderna kan göra detta
till en besvärlig procedur som kan ta flera dagar. Om de vill ha
personlig service i något ärende vid skattekontoret så måste de idag,
enligt uppgift, åka till Haparanda eller Boden. Detta hindrar dem att
kontakta myndigheterna, säger de som har intervjuats. Det har även 
kommit upp att även om de har varit i kontakt med skattekontoret i 
Haparanda så har man inte fått hjälp utan har ändå varit tvungen att 
kontakta Stockholm för att få den information man vill ha. Detta har
då främst gällt ärenden av utlandskaraktär.

Fördelar med medborgarkontor i Överkalix
Alla av dem som har intervjuats har varit positiva till ett
medborgarkontor i Överkalix. De tycker att det känns positivt att de
får mer service istället för mindre och uppger att det ger en känsla av
satsning istället för nedläggning. Den främsta fördelen som nämns är 
att allt blir under ett och samma tak. Detta har fördelarna att de
slipper gå på flera ställen vilket i sin tur underlättar för äldre som
kanske har svårt att gå samt för de som kommer med bussen från
omkringliggande byar. Att kunna uträtta flera ärenden på samma
gång upplevs som något positivt. De intervjuade uppger även att de
anser att medborgarkontoret kan fylla en social funktion då de äldre
och yngre får en naturlig plats där de uträttar flera ärenden på en
gång. Det har även framkommit att det kan vara en fördel att 
medborgarkontoret finns på plats för att det då går fortare och
enklare att få bekräftelser och återkoppling på blanketter och om de
är ifyllda rätt eller inte.

Att medborgarkontoret ökar tillgängligheten är också en uppfattning
som har framkommit under intervjuerna. Medborgarna menar att de
tycker att det är bra att de får möjlighet till personliga möten samt 
att det blir närmare än vad det är idag till flera av myndigheterna.
Det borde bli enklare, är en åsikt som har uttryckts. Att ha möjlighet
till personliga möten är också något som upplevs som mer tryggt och
mer förtroendeingivande, enligt de intervjuade. En annan fördel som
har uttryckt är att de personer som har problem med det svenska
språket anser att det är lättare att prata och få hjälp av en person
som de möter öga mot öga istället för talar med i telefon. Det är,
enligt uppgift, lättare att uttrycka och förklara sig i ett personligt
möte.

Medborgarkontoret uppges även kunna fungera som ett komplement
till Internet för de som inte har tillgång till det eller som inte vill
använda sig av det.

Farhågor förknippade med medborgarkontoret
En farhåga som påtalats av de intervjuade är att de är rädda att
detta är ett led i nedskärning av personal. Det ifrågasätts om det är 
en besparingsåtgärd att lägga flera myndigheter under ett och
samma tak och om tanken med det är att kunna rationalisera bort 
personal.
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Andra farhågor som framkommit och som har mer med kontoret och
dess verksamhet att göra är en ökad hotbild, sekretess svårigheter
och att det kan var genant att ha ärenden med flera myndigheter.
Den ökade hotbilden tros kunna uppstå då flera myndigheter samlas 
under samma tak och därmed gör det ”enklare” att hota.
Svårigheterna med sekretessen uttrycktes som att det kanske är lätt
att det blir ”snack i fikarummet” om ärenden som berör de olika
myndigheterna. Detta sågs som ett problem då det är en liten ort och
alla, mer eller mindre, känner alla. Att det är genant att ha ärenden
hos flera myndigheter berörde närmast kronofogdemyndigheten där
det uttrycktes att det kan vara genant att ha ärenden där och på
någon av de andra myndigheterna.

Placering av medborgarkontoret
Placeringen av medborgarkontoret har framkommit som viktig dels
lägesmässigt, och dels lokalmässigt. Då det gäller läget så har det
nämnts vid intervjuerna att det känns viktigt att det ligger centralt
och synligt så att det är lätt att ta sig dit. Att det är lätt att hitta gör
även att det är mer tillgängligt, menar de intervjuade. Vidare så
anses arbetsförmedlingens lokaler vara ett bra val då det framstår
som folkligt och enkelt att gå dit.

Det är inte bara placeringen som är viktigt utan även vad det kallas
enligt dem som har intervjuats. De uppger att medborgarkontoret
signalerar att det är till för medborgare som en service. Det ger en 
bra känsla.

Lotsens roll 
Lotsens roll har sagts vara mycket viktig av dem som medverkat i
intervjuerna. Denna lots bör vara trevlig, service-minded,
tillmötesgående, flexibel, socialt kompetent samt bra på att ta folk.
Att lotsen har kunskap i ärendet man som besökare har uppges också
vara viktigt, men än viktigare är det att det finns en vilja att ta reda
på vem som kan hjälpa till med ärendet. Tillmötesgåendet är i första
hand viktigare är själva hjälpen.

De förväntningar som medborgarna har på lotsens roll är att den ska
kunna hjälpa dem med att hitta den person som kan hjälpa dem med 
ett specifikt ärende. Lotsen ska även kunna hjälpa dem att hitta de
blanketter de behöver, eller hjälpa dem att hitta på Internet om
ärendet är av den arten. Lotsen är även bra för att det då är möjligt
för medborgarna att veta vem de ska vända sig till då de uppsöker
medborgarkontoret. Det ger en tryggare känsla när man besöker
myndigheter, enligt de intervjuade. Denna lots är även en möjlighet
till personlig kontakt när de kontaktat myndigheter vilket ses som
positivt. Den enda farhåga som har uttryckts angående detta är att 
denna person kan fungera som ett filter angående vilka som kommer
fram till myndigheter och inte. Detta var dock ingen farhåga som fick
något gensvar bland de andra i gruppen. 
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Upplevd service
De som har använt sig av den service som funnits tillhanda från
skattemyndigheten är nöjda. De uppger att de har fått den hjälp de
ville ha, de blev bra bemötta och deras ärenden löste sig på ett 
smidigt sätt.

Tankar kring besök
Det som främst framkommit när det gäller att besöka myndigheter är
att det inte är något som man gör frekvent som privatperson. ”Det
kan gå flera år mellan gångerna man har ett ärende.” Detta var en 
åsikt som de flesta av dem som intervjuats höll med om. De var även
överens om att när man väl behöver komma i kontakt med
myndigheterna så är det mycket positivt om de finns tillgängliga på
närmare håll än i Haparanda. De framkom också att tillgängligheten
gör att det blir lättare att nyttja myndigheterna och därför går de
kanske dit för att kolla upp en sak. Detta är något som de uppger att 
de tidigare har dragit sig för på grund av svårigheten att komma i
kontakt med myndigheten.

Att få möjlighet till ett personligt möte med en myndighetsperson är
något som alla upplever som positivt. De anser att om man har ett
ärende så kommer man att uppsöka dem. Dessa ärenden kan röra
sig om att hämta blanketter, få förtydligande, information, eller att
reda ut en problematisk situation. Ett personligt möte känns i sådana 
lägen tryggare, säkrare och enklare, enligt uppgift.

Det har också framkommit i intervjuerna att behovet av kontakt med
myndigheter beror mycket på livssituation. Bara för att man inte har
något behov av dem idag, betyder inte att man inte kommer att ha 
det i morgon.

Internet och service 
Att mycket av den service som erbjuds i medborgarkontoret finns 
tillgänglig via Internet var uppenbart för flera av dem som medverkat
vid intervjuerna. Däremot så var det många som påtalade att det inte
är alla som har eller vill använda sig av Internet. Alla är inte kunniga
så att de kan hitta på Internet. Många äldre använder sig inte av
Internet och för dem är medborgarkontoret bra. 

Diskussioner om medborgarkontoret är något som de yngre, eller
mer datorvana, kommer att nyttja har förekommit. I denna
diskussion så har det handlat om att Internet kan användas för att
hitta blanketter och svar på enklare frågor. Om det däremot finns ett 
behov av att reda ut en situation eller frågor av mer komplicerad art
så tror de flesta att den personliga kontakten är viktig och därmed
kommer medborgarkontoret att fylla en funktion även för de mer
datorvana.
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Slutsatser
Nedan presenteras de slutsatser som kan dras av utvärderingen.
Först presenteras de slutsatser som härrör från
enkätundersökningen. Därefter följer de slutsatser som kan dras från
fokusgruppsintervjuerna. Dessa slutsatser presenteras utifrån de 
teman som presenterats tidigare.

Till att börja med så tycker medborgare att det är en bra idé att
införa ett medborgarkontor. De tror att medborgare kommer att ha
användning av servicen. Det som är anmärkningsvärt i dessa frågor
är att ingen har uttryckt att de inte tycker att det är en bra idé, eller 
att det inte skulle vara användbart för medborgare. Av de svar som
framkommit av de som använt servicen och svarat på enkäten kan
utläsas att de har fått den hjälp de behövde vilket i sin tur visar på
att det har varit hög servicegrad i de specifika ärenden.

- Upplevelser av nuläget: medborgare upplever att kontakten med
myndigheter idag är omständliga, det är svårt att komma fram till
rätt person och detta leder ofta till irritation och frustration.

- Fördelar med medborgarkontor: det är en fördel att allt finns 
tillgängligt under ett och samma tak. Det gör det möjligt att 
uträtta flera ärenden på en gång vilket gör det lättare för
medborgarna. Medborgarkontoret kan fylla en social funktion
samt möjliggör personlig kontakt. Denna personliga kontakt gör
att medborgare känner sig tryggare och säkrare samt att det är
lättare för de med språkliga svårigheter att göra sig förstådda.
Tillgängligheten kan leda till mer frekventa besök

- Farhågor förknippade med medborgarkontoret: de farhågor som
har framkommit är att det kan leda till nedskärningar, en ökad
hotbild samt svårigheter att hantera av sekretessen.

- Placeringen av medborgarkontoret: placeringen är bra då den är 
central, synlig och i de rätta lokalerna.

- Lotsens roll: Lotsens roll är viktig i detta fall. Lotsen personlighet
är viktig för att servicen ska kännas bra. Det är inte i första hand
kunskapen och hjälpen som är viktigt utan mer tillmötesgåendet
och vilja att hjälpa. 

- Upplevd service: Den service som tillhandahålls upplevs som bra.
De ärenden som har hanterats har löst sig

- Tankar kring besök: Besök till myndigheter är inte något som
görs frekvent. Men vid behov föredras personlig kontakt. Ärenden
som föranleder ett besök är ofta av problemlösande eller 
bekräftande karaktär. Frekvensen i besök påverkas av
livssituation.
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- Internet och service: Mycket av den service som erbjuds på
medborgarkontoret finns tillgängligt via Internet.
Medborgarkontoret vänder sig då kanske främst till äldre och de 
som inte använder datorer. Internet används främst för enklare
ärenden som informationssökning och blanketter.

Reflektioner
Det som är värt att reflektera över gällande denna utvärdering är att
även om medborgarna uppger att de är positiva till att de får ett
medborgarkontor så är besök på myndigheter inte något som görs
frekvent. Det bör också noteras att enkäten som varit tillgänglig
t.o.m. 17/5 inte har erhållit några svar efter den 15/4. Vad detta
beror på är svårt att säga, det kan bero på att ingen har besökt
medborgarkontoret efter det i andra ärenden än arbetsförmedling,
det kan bero på tekniska problem som gjort att enkäten inte varit
tillgänglig osv. Vidare så bör det noteras att det, av de 111
personerna som besvarat enkäten, bara är 19 stycken som uppger att
de har haft myndighetsärenden.

Det bör även tas i beaktande att de som har besökt
medborgarkontoret samt medverkat i enkätundersökningen och 
fokusgruppsintervjuerna har varit de som är intresserade av tjänsten.
De som inte är intresserade eller de som tycker att
medborgarkontoret är en dålig idé har vi inte kommit i kontakt med.
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Dokumentnamn

Mobil Buss Tidtabell 

Datum

2006-01-16

1 Utvärdering av tidtabell i mobiltelefonen 

Denna utvärderingsrapport visar resultatet av en test av Luleå Lokaltrafiks tidtabell för mobiltelefon.
Denna test genomfördes under tiden 20051205-20051220 av Testplats Botnia. Syftet med
utvärderingen var att få en bild av användarnas uppfattningar och behov av tjänsten där målet var
att identifiera möjligheter till förbättringar av tjänsten. Testen gick till så att testpiloter som är knutna
till Testplats Botnia fick ladda ner den mobila tidtabellen och sedan använda den.

Testpiloterna fick därefter ett antal uppgifter de skulle genomföra för att sedan kunna besvara en
enkät bestående av 26 frågor. Av dessa frågor var 18 frågor av påstående karaktär där 
testpiloterna fick ange till vilken grad de instämde i påståendet. Fyra frågor var av Ja och Nej
karaktär och gav även möjlighet för testpiloterna att skriva egna svar, medan två frågor var helt
öppna. De övriga frågorna gällde demografiska frågor.

Enkäten påbörjades av 79 stycken, men av olika anledningar så har 21 stycken valt att bara ange
kön och ålder så dessa har sorterats bort ur materialet, 58 respondenter återstod slutligen. Även av
dessa har det på vissa frågor fallit bort svar i enkäten. Dessa bortfall kommer att redovisas i 
rapporten.

Enkäten har besvarats av 58 stycken, av dessa var 24 stycken kvinnor och 34 stycken var män.
Ålder fördelade sig mellan under 18 år till över 56 år enligt diagrammet nedan. Åldersgruppen 26-35
är den som hade flest testpiloter.

Åldersfördelning
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1.1 Uppgift 1. Ladda ner tidtabellen till din mobiltelefon 

Testpiloterna fick svara på frågor gällande själva tidtabellstjänsten efter att de hade laddat ned den
till sin telefon. Det första påståendet var; Det gick lätt att ladda ner tidtabellen till min mobiltelefon.
31 stycken av dem som svarat på enkäten instämde i någon mån med detta. 14 stycken svarade 
vet ej, 4 stycken instämmer inte alls och 9 stycken instämmer till viss del inte, så detta visar på att 
det inte var helt lätt att ladda ner tidtabellen till mobiltelefonen, se diagram nedan.

Det gick lätt att ladda ner tidtabe llen till min mobilte le fon
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Nästa påstående var: Jag tycker att möjligheten att ha tillgång till tidtabellen i mobiltelefonen är bra.
På denna fråga instämde 33 stycken helt, 9 stycken instämde till viss del, 2 instämde till viss del inte
och 5 stycken instämde inte alls. 9 stycken svarade att de vet ej. Svaren visar här att tillgång till
tidtabellen i mobiltelefonen är något som uppfattas som bra.

Jag tycker att möjligheten att ha tillgång till tidtabellen 
i mobiltelefonen är bra
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Efter denna fråga fick testpiloterna uppgifter med själva tjänsten som de skulle genomföra och
sedan besvara frågor kopplade till de uppgifterna. Varje uppgift följdes av tre frågor som fokuserade
på om de ansåg att det var lätt att genomföra uppgiften, om de hade ett behov av den möjlighet som 
denna del av tjänsten erbjöd samt om de ansåg att den erbjudna möjligheten var bra.

1.2 Uppgift 2. Sök och hitta nästa avgångstid från en hållplats du väljer själv 

Den andra uppgiften var att testpiloterna skulle söka och hitta nästa avgångstid från en hållplats 
som de valde själva. De fick sedan svara på om de instämde i att det gick lätt att göra detta, se
diagram nedan. På denna fråga svarade 15 stycken att de instämde helt med att det gick lätt att
hitta det, 18 stycken instämmer till viss del, 6 stycken instämmer till viss del inte och 6 stycken 
instämmer inte alls. 10 stycken vet inte och 3 stycken har inte svarat. Kopplat till denna uppgift fick
testpiloterna svara på om de hade behov av att kunna hitta nästa avgångstid från en specifik 
hållplast. På detta påstående svarade 36 stycken att de hade något behov av det medan 13 stycken
ansåg att de inte hade det. 5 stycken angav att de inte visste och 4 stycken har inte svarat. De fick 
även svara på om de ansåg att möjligheten att kunna hitta nästa avgångstid från en specifik 
hållplats var bra. På detta påstående instämde 42 stycken i att det var bra. 6 stycken instämde inte
och 6 stycken visste inte. 4 stycken har inte svarat.

Sammantaget så anser testpiloterna att det gick lätt att hitta nästa avgångstid från en specifik 
hållplats, även om en del verkar ha haft svårt att genomföra uppgiften då de inte kan svara. 
Testpiloterna anser även att de har ett behov av att kunna hitta nästa avgångstid från en specifik 
hållplats, och än fler anser att möjligheten att kunna göra det är bra. 

Det gick lätt att hitta nästa avgångstid från en specifik
hållplats
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1.3 Uppgift 3. Sök och studera hela tidtabellen för en specifik hållplats 

Nästa uppgift var att testpiloterna skulle leta reda på och studera hela tidtabellen för en specifik
hållplats. Även här fick testpiloterna svara på tre påståenden som fokuserade på om de tyckt att det
var lätt, att de hade behov och att de tyckte möjligheten till det var bra. På påståendet att det gick
lätt att hitta hela tidtabellen för en specifik hållplats instämde 11 stycken helt, 16 stycken instämde
till viss del, 13 stycken instämde till viss del inte och 4 stycken instämde inte alls. 8 stycken vet inte
och 6 stycken har inte svarat på påståendet.
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Det gick lätt att hitta he la tidtabe llen för en specifik hållplats
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Att kunna studera hela tidtabellen för en specifik hållplats instämmer 16 stycken med att de har ett 
behov av, 11 stycken instämmer till viss del, 14 stycken instämmer till viss del inte och 5 stycken
instämmer inte alls. 5 vet ej och 7 stycken har inte svarat, se diagram nedan. På påståendet att de 
tycker att möjligheten att studera tidtabellen för en specifik hållplats är bra instämde 20 stycken helt,
10 stycken instämde till viss del, 9 instämde inte till viss del och 4 instämde inte alls. 8 vet ej och 7 
stycken har inte svarat.

Sammantaget visar testpiloternas svar att det inte var helt enkelt att hitta hela tidtabellen för en 
specifik hållplast. Ungefär hälften av de som svarat anger att de har behov av att kunna studera
tidtabellen i någon grad och drygt hälften av de som svarat anser att möjligheten att kunna göra det
är bra. 

Jag har ett behov av att kunna studera tidtabellen för en 
specifik hållplats
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1.4 Uppgift 4. Leta reda på nästa avgångstid för en specifik busslinje som 
du väljer själv 

I den uppgift som sedan följde fick respondenterna leta reda på nästa avgångstid för en specifik
busslinje. De fick sedan ange i vilken grad de instämde med om de tyckte att det gick lätt att hitta
nästa avgångstid för en specifik busslinje. På detta påstående instämde 13 stycken helt med att det
gick lätt, 20 stycken instämde till viss del medan 8 inte instämde till viss del. 3 stycken instämde inte
alls och 7 stycken har inte svarat och 7 stycken vet ej. Nästa påstående var att de har ett behov av 
att kunna hitta nästa avgångstid för en specifik busslinje. På denna fråga instämde 14 stycken helt,
14 stycken till viss del, 13 stycken till viss del inte och 5 stycken inte alls. 4 stycken vet inte och 7
stycken har inte svarat. Testpiloterna fick även ta ställning till påståendet att de tyckte att
möjligheten att kunna hitta nästa avgångstid för en specifik busslinje var bra och i det påståendet
instämde 27 stycken helt, 9 stycken instämde till viss del. 6 stycken instämde till viss del inte och 4 
stycken instämde inte alls. 5 stycken vet ej och även här har 7 stycken inte svarat, se diagram 
nedan.

Denna uppgift kan tolkas som att möjligheten att kunna hitta en nästa avgångstid för en busslinje är 
något som respondenterna tycker är bra. De anser även att de har behov av det i olika grad, även
om fler ansåg att möjligheten var bra, och att det gick lätt att hitta nästa avgångstid med en specifik
busslinje.

Jag tycker att möjligheten att kunna hitta nästa avgångstid för en 
specifik busslinje är bra
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1.5 Uppgift 5. Leta reda på och studera hela tidtabellen för en specifik 
busslinje

Nästa uppgift hade fokus på att testpiloterna skulle hitta hela tidtabellen för en specifik busslinje. Till 
detta följde påståenden av samma karaktär som tidigare. 19 stycken instämde helt med att det var
lätt att hitta hela tidtabellen för en busslinje. 20 stycken instämde till viss del och 1 instämde till viss 
del inte. 5 stycken instämde inte alls och 6 stycken vet inte. 7 stycken har inte svarat.

För att kunna se om det var några skillnader mellan könen så kommer svaren på nästa påstående 
att redovisas utifrån kön, se diagram nedan. Det är här möjligt att se att kvinnorna, till större antal, 
instämmer helt med att möjligheten att ha tillgång till tidtabell för en specifik busslinje är bra. Även 
de av männen som svarat på enkäten är mestadels positiva till denna möjlighet. 
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Jag tycker att m öjligheten att ha tillgång till tidtabellen för en
 specifik buss linje  är bra
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Då det gäller påståendet att de har behov av att ha tillgång till tidtabellen för en specifik busslinje så
instämmer kvinnor i större antal helt än männen medan männen instämmer till viss del i större antal.
30 stycken av de som svarat (51) anser att de har behov i någon form av att ha tillgång till 
tidtabellen för en specifik busslinje. 

Jag har ett behov av att kunna ha tillgång till tidtabellen för 
en specifik busslinje
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1.6 Uppgift 6. Ändra textstorlek

Den uppgift som sedan följde var att testpiloterna fick ändra textstorlek på tjänsten. Efter att de gjort
detta fick de ange till vilken grad de instämde i påståenden om detta. 30 stycken instämmer till olika
grad med att det gick lätt att ändra textstorleken medan 10 stycken inte instämde i olika grad. Detta
kan tolkas som att testpiloterna uppfattade det som lätt att ändra textstorleken. 
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Det gick lätt att ändra textstorlek
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Då det gäller behovet av att kunna ändra textstorleken så visar enkätsvaren att testpiloterna inte har
ett behov av att kunna göra det. 29 av de 51 som svarat anger att de inte instämmer med att de har 
ett behov av att kunna ändra textstorleken. 

Jag har ett behov av att kunna ändra textstorleken
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Det undersökningen också visar är att de som svarat på enkäten tycker att möjligheten att kunna
ändra textstorleken är bra. I detta påstående instämmer 23 stycken i olika grad. 13 stycken
instämmer inte i olika grad, 6 vet ej och 7 har inte svarat. Detta kan tolkas som att även om de inte 
anser att de har ett behov av att kunna ändra textstorleken så tycker de ändå att möjligheten att 
kunna göra det är bra. 
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Jag tycker att möjligheten att kunna ändra textstorleken är bra
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De frågorna som sedan följde var av Ja och Nej karaktär och hade inte någon uppgift kopplat till sig.
Däremot så fick testpiloterna här möjlighet att skriva egna svar. Den första frågan var: Tillgodoser
tjänsten de behov av information om busstidtabeller som du har? På denna fråga svarade 28 
stycken Ja, absolut och 13 stycken svarade Ja, till viss del och 3 svarade Nej. Detta visar att den 
information som tjänsten tillhandahåller tillgodoser de informationsbehov som testpiloterna har. De
fick även här ange vilken information de ansåg att tjänsten saknade, svaren som framkom redovisas
efter diagrammet

Tillgodoser tjänsten de behov av information om busstidtabeller som
du har?
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Det går inte att välja tidtabell baserat på stadsdel. Om man inte kan linjenumren så hittar man inte. 
Kanske en karta, för vi som inte är så ofta där 
Bonus
Lite väl torftigt utformad applikation. Snyggare design skulle faktiskt kunna göra den mer lättanvänd.
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Något jag saknar mycket är möjligheten att välja att hamna direkt på tex sidan för aktuella avgångar,
direkt när applikationen startas.
Suverän tjänst!
Kommandot "Tillbaka" saknas i vissa menyer i programmet, trots att den dynamiska knappen (höger
menyknapp) ändå fungerar som tillbaka. Jag har en SE S700i. 
Jag skulle gärna se en koppling till aktuell trafikinformation i realtid. Dvs var är bussen nu.
Det skapas allt mer konstiga tjänster på mobiltelefonen som egentligen inte alls behövs. En telefon är,
bör och skall vara en telefon. PUNKT. Det finns inget behov för NÅGON människa att ständigt vara 
uppkopplad mot omvärlden.
saknar dock en linjesträckning. typ en karta som finns på internet och på busshållplatserna
Vaddå tidtabell?Jag hittar ingen att ladda ned ens.

Nästa fråga var Tycker du att denna tjänst tillgodoser något behov rörande busstidtabeller för dig,
se diagram nedan? På denna fråga svarade sammanlagt 34 stycken Ja, absolut och Ja, till viss del.
9 stycken svarade nekande i någon form. Kopplat till denna fråga fick de svara på vilket behov de
ansåg att tjänsten tillgodosåg och svaren på detta redovisas i obearbetad form efter diagrammet. 
Svaren på denna fråga visar att tjänsten tillgodoser de behov som användarna har gällande
tidtabeller.

Tycker du att denna tjänst tillgodoser något behov rörande
busstidtabeller för dig?
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Se nästa avgång från där jag är. Kunna planera resa vid senare tidpunkt. wap.sl.se är utmärkt, varför
inte använda samma lösning??
Det är smidigt att ha tabellen i mobilen.
Tider!
Att veta när nästa buss går från min närmaste hållplats
alltid kunna veta när bussen går. Kunna kolla avgångstid från specifik hållplats.
Den typ av tidtabellsinformation som getts på vissa hållplatser och framförallt på informationspanelerna
vid Smedjan ger på många sätt relevantare information än de tryckta tidtabellerna. Att erbjuda den
informationen i mobiltelefonen är ett smart drag.
Bara att slippa ha papperstabellen i fickan är värt varenda krona. Lätt att uppdatera =positivt.
Eftersom jag inte bussar så mycket så lär jag mig aldrig bussarnas sträckning och avgångar.
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Den tillgodoser mitt behov genom att man kan planera sin tid bättre och inte behöva stressa, samt att 
man slipper stå och frysa i väntan på bussen.
Bra när man inte har internet nära till hands och behöver veta när bussen går 
man har alltid tillgång till en tidtabell 
Tidtabellen där jag är utan behov av analoga tidtabellen
Jag brukar kolla busstidtabellerna på nätet i förväg. 

Den fråga som sedan följde var om de tyckte att tjänsten det var något behov som tjänsten inte
tillgodosåg. De fick ange vilket behov som de ansåg att den inte tillgodosåg. Svaren på denna fråga 
visar att 14 anser att de har något behov som tjänsten inte tillgodoser medan 27 inte tycker att de 
har det. Detta kan tolkas som att det inte är några stora saker som saknas i tjänsten.

Tycker du att det finns något behov rörande busstidtabeller som
tjänsten inte tillgodoser för dig?
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Planera resa utgående från stadsdel, inte linjenummer.
Inget jag kommer på nu.
Gällande taxor? 
Skulle vilja veta om bussen är i tid 
Det är lite onödigt att tidtabellinformationen är så bunden till dygn. När inte fler bussar avgår
innevarande dygn borde det åtminstone vara valbart att få senare avgångar (från kommande dygn)
visade.
Möjligen sträckning på en grovkartbild (eller test) om man inte kan stan som ex ny student. 

Testpiloterna fick sedan ange om de tror att de kommer att använda sig av denna tjänst och det
svarade 16 stycken Ja, absolut på. 15 stycken svarade Ja, till viss del, 14 stycken svarade Nej,
troligen inte och 2 stycken svarade Nej, absolut inte. 4 stycken visste ej. De fick även ange varför de 
tror att de kommer att använda den eller varför de tror att de inte kommer att använda den. Detta
visar tydligt att de som testat tjänsten tror att de kommer att använda sig av den i framtiden. 
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Tror du att du kommer att använda dig av denna tjänst?
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Eftersom jag är avancerad och erfaren och har en modern telefon så fungerar tjänsten för mig. Hade
föredragit en WAP-baserad tidtabell, för mindre trassel med installation, och möjlighet till helt aktuell
information, driftstörningar m.m. 
Det är lätt att kollar när nästa buss skall gå och mobilen har man alltid med sig så då har man alltid
tillgång till busstabellen.
det finns nästan alltid en dator tillgänglig
För att se när nästa lokalbuss avgår. så man hinner med länsbussen
Jag gör det redan 
Jag tycket att tjänsten fungerade i stort sett felfritt för mig som har en hel del vana av att använda 
liknande tjänster. Det är skönt att slippa springa omkring med en papperstidtabell i fickan hela tiden. 
Jag bor i Göteborg.
Har redan använt mig av den i flera veckor och har ofta nytta av den.
Åker sällan med LLT 
Åker inte så mycket buss (ännu). Kommer dock säkerligen att ha användning för detta, pga att det är 
enkelt, helt enkelt. 
Jag använder tjänsten dagligen.
De få gånger jag åker buss kommer jag att kunna planera bättre.
Bättre organisation av tid samt slippa stå frysa eller bli blöt. 
När planerna för dagen ändras o man behöver vara flexibel .. typ varje dag!
kör bil 
Åker ofta buss då jag inte har nån bil å då är mobilen alltid med 
Se tidigare kommentar
kollar tidtabellen på Internet, eller på den jag har i väskan. 
Jag tycker det är så snabbt och enkelt att använda Internet innan jag ska åka buss.

Fråga 25. Vad tilltalar dig mest med denna tjänst? På denna fråga har de fått skriva egna svar som 
redovisas nedan. Följande visar en sammanställning av vad testpiloterna ansåg tilltalade dem mest
med tjänsten. 

Det som främst framkommit i enkäten är att testpiloterna tycker att tjänsten var lätt att använda och 
att den var snabb och enkel. De fördelar som tjänsten för med sig är enligt testpiloterna att de
slipper hålla reda på tidtabellen i pappersform. De slipper även planera i förväg då tidtabellen alltid
är med dem och tillgänglig. Tidtabellen är även lättnavigerad och snygg. Tidtabellen anses även
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tillhandahålla möjligheter till specifik information och valmöjligheter där varje användare kan
anpassa sin egen tidtabell. Övriga svar som framkommit på denna fråga är att ingenting tilltalar en 
testpilot.

Fråga 26. Om du fick förändra vad du ville med tjänsten, vad skulle du då förändra? Testpiloterna
fick sedan ange vad de skulle förändra med tjänsten om de fick välja något. En sammanställning av 
svaren följer nedan.

De önskvärda förändringar som har framkommit i enkäten är att den borde vara wap-baserad, gratis
och med realtidsinformation. Testpiloterna anser även att tjänsten skulle kunna byggas ut med
tillgång till en karta, positionering som ger förslag på hållplatser samt att den skulle visa resans
längd. Testpiloterna vill även att de ska kunna betala resan med mobilen likväl som att de vill kunna
se om bussen är försenad eller inte. De vill också ha möjlighet att individanpassa tjänsten mer. 

2 Slutsatser

De slutsatser som går att dra från denna undersökning är att testpiloterna anser att det inte var så 
enkelt att ladda ner tidtabellen till mobiltelefonen. Om detta beror på instruktionerna som Testplats
Botnia gav eller den information som LLT tillhandahåller framkommer inte. Det framkom även att 
testpiloterna uppfattar tillgången till tidtabellen i mobiltelefonen som något bra, och att de har ett
behov av att kunna ha det.

Testpiloterna anser även att det gick lätt att hitta nästa avgångstid från en specifik hållplats, även
om en del verkar ha haft svårt att genomföra uppgiften då de inte kan svara. De har ett behov av att
kunna hitta nästa avgångstid från en specifik hållplats, och de tycker att möjligheten att kunna göra
det är bra. 

Sammantaget visar testpiloternas svar att det inte var helt enkelt att hitta hela tidtabellen för en 
specifik hållplast. Ungefär hälften av de som svarat anger att de har behov av att kunna studera
tidtabellen i någon grad och drygt hälften av de som svarat anser att möjligheten att kunna göra det
är bra. 

Denna uppgift kan tolkas som att möjligheten att kunna hitta en nästa avgångstid för en busslinje är 
något som respondenterna tycker är bra. De anser även att de har behov av det i olika grad, även
om fler ansåg att möjligheten var bra, och att det gick lätt att hitta nästa avgångstid med en specifik
busslinje.

30 stycken av de som svarat (51) anser att de har behov i någon form av att ha tillgång till 
tidtabellen för en specifik busslinje. 

Det undersökningen också visar är att de som svarat på enkäten tycker att möjligheten att kunna
ändra textstorleken är bra. I detta påstående instämmer 23 stycken i olika grad. 13 stycken
instämmer inte i olika grad, 6 vet ej och 7 har inte svarat. Detta kan tolkas som att även om de inte 
anser att de har ett behov av att kunna ändra textstorleken så tycker de ändå att möjligheten att 
kunna göra det är bra. 

Detta visar att den information som tjänsten tillhandahåller tillgodoser de informationsbehov som
testpiloterna har. De fick även här ange vilken information de ansåg att tjänsten saknade, svaren
som framkom redovisas efter diagrammet
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Svaren på denna fråga visar att tjänsten tillgodoser de behov som användarna har gällande
tidtabeller.

Detta kan tolkas som att det inte är några stora saker som saknas i tjänsten.
Detta visar tydligt att de som testat tjänsten tror att de kommer att använda sig av den i framtiden. 
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